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Executive summary 

In the wake of the recent demise of the US housing mortgage market, with a stream of subprime defaults, 

the Danish model of financing private housing has attracted great interest from around the world, driven 

by the fact that there has not been a single case of default of the bond instruments used to finance Danish 

private housing, in their 250 year history (Association of Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009). From a pure risk 

perspective, it would therefore seem highly attractive to invest in Danish mortgage bonds. An important 

question, though, is what bond or bonds to invest in at any given time, in order to optimize return on 

investment. 

As first shown by Markowitz in 1952, diversified portfolios result in the best return while mitigating the 

level of risk, both in the case of stocks and when combining stocks and bonds (Markowitz, 1952). 

However, there has been a paucity of research into whether the same applies for pure bond portfolios. This 

may, at least in part, have been driven by a common misperception of bonds being “simple” assets with 

predictable cash flows. Bonds have therefore mainly been used to mitigate risk in portfolios of other 

securities, e.g. creating derivative instruments with the bond ensuring a return of a certain amount and the 

other security creating a larger upside potential. There are indications, however, that diversification 

benefits also exist in the case of pure bond portfolios (Korn & Koziol, 2006, Roll, 1971, Yawitz et. al., 

1976). 

The aim of this thesis was to determine how to create the highest possible return on investment in Danish 

mortgage bonds, for the unit of risk taken; in other words, maximizing the Sharp ratio (Sharpe, 1964) of 

the bond investment. A mean-variance model according to Markowitz (Markowitz, 1959) was applied to 

available data from the Danish mortgage bond market. Sharp ratios of individual bonds were compared to 

those of portfolios of various types of bonds, including non-callable, callable and floating rate bonds. In 

addition, the effect of allowing short selling of bonds within the portfolios was assessed. Lastly, the 

sensitivity of the value of the optimal portfolio to market interest rate fluctuations was compared to the 

sensitivity of suboptimal portfolios. 

In conclusion, the Sharp ratio of a hypothetical investment in Danish mortgage bonds was optimized by 

creating a portfolio of multiple bonds, rather than investing in individual bonds. The diversification 

benefits were even more pronounced when short selling of bonds was allowed in the portfolios. 

Furthermore, combining all three types of bonds – non-callable, callable and floating rate bonds – in a 

portfolio, yielded higher Sharp ratios than portfolios consisting of only one or two distinctly different types 

of bonds. Finally, the sensitivity of the value of the optimal portfolio to market interest rate fluctuations 

was not markedly different c.f. the sensitivity of suboptimal portfolios to market interest rate fluctuations. 
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1 Introduction 
 
In the wake of the recent demise of the US housing mortgage market, with a stream of subprime 

defaults, the Danish model of financing private housing has attracted great interest from around 

the world, driven by the fact that there has not been a single case of default of the bond 

instruments used to finance Danish private housing, in their 215 year history (Association of 

Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009). From a pure risk perspective, it would therefore seem highly 

attractive to invest in Danish mortgage bonds. An important question, though, is what bond or 

bonds to invest in at any given time, in order to optimize return on investment. 

 

The current approach to financing private housing in Denmark stems back from 1795, when a 

widespread fire destroyed 25 % of all houses in Copenhagen. Credit was desperately needed for 

the reconstruction of the city; however, at the time mortgages were not readily available. For this 

reason, mortgage associations that would provide loans secured by mortgages on real property 

were formed. The mortgage bonds were established on the basis of joint and several liability, in 

order to create a robust credit quality (Danske Bank, 2008). 

 

In Denmark, the largest mortgage bond investors are Monetary Financial Institutions (MFIs) i.e. 

banks and mortgage credit institutes, other credit institutions, money market funds, and the 

Danish National bank. As of June, 2009, the MFIs held Danish mortgage bonds at a market value 

of Dkk 930,4 bn, corresponding to 38% of the entire Danish mortgage bond market (Danish 

National Bank, 2008). The second largest investors are pension and insurance companies that 

held Danish mortgage bonds at a market value of Dkk 607,9 bn as of June, 2009. 

 

Clearly, investors have a wide choice of investment opportunities. By means of mean-variance 

optimization, financial theory attempts to address the investor’s choice problem by selecting a 

portfolio of assets from a so-called opportunity set with the optimal risk/return combination. 

Historically, mean-variance optimization as first described by Markowitz (1959) has mainly been 

applied to portfolios comprising stocks. Given the attractiveness of Danish mortgage bonds, it 

would however seem very relevant to identify parameters by which an optimized investment in 

Danish mortgage bonds could be structured. 
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2. Research objectives 

2.1. Problem identification 
 

A number of theoretical and empirical studies have been done using the mean-variance 

optimisation approach for stock portfolios. However, not many studies have analyzed portfolios 

consisting entirely of bonds. This may, at least in part, have been driven by a common 

misperception of bonds being “simple” assets with predictable cash flows and that diversification 

benefits in bond portfolio are absent. On the contrary, the cash flow patterns of mortgage 

securities are unpredictable due to their embedded call and prepayment options. Depending on 

the bond type, the borrower may have a right either to call the bond (i.e. repay the entire bond) or 

repay part of a mortgage at any time. Pre-payment levels are mainly dependent on variability of 

the market interest rate. High interest rate volatility leads to huge swings in the market price of 

bonds. Apparently, the interest rate swings play a major role in determining the size and timing of 

cash flows making analysis of mortgage bonds complex. Further, during the housing market 

bubble (period 2004 through mid-2007) housing mortgage bonds underwent a rapid progress in 

new complex product development (Danish National Bank, 2008). Naturally, adding assorted 

products in the market the diversified portfolios will improve in performance.  

 

We chose to investigate bond diversification since a common misperception is that bond cash 

flows are predictable, for which reason it may be questioned whether diversification benefits do 

exist for bonds. Further, we wanted to look at bonds more closely since relatively little focus is 

placed on the bond subject at Copenhagen Business School. We were also inspired by the book 

“Modern Portfolio Theory and Investment Analysis” ( Elton et. al., 2007). Although the main 

focus of this book is on portfolio management of common equities, we understood from Elton et. 

al. that the mean-variance optimisation method also can be applied to portfolios consisting solely 

of bonds. Finally, of all different types of bonds, we chose to focus on Danish mortgage bonds, 

since the large number of recent mortgage defaults around the world have sparked a great interest 

in the Danish model of financing private housing, driven by the fact that there has never been a 

single case of default of the bond instruments used to finance Danish private housing. 
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2.2 Research question 
 
Overall question: 

 

“What is the optimal portfolio of Danish mortgage bonds as determined by the mean-variance 

optimization approach?” 

 

Detailed questions: 

• Are there diversification benefits when investing in a portfolio of bonds rather than 

individual bonds?  

• Does the non-callable bullet portfolio alter when adding other complicated bond 

instruments i.e. callable and floater bonds? 

• Is bond diversification beneficial when short sales are restricted?  

• How sensitive is the optimal portfolio to changing market interest rates c.f. sub-optimal 

portfolios? 
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3 Thesis structure 
The thesis is divided into eight main chapters which are presented in figure 1. After the 

introduction, research objectives and thesis structure chapters the reader is introduced with some 

background information about the Danish bond market as well as the Danish mortgage bond 

market (Chapter 4). Further, the chapter provides a brief overview of main players existing on the 

Danish mortgage market and presents the unique and robust Danish mortgage system.  

                                                                                    

  

Figure 1 Thesis structure  

(Source: own contribution) 

Research objectives 

Background information: 
Danish mortgage market overview  

 

Introduction 

Results and Discussion 

Conclusions 

Suggestions for future 
research 

 
      Methodology and Methods: 

        Literature overview, Theoretical framework, 
Data        collection, Calculations 

 

Thesis structure 
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The reader will also find a description of main types of Danish mortgage bond products. 

Additionally, the historical development of the short and long term interest rates as well as the 

risk free rate is presented in Chapter four. 

 

Strictly speaking the Methodology and Methods chapter (Chapter 5) is divided in two main parts: 

methodology and methods. The first part is devoted to the theoretical discussion of fixed income 

securities as an asset class whereas the second part contains the explanations related to data 

gathering as well as detail information about calculation procedures. The first part includes 

literature review about studies related to the bond portfolio optimization and the mean variance 

approach application. Further, the chapter gives a sound presentation of theoretical framework. 

The main properties of fixed income securities such as yield, duration, convexity and the interest 

rate term structure is discussed in detail. Moreover, the modern portfolio theory is presented 

together with its main components i.e. risk and expected return as well as covariance and 

correlation coefficient. Markowitz’s efficient frontier and the parameters behind the frontier, such 

as the risk-return relationship and the correlation coefficient are introduced. The portfolio 

allocation strategy both when short sales are allowed and when short sales are not allowed is 

discussed. A separate section in the theoretical framework is devoted to contemporary critique of 

the mean-variance optimization model. The second part of the methodology and methods chapter 

justifies the choice of data and describes calculation techniques in detail. The last two sections 

are devoted to statistical tests: stationarity and normality i.e. testing our raw data validity and 

reliability and the t-test to determine significance of our final results. Chapter six encompasses 

results and discussion of the empirical study. Prior unveiling the results, an overview of the data 

and assessment of what we could expect in our calculations was placed. Afterwards, results of 

methods, the mean variance approach and Monte Carlo simulations, together with short sales 

allowed and short sales are not allowed restrictions were presented. Answers for questions related 

to diversification benefits were declared. Chapter six concludes with the optimal portfolio 

sensitivity analysis. It demonstrates the percentage price change of the optimal portfolio when the 

market interest rate changes by 100, 200, 300 and 400 basis points. Chapter seven presents our 

overall conclusion whereas chapter eight provides the suggestions for future research. 
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Bonds by  type  H1 2009  (market value)

9%

17%

74%

Government bonds

Mortgage bonds

Other bonds

4. Background information 

4.1 Danish bond market overview 
Danish credit market consists of mortgage bonds 

that correspond to 74% of the total bond market 

value, government bonds that are equivalent to 

17% of the total bond market value and other 

bonds: corporate bonds and fixed income 

derivatives. The latter two bond markets are 

minor and enclose a total market share of 9% of 

the Danish bond market value (Figure 2) (Danish 

Statistics). 

                                                                                                   Figure 2 Danish bond market value 

                                                                                               (Source: Danish statistics)                           

Figure 2 shows that the total value of issued bonds has been constantly increasing over the last 

five years; however, in the first half of 2009, the total market value of issued bonds’ has 

considerably declined. The decline in H1/2009 is due to decrease demand in mortgage bonds.  

Contrary, government and other bonds show a slight increase in H1/2009 (Figure 3) (Danish 

Statistics).  
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Figure 3 Total market value and bonds value by type  

(Source: Danish statistics)                           

The universal financial crisis is one of the main motives of the decline in mortgage bonds’ issue. 

Although the Danish economy is gradually recovering because of lower interest rates, lower 
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home prices and somewhat higher incomes, the growing unemployment and continued low 

number of property transactions pulls the economical state in the opposite direction. This is a sign 

that Danish mortgage credit institutions’ activities shifted to a lower gear despite the robustness 

of the Danish mortgage bank system. However, compared to other countries, the Danish 

mortgage system has been well sustained and with its unique system has helped to protect Danish 

mortgage bond investors against the worst effects of the crisis (Danish National Bank, 2009).  

 

The increase in the Danish government bonds’ issue is, again, related to economic setback where 

higher unemployment implies higher social benefit cost and tax revenue. Even though during the 

recent years (approx. since 1995), the Danish government balance sheet illustrated decreasing 

government borrowing, in 2009, the Danish Ministry of Finance expects budget deficit of 1,3% 

of GDP. Money demand for 2009 results an increase in Danish government bonds’ issue in 2009 

(Danish National Bank, 2009).  

 

A increasing trend can be seen in other bonds also. One could speculate that this increase is 

related to interest rate hedging strategy. Effectively when global interest rates fall sharply and 

equity markets crashes (The World Bank, 2007). Normally, to reduce the mismatch between 

assets and liabilities, companies and financial institutions use fixed income derivatives (swaps, 

plain vanilla option contracts and exotic option contracts) to hedge the interest rate risk. On the 

other hand, the positive upward trend does not seem to incur right before H1 2009, therefore, one 

could conclude that increasing number in other bonds issue is simply due to increasing popularity 

of fixed income derivatives. 

 

Further, in our paper, we will solely focus on the Danish mortgage bond market; therefore, the 

discussion below is about the mortgage credit system, mortgage credit institutions and types of 

mortgage bonds.   
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4.2 Danish mortgage bond market overview 
The current approach to financing private housing in Denmark stems back from 1795, when a 

widespread fire destroyed 25 % of all houses in Copenhagen. Credit was desperately needed for 

the reconstruction of the city; however, at the time mortgages were not readily available. For this 

reason, mortgage associations that would provide loans secured by mortgages on real property 

were formed. The mortgage bonds were established on the basis of joint and several liability, in 

order to create a robust credit quality (Danske Bank, 2008). Since introduction of the current 

Danish mortgage bonds, none of the Danish mortgage credit institutions have failed to meet 

investors’ obligations (Association of Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009) 

 

The primary mortgage bond investors are Monetary Financial Institutions (MFIs) i.e. banks and 

mortgage credit institutes, other credit institutions, money market funds, and Danish National 

Bank (Danish National Bank, 2009). These hold a market value of Dkk 930,4 bn. of all Danish 

mortgage bonds, equivalent to 38%. The second largest investors are pension and insurance 

companies that hold a market value of Dkk 607,9 bn of all Danish mortgage bonds that 

corresponds to 26% (Association of Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009).  

Bond Ownership H1/2009  (market value Dkk bn.)

5%

38%
10%

26%

3%5%2%
11%

Non-f inancial corporations

MFIs (excluding ow n holdings)

Other f inancial intermediaries

Insurance and pension funds

General government

Housholds

Unnallocated residents

Foreign investors

 

Figure 4 Bond ownership  

(Source: Statistics Denmark) 

 

In general, the Danish credit market is characterized as triple A-rating mortgage bond market; 

however Moody’s has announced that shortly it will re-evaluate some Danish mortgage bonds 

and that might be linked to downsizing of Danish mortgage bonds. Nevertheless, due to 
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Denmark’s strong legal framework with strict regulations (the Danish Mortgage Credit Act 

(DMCA)) and tight supervision of the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority (DFSA), the 

Danish mortgage credit system has proved to be highly secure, liquid and efficient (Moody's, 

2002). Besides, Danish mortgage institutions have coped with credit crisis better than most other 

credit institutions in Europe and US (Guttentag, 2009).    

 

Prior to July 2007, in Denmark, only mortgage credit institutions were authorized to issue the 

Danish mortgage bonds. This is no longer anymore. After July 2007 reform, all banks are 

allowed to issue mortgage credit bonds. Even foreign credit institutions are allowed to issue 

mortgage credit bonds if they comply with the Danish Financial Act (Mortgage-Credit Loans and 

Mortgage-Credit Bonds etc. Act, 2003). According to the Danish Financial Act, issued mortgage 

bonds can not exceed 30 year maturity. However, for exceptional cases, such as loans for non-

profit rental housing, youth housing and private housing cooperatives, the loans can be granted of 

a maximum maturity of 35 years. Before granting a mortgage credit loan, the mortgage credit 

institutions shall make a proper valuation of the property. The property’s acquisition price should 

reflect the true market price and any risk related to market condition changes should be taken into 

consideration. It is crucial not to include occasional price increase. As a rule, bonds can be 

collateralized by mortgage loans with a maximum limit of 80% of the total value of the property 

for residential loans, 70% - for agricultural holdings, forestry property, market gardens, etc., 60% 

- for commercial loans and 40% - other property, including unbuilt-on land (Mortgage-Credit 

Loans and Mortgage-Credit Bonds etc. Act, 2003). Further, to protect mortgage bond investors, 

Denmark has the Danish title number system, land registration system and efficient compulsory 

sale procedures. All title holders must be registered as mortgagors on the mortgage. In case, the 

borrower fails to pay his/her obligations, his/her ownership and individual property are identified 

immediately and the process from default to a forced sale can only take six moths (Mortgage-

Credit Loans and Mortgage-Credit Bonds etc. Act, 2003). 

 

The compliance with the balance principle rule is another and one of the most important 

commands for Danish credit institutions. The illustration of the balance principle can be seen in 

figure 5. Once a mortgage loan is granted, a mortgage credit institution will fund the loan, either 

via the tap-sale or auction, depending on the bond type, by issuing a bond that offsets the 
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underlying loan. The mortgage banks are legitimate to issue bonds that correspond to precisely 

the same value of the underlying loan; meaning that the terms of the loan, type, maturity and 

coupon rate should match exactly to the mortgage bond issue. However, a deviation of up to 1% 

of mortgage bank’s capital base is allowed (Mortgage-Credit Loans and Mortgage-Credit Bonds 

etc. Act, 2003). The presence of the balance principle rule keeps the market risk (interest rate, 

exchange rate, option and liquidity risk) down, thus the main risk is related to debtor’s ability to 

repay his loan (Moody’s, 2002). 

 

Figure 5 The balance principle 

(Source: Association of Danish Mortgage Banks) 

 

The main income for the Danish mortgage banks is servicing fees that currently are about 0.5% 

(Association of Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009). This entails that Danish mortgage credit 

institutions give an access to the cheapest form of financing the real estate. As a consequence, 

there is a relatively high demand for borrowing which makes the Danish mortgage credit market 

the largest market in the world relative to GDP and the second largest in Europe in absolute terms 

(Realkredit Danmark, 2007). To conclude, the Danish credit market is highly regulated, secure, 

liquid and inexpensive.  
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4.3 Danish mortgage credit institutions 
The Danish mortgage bond market is highly concentrated. Only seven active mortgage credit 

institutions (MCIs) compete in the Danish mortgage market. Some affiliated with commercial 

banks (RealKredit Danmark, Nordea Kredit, DLR Kredit, FIH Realkredit, LRF), others operating 

on a standalone basis, as foundations (BRFKredit, Nykredit). One could observe that the structure 

of the Danish mortgage credit market has not changed much over the last ten years (table 1).  

Nykredit RD Nordea KreditBRF Kredit DLR Kredit Danske KreditFIH RealkreditLRF BG Kredit

1997 41% 32% 5% 12% 4% 5% 0% 0% 0%

1998 41% 30% 7% 11% 4% 6% 0% 0% 1%

1999 41% 29% 7% 11% 4% 7% 0% 0% 1%

2000 41% 28% 8% 11% 3% 7% 0% 0% 2%

2001 40% 37% 8% 11% 3% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2002 41% 36% 9% 10% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2003 41% 35% 10% 10% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2004 41% 34% 11% 9% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2005 41% 33% 11% 9% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2006 40% 33% 12% 9% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2007 41% 32% 12% 10% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Q2 2008 41% 31% 12% 10% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%  

Table 1 Mortgage credit institutions’ market shares as a percentage of outstanding bonds 
(Source: Association of Danish Mortgage Banks) 

 

Nykredit still is the largest mortgage credit lender in Denmark with a market share of 41% in Q2 

2008. At the end of 2008, fair value of Dkk 836 bn of issued mortgage bonds was recorded in its 

annual report. The bank provides national and international (France, Spain and Germany) lending 

for financing both residential and corporate properties, and trades its mortgage bonds on national 

as well as international level (Nykredit, 2009).  

 

Realkredit Danmark has been the second largest mortgage credit institution for some time. At the 

end of 2008, its fair value of outstanding mortgage bonds was Dkk 683 bn. (Realkredit Danmark, 

2009). The core Realkredit Danmark focus is the financing of Danish residential and commercial 

properties. It promotes itself as innovative and customer oriented organization that continuously 

develops and adapts assortment of mortgage products. The company’s market share has been 

somewhat more volatile, compared to other credit institutions, over the last ten years. For 

instance, in 2001, Realkredit Danmark almost reached Nykredit’s market share level; however 

after 2001 Realkredit Danmark’s market share kept decreasing reaching a market share level of 

31% in Q2 2008.   
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Today Nordea Kredit is the third largest player among all MCIs. Its market share in Q2 2008 was 

12% and its fair value of issued mortgage bonds, at the end of 2008, was Dkk 230 bn. Nordea 

Kredit offers mortgage lending to Danish private and corporate customers as well as to customers 

in the agricultural or industrial segment. 

  

BRFkredit is one of the oldest MCI’s in Denmark, with 200-plus year history. By the end of 

2008, the foundation obtained a market share of 10% and had its fair value of Dkk 186 bn of 

outstanding mortgage bonds. BRFkredit specializes in the private, corporate and subsidized 

housing segments; however, the residential property loans account for the majority of all lending. 

In addition to mortgage lending, BRFkredit also offers customers financial solutions and other 

services that are related to mortgage lending and mortgage refinancing e.g. deposits, portfolio 

management that gives “a risk-free return on the proprietary investment portfolio” (BRFkredit, 

2009). 

 

Dansk Landbrugs Realkreditfond (DLR), as the name suggests itself, specializes mainly in 

agricultural sector. Funding for the agricultural sector embraces production farms, part-time 

farms, residential farms and horticultural properties. In order to compete with other strong players 

in the Danish mortgage credit market, DLR extended its core business and at the moment also 

issues mortgage loans for office and business properties, rental and social housing, housing co-

operatives and manufacturing and manual industries.  DLR’s market share is gradually increasing 

reaching 5% and bringing fair value of issued mortgage bonds of Dkk 122 bn in Q2 2008 

(Association of Danish Mortgage Banks, 2009). 

 

4.4 Bond types 
There are three main types of mortgage bonds available in Denmark: non-callable bonds, callable 

bonds, floating rate bonds (table 2). These mortgage bond designs differ in their coupon rate, 

maturity and the repayment profile. In other words, they have different terms. Traditionally, 

callable annuity bonds pre-dominated the Danish mortgage bond market, but in resent years there 

is a clear trend going towards non-callable bullet bonds. 
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Type of 

instruments

Callable annuity 

bonds

Non-callable bullet 

bonds

Floating-to-fixed 

and capped floaters

Interest payments Quarterly Annual Quarterly

Repayment Annuity or Interest 

only

Bullet Annuity or Interest 

only

Coupon Fixed Fixed Floating, capped

Currency 

denomination

DKK and EUR DKK and EUR DKK and EUR

Maturities 10, 20, 30 years 1-11 years 5, 10, 20, 30 years

Issuance Daily tap Daily tap or auction Daily tap

Opening period 3 years Maturity 3 years

Rate Fixed annuity bonds Fixed bullet bonds Floating annuity 

bonds  

    Table 2 Types of Danish covered bond instruments  
   (Source: Danske Bank) 

 

4.4.1 Non-Callable bonds  

4.4.1.1 Non-callable bullet bonds 

There are two main types of non-callable bonds: non-callable bullets and non-callable annuity 

bonds. An important non-callable bonds’ feature is that the bonds cannot be redeemed prior to 

maturity. Non-callable bullets are fixed rate bonds that normally pay one annual payment for an 

investor. These bonds have a simple cash flow structure which provides coupon, or interest 

payments at regular intervals over the life of the issue and repays the full principal amount to 

investors at maturity (figure 6). Initially, non-callable bullets were introduced in 1996 to fund 

adjustable-rate mortgage loans (ARM’s), or interest-reset loans. ARM’s are traditionally granted 

as 10, 15, 20, 30 and up to 35 years1 annuity loans, they are financed through the short term non-

callable annuity bullet bonds. Debtors that hold a long term non-callable loan, have a flexibility 

of refinancing their loan via the newly launched flex bonds.  

 

 Figure 6 Non-callable bond cash flows  

 (Source: Fabozzi, 2004) 

 

                                                 
1 After the reform 2007 all covered mortgage loans with LTV 70-75% are granted on the period without upper limit. 
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Due to their simplicity, liquidity and flexibility a sustained demand in non-callable bullets was 

recorded. Today, non-callable bullet bonds represent about 40 per cent of the total Danish market 

volume (Danske Bank, 2008). Owing to its simplicity, a variety (more than 20) of non-callable 

bullet bonds exists on the Danish mortgage bond market differing in maturities and interest rate 

reset profiles. The most popular profile is one-year bullet (Danske Bank, 2008). 

Maturity Total end 

2006

Total Q2 

2008

Index end 

2006

Index Q2 

2008

1Y 317,1 147,1 77,93% 55,66%

2Y 38,3 41,8 9,41% 15,82%

3Y 28,6 32 7,03% 12,11%

4Y 10,4 18,8 2,56% 7,11%

5Y 7,6 9,8 1,87% 3,71%

> 5Y 4,9 14,8 1,20% 5,60%

Total 406,9 264,3 100,00% 100,00%   

  Table 3 Volume of RD bullet bonds in DKK bn Q2   2008  

   (Source: Danske Bank)  

 

For instance, the volume of Realkredit Danmark’s (RD) one year non-callable bullet bonds in 

Q2’2008 corresponded to 56% of its all non-callable bullets. Comparing Q2’2008 index with the 

end 2006 index, one could notice that most recently, there has been an increasing demand for 

bullets with longer maturities (table 3). On the other hand, Nykredit clearly depicts a sustainable 

demand towards one-year non-callable bullet bonds. Non-callable bullet bonds are the simplest 

form of all bonds and are similar to European covered bonds and plain vanilla Danish 

government bonds. These bullet bonds are fixed rate bonds with maturity of one to eleven years. 

All non-callable bullet bonds, except one year bullet, mature on the 1st of January. Due to one 

year non-callable bullet bond popularity, it is issued in three series where each series has a 

different maturity date. Normally, those are 1st of January, 1st April and 1st October. 

 

    Table 4 DKK-denominated fixed-rate bullets on auction 
     (Source: Nykredit Markets) 
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Non-callable bullets are issued on daily tap basis whereas refinancing of maturing bonds occurs 

every year in December via auctions. Two additional auctions, in March and September, are 

placed for one year non-callable bullets. Usually, the opening period lasts until maturity. Non 

callable bullets are available in DKK and EUR denomination. Bond cash flows are composed 

from interest and principal payments where for one-year bullet both are paid at maturity either on 

the 1st of January, 1st April or 1st October depending on the date of issue. Other non-callable 

bullets have one annual interest payment throughout bond’s life which always is paid on the 1st of 

January. The principal is paid at maturity (Nykredit, 2008). 

 

4.4.1.2 Non-callable annuity bonds 

Non-callable annuity bond is a bond containing provisions allowing principal repayment, in 

whole or in part, before the stated maturity. Thus, the core difference between non-callable 

bullets and non-callable annuity bond is that individual payments of non-callable annuity bonds 

contain increasing amounts of repaid principal and, correspondingly, declining amounts of 

interest. Meaning that borrowers pay a part of principal each year together with the interest 

payment thus, the repaid principal amount becomes bigger and the interest payment becomes 

smaller over time. However, the total amount is the same over the life of a bond. Typically, the 

annuity loans amortize with equal quarterly payments that consist of interest and principal. The 

payments are made 1st January, 1st April, 1st July and 1st October. Annuity bonds are issued on 

daily tap basis and have an opening period of three years. For more information about annuity 

bonds’ structure, please, refer to the section below, the callable bonds section (Nykredit, 2008).  

 

It is important to mention that the Danish mortgage system is unique and different from other 

countries’ (e.g. US) mortgage systems. This is because of buyback option (also known as 

delivery option). No matter whether it is a callable or non-callable bond, Danish borrowers are 

able to terminate their loans by buying back the mortgage bonds in the bond market and 

delivering them to the mortgage bank. Normally, borrowers will exercise the buyback option if 

the bond price is below the par value. The buyback option does not directly affect investor’s 

returns, opposite; it has a tendency to raise bond prices due to increase demand in bonds 

(Nykredit, 2008). 
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4.4.2. Callable bonds 
As non-callable bonds, callable bonds are divided in two main types: callable bullets and callable 

annuity bonds. Just in 2007 Realkredit Danmark started issuing callable bullet bonds contributing 

to the Danish mortgage market liquidity. (Realkredit Danmark, 2008). In this section, our focus 

will be on callable annuity bonds since the Danish mortgage market is predominated by callable 

annuity bonds. The main distinction between non-callable annuity bonds and callable annuity 

bonds is that callable annuity bonds give an opportunity to a borrower to repay the bond before 

maturity. As it is mentioned above, non-callable loans have only a delivery option while callable 

annuity loans have both a call and a delivery option. In other words, callable annuity bonds are 

fixed rate bonds with incorporated call option as well as delivery option. This means that the 

mortgage bank will pay the debt back by calling a bond at a par value (bond loan) or by buying 

the bond back in the market at a market price (cash loan). 

 

Figure 7 Callable annuity cash flows 

(Source: Danske Bank) 

 
Compared to a non-callable bond, the price of a callable bond is kept down when interest rates 

decline, as debtors are likely to repay the bond at par (figure 7). When a bond becomes extremely 

exposed to redemption, the price will fall when interest rates fall. 

 

    Figure 8 Pricing of callable bonds 

    (Source: Nykredit) 

 

When exercising the call option, the debtors should notify the mortgage bank two months before 

the next coupon payment date. Usually, the payment dates are 1st January, 1st April, 1st July and 
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1st October. Therefore 31st January, 30th April, 31st July and 30th October are the notification 

dates. If the borrower exercises his call option, he repays the loan by prepaying the remaining 

debt at par and, plus, the cost related to the prepayment. The prepayment cost might include a 

new loan registration fee, price spread, commissions, etc. (Nykredit, 2009). When exercising the 

delivery option, the borrower bears all the risks related to the underlying bond purchase, 

including additional 0.15-0.25% trading fees (Realkredit Danmark, 2008). 

  

Naturally, homeowners will prepay their mortgages if they sell their home or if the interest rates 

decline sufficiently. In Denmark, most prepayments are caused by interest rate fall (Nykredit, 

2009). Falling interest rates are the main factor encouraging the borrowers to exercise the call 

option as they can refinance their loans with lower interest payments, thus lower first year (once 

the remortgaging is executed) net payments as well as lower future net payments. However, this 

type of remortgaging causes an increase in outstanding debt. Nevertheless, the size of the 

remaining principal determines the refinancing gain. The remaining loan is tax deductable. Thus, 

the bigger the remaining principal amount, the lower tax payments and hence, the larger the 

refinancing gain (Brealy, Myers & Allen, 2006).  

 

In Denmark, a possibility to assign the existing loan to a new house owner reduces the number of 

prepayments due to home sale (BIS, 2004). Effectively, refinancing or extension of the loan 

might occur because the new borrower might wish to change the characteristics of the existing 

loan. According to Nykredit report (2006), refinancing and extension does not directly affect the 

investor. Contrary, this type of refinancing or extension favours the investor. It is believed that it 

increases demand for bonds and thus, the bond market price increase.  

 

There is another refinancing possibility where the borrower seeks to reduce its outstanding loan 

by remortgaging its loan at a higher coupon than that of the initial one. This type of remortgaging 

will lead to higher future payments and lower outstanding debt. However, this strategy is 

profitable under the assumption that the interest rate decline again within a short time period and 

that a borrower will be able to remortgage his loan to a lower coupon. 
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No matter whether prepayment occurs due to home sale or interest decline, obviously, such 

prepayments reduce the average maturity of a bond and affect the cash flow over the life of a 

mortgage bond. Despite the risk associated with callable bonds, callable annuity bonds are 

attractive to the investor since callable annuity bonds, typically, offer a higher coupon payment2 

compared to non-callable bonds. A higher coupon rate is offered to compensate the investor for 

the risk inherent in the call option. Since callable bonds have more than one possible redemption 

date (the call dates and maturity), the collection of future cash flows contributing to the overall 

return is uncertain. It is feared that a callable bond will be called at a price which is lower than a 

price of a similar non-callable bond at the same time. This difference is a loss to the investor. 

Therefore the investor would require higher yield on the callable bond. Investors are also aware 

of the fact that investing in a high yield callable bond in the time of high rates might last for only 

a short period as the bond will be called back as soon as rates decline. Normally, changing bond 

prices, interest rates and yields do not affect the investor directly, unless the bond is called. If the 

bond is called, the investor will cease receiving high coupon payments and might suffer from the 

bond price difference described above. Thus, the possibility of a call reduces the value of the 

bond to the investor.  

 

The risk associated with a call option makes mortgage bonds to be assessed on expected cash 

flows and not on published cash flows. The cash flow of bonds is equal to the sum of loan 

payments. As a rule, the loan payment is broken down to interest and the principal payments. 

Initially, callable annuity bonds were dedicated to fund fixed rate annuity loans where the 

borrower pays the interest as well as the principal of equal amounts over an agreed-upon period 

of time. In this situation, the principal amount and the interest payment decline over time. When 

the bond matures, the loan is fully amortized i.e. fully paid. Since 2003 Danish mortgage 

deregulation mortgage banks are allowed to issue bonds that generate quarterly cash flows only 

from interest and where the full principal amount is repaid when the bond matures. Today, this 

type of loan is called callable annuity loan with interest-only option. Before 2007 Danish bond 

reform, the main limitation was that the interest-only period was limited to a maximum of 10 

                                                 
2 The coupon rate is the nominal interest rate that the issuer (who owes money to bondholder) agrees to pay each year.  The 
coupon is the total annual interest amount paid to bondholders (who borrows money to issuer) and it is calculated by multiplying a 
par bond value by the coupon rate.  
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years. Today, all uncovered and covered mortgage bonds3 with LTV of 80% have a maximum of 

10 years interest-only period and all covered mortgage bonds with LTV of 70-75% have 

unlimited interest-only period (Bomgaard, 2007, Grosen, 2007). 

 

Callable annuity bonds are issued on a daily tap basis to meet the current funding need which is 

subject to a well known balance principle. Danish mortgage system offers callable annuity bonds 

with maturities of 10, 15, 20 and 30 years with payment dates being every quarter, on the 1st , 

starting from January. The bonds are available in DKK and EUR denominations and are used to 

fund fixed rate callable loans until expiry of loan term. Callable annuity bonds are open for three 

years from the date of issue to collect the full amount needed to cover the underlying loan. If the 

bond price is above par value and/or the coupon rate is below the minimum interest rate, 

mortgage banks temporarily close some bond series. This is done in order to avoid arbitrage 

opportunities (sell the bond at a higher price and pay the loan with a lower price). Bond maturity 

years are counted from the day of issuance of a bond. Since there is a pool of bonds in one bond 

series, some loans might have a shorter maturity than the other ones in the same bond series. In 

fact, the difference of three years will be between the first debtor and the last debtor withdrawing 

the money in the same bond series. For instance, having a bond with maturity of 30 years and if 

the first bond issue is in 2005, the first debtor will repay its debt in 2035 whereas the last debtor 

will repay his debt in 2038. Consequently, there is a discrepancy between the actual cash flow on 

a bond and the theoretical cash flow of a bond. 

4.4.3 Floating rate bonds 
Floaters, in Denmark, were initially introduced in 2000 when borrowers were offered the 

opportunity to raise 30-year adjustable interest rate mortgage loans with interest rate caps. As the 

name suggests, floaters mean that the bond coupon rate is not fixed over the entire bond’s life. 

Instead, it varies together with the market interest rate. The bonds behind these loans were capped 

                                                 
3
 New legislation on covered bonds (SDOs, særlig dækkede obligationer), covered mortgage-credit bonds 

(SDROs, særlig dækkede realkredit obligationer) and mortgage bonds (ROs, realkredit obligationer) took effect 
on 1 July 2007. Despite different names, SDOs and SDROs broadly adhere to the same eligibility criteria i.e 
they are the same and carry low risk. The only difference is in their issuance institution. SDROs can be issued 
only by mortgage banks whereas SDOs can be issued by mortgage bank as well as any other universal bank. 
ROs are divided in two categories where mortgage bonds issued prior January 1, 2008 carry low risk and 
mortgage bonds issued after January 1, 2008 carry high risk (Bomgaard, 2007, Grosen, 2007) 
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floaters with maturities of up to five years. After five years, the loans were refinanced into new 

five-year capped floaters, and the interest rate cap was thus, only effective for five years. In 2004 

capped floaters with maturities of up to 30 years were launched, which enabled the borrowers to 

obtain a fixed interest rate cap covering the entire loan term. Since then, the development and 

introduction of new adjustable interest rate loans and bond types have continued. As a result, a 

large number of floating-rate bonds with different features are now being offered (Nykredit, 

2008). 

 

There are two forms of floating rate bonds available in Denmark: capped and uncapped floaters. 

Capped floaters mainly consist of floater-to-fixed and capped floaters. Both types have an 

incorporated cap which remains fixed throughout the whole maturity of the bond. Uncapped 

floaters are also called pure floaters and this means that this type of bonds do not have a cap. 

Pure floaters were launched to fund commercial lending and originally were issued with five-year 

maturities, but after 2007 legislation, pure floaters were issued with 10 years and 30 years 

maturities (Nykredit, 2008). An example of the underlying pure floaters loan is Flexlån®, ARM 

launched by Realkredit Danmark. Generally, uncapped floaters are quite similar to plain vanilla 

floaters. Even though uncapped floaters are akin to plain vanilla bonds, it is advisable that 

investors take into consideration the coupon fixing, coupon payments and bond’s callability. For 

instance, majority of this type of bonds have two annual coupon fixings and four annual payment 

dates. This implies an interest compounding effect that makes the price on coupon fixing be just 

over par. Sometimes, floaters trade at negative spreads against the Danish swap/interbank curve, 

which further increases the complexity of bonds that are callable at par (Nykredit, 2008).  

 

Floating-to-fixed and capped floaters do not differ significantly (figure 9). Both have similar 

terms and bond structure. The main difference is that Floating-to-fixed bond’s coupon rate varies 

throughout the entire maturity until it reaches the cap, the maximum coupon rate. Once the cap is 

reached, even if the market rate declines, the floating-to-fixed interest rate remains fixed at a cap 

rate whereas capped floaters coupon rate varies together with the market interest rate during the 

entire maturity of the loan; however never exceeding the cap rate. Since the cap restricts the 

coupon rate from increasing, this type of security is not, particularly, attractive to an investor 

(bondholder). 
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    Figure 9 Floating-to-fixed and capped floaters 
    (Source: Danske Bank) 

 

Another interesting floater was introduced by Realkredit Danmark in 2007 was an adjustable rate 

loan, RenteDykTM (figure 10). RenteDykTM has a coupon rate that only declines. Apparently, a 

number of floating rate bonds with varying caps, terms and maturities are available on the Danish 

mortgage bond market. 

 

   Figure 10 RenteDykTM 
   (Source: Danske Bank) 
 

Floating rate bonds’ structure is quite similar to callable bonds. Looking at the table below, one 

could see that, for instance, interest payments, repayment schedule, the opening period and etc. 

are quite alike. 

 

Floating rate bonds have a three year opening period. They might be issued with maturities of up 

to 30 years and they are available in DKK and EUR denominations. Borrowers have a choice 

between floating rate annuity bonds and floating rate annuity bonds with interest-only option. 

The quarterly coupon payment dates are 1st January, 1st April, 1st, July and 1st October. 

Typically, the coupon rate is adjusted every three or six months, effectively either on 1st January, 

1st April, 1st July and 1st October or only 1st January and 1st July. In general, variable coupon rate 

is calculated as follows: reference rate (market interest rate or interest rate index that is offered by 

a major international bank) + quoted margin (an additional amount that the issuer agrees to pay 
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above the reference rate). Typically, for Danish currency floating rate bonds the coupon rate is 

calculated as follows:  

                                       

 

CIBOR rate is 1, 3, 6, or 12 months Copenhagen Interbank Offered Rate which is daily quoted 

by the Danish National Bank. Depending on the number of coupon fixing dates, either 3 months 

or 6 months CIBOR interest rate average is used for coupon rate adjustment. Spread is always 

fixed throughout the whole maturity of the bond. For Euro currency floating bonds, EURIBOR 

reference rate is used. 

 

Floating-to-fixed mortgage bonds are non-callable; however if the cap is triggered, the borrower 

has an opportunity to prepay his loan. Once the cap is triggered, floating-to-fixed mortgage bonds 

are callable for the rest of their maturity. Consequently, the borrower has a possibility to re-

mortgage his loan without suffering a capital loss. Capped floaters are callable throughout the 

entire maturity. But, the bond can be called not at a par value (100), but at 105. In case of 

prepayment of the loan, the borrower is able to repurchase the bond at a bond’s face value, and 

plus, pay a call premium of par. Usually, a call premium decreases over time because the call risk 

diminishes with passing years. Additionally, capped floaters encompass interest rate risk as well 

as volatility risk. Sequentially, the long term capped floater will be more sensitive to changes in 

long term yield than the long term callable fixed coupon bond (Nykredit, 2008). 

Coupon rate = 365/360 * (CIBOR average + spread) 
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4.5 Interest rates 
In order to calculate the optimal bond portfolios we will use current and historical interest rates 

levels in the Danish economy. There are few types of interest rates that will be considered in our 

portfolio optimization work:  the risk free rate, short- and long term interest rates. In the 

following section we will briefly introduce these types of interest rates. 

 

The financial markets and the real economy are interrelated. In particular, price formation of 

bonds is determined by levels of interest rates in the economy which are set by the central bank. 

As was described above, bonds and interest rates have an inverse relationship meaning that if 

interest rates go up then the bond prices go down. The levels of interest rates in the economy are 

strongly influenced by central bank’s decisions. Since introduction Euro in euro zone in 2000 

“Denmark's monetary-policy objective is to hold the krone stable vis-à-vis the euro. Therefore, 

Danish National Bank does not base its interest-rate decisions on macroeconomic developments 

and normally changes its interest rates when the European Central Bank, ECB, changes the 

monetary-policy interest rates in the euro area” (Danish National Bank, 2003, p.87).  

4.5.1 Danish risk free rate 
The risk free rate is essential when optimizing portfolio with riskless lending and borrowing since 

any small changes in the levels of risk free return lead to significant reallocations of component 

assets. The risk free interest rate is the interest rate that can be obtained from investing in the 

default-free financial instruments, which are short-term liquid government papers with a high 

credit rating. Danish 3-month Treasury bill (skatkammerbevis) and short term government bonds 

have being traditionally considered as the risk free asset in Denmark (The Federation of Danish 

Investment Associations). However, the T-bill program has been reduced over the last three 

years, and issuance stopped at the end of 2008 (Danish National Bank, 2009). Government 3- and 

5-year bonds are the most currently closed products to T-bills. Therefore, they can be considered 

as the riskless asset. 
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    Figure 11 The yield on Danish government bonds 

    (Source: Statistics Denmark 4) 

 

Figure 11 shows the development in the return on investment in the Danish government 5-year 

bullets and T-bills (until 2006) over the last 10 years. There have being significant decrease in the 

effective interest rates over this period meeting record low levels in 2009. As of 30 June 2009 the 

yield on 5-year bullets reached 1,7%. This can be attributed to recent financial turmoil and 

weaker economic outlook for 2009/2010 which induced Danish National Bank to apply lower 

monetary-policy interest rates in 2009 (Danish National Bank, 2003). 

 

We will use as a risk free rate Danish 6 % government bond, DK0009919532, with the expiration 

date on 15 November 2009. The last issue of this bond series occurred in 2008, and therefore this 

product has features most closed to those of short term default-free bond (Danish National Bank, 

2009). As of 30 June 2009 the return on this instrument, i.e. the risk-free rate, was 1,48%. Thus, 

%48.1=FR p.a. (Copenhagen Stock Exchange). 

4.5.2 Short- and long term interest rates 
Danish short term interest rates will be used in our calculations when computing the return from 

investments into floating mortgage bonds, where coupon payment differs depending on the 

prevailing market interest rates. The development in the long term interest rates will be also 

analyzed in this section since it will portray the yield on longer maturity components of the 

optimal portfolios. 

                                                 
4 The latest data on Treasury notes’ yield available is from 2006. 
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Short term interest rates, often called money market rates, are the rates of return on debt 

instruments with maturities of up to 1-2 years. In contrast, long term interest rates are the rates of 

return on debt instruments with maturities of 10 or 30 years. The short term money market 

interest rates are strongly influenced by the monetary-policy interest rates. They normally closely 

follow Danish National Bank’s official interest rates. Thus, short term money market interest 

rates are interrelated with the main economic indicators. The evidence of this interrelation was 

represented by Viceira in his “Bond risk, bond return volatility, and the term structure of interest 

rates” (2007). He showed that short term rate appears to proxy for inflation and economic 

uncertainty while the yield spread appears to proxy for business conditions. Furthermore, he 

found that the movements in both the short-term nominal interest rate and the yield spread are 

positively related to changes in subsequent realized bond risk and bond return volatility. 

 

In contrast to money market rates, there is no direct or unambiguous relation between the 

monetary-policy interest rates and the long-term interest rates. Long-term interest rates reflect 

long-term expectations of inflation and real interest rates. The long-term Danish bond interest 

rates are significantly influenced by the development in equivalent interest rates in the euro area. 

In a more global perspective the interest rates in the industrialized countries tend to show the 

same overall fluctuations, despite large exchange-rate fluctuations. This can be attributed to 

unrestricted international capital flows and relatively homogenous developments in inflation 

(Danish National Bank, 2003). 

 

Figure 12 represent the development in the Danish monetary policy rate (discount rate), 3-month 

money market and the long term interest rates from January 1999. It is observable that money 

market rates follow the official Danish National Bank’s rate closely while long term rates are not 

affected directly. Danish National Bank has lowered its discount rate a number of times during 

recent times reaching record low levels in 2009. The last reduction during the period covered in 

this report has taken effect as from 8 June 2009. The discount rate and the interest rate on the 

banks' current accounts were lowered by 0.2 percentage point to 1.20% (Danish National Bank, 

2009). 
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    Figure 12 Danish short- and long tern interest rates 

    (Source: Statistics Denmark) 

 

Moreover, the spread between 3-month money market rate and the Danish National Bank’s 

official rate has decreased as a result of Bank Rescue Packages I and II5, introduced in October 

2008 and February 2009. However, the spread is still considerable despite the fact that 

uncollateralized loans are covered by the government guarantee until 30 September 2010. In the 

end of June 2009 the spread between 3-month money rate and monetary rate was 15 basis points 

(Danish National Bank, 2009). 
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   Figure 13 Danish interest rates spread 

   (Source: Statistics Denmark) 

 

                                                 
5
 On 5 October 2008, the Danish Contingency Association concluded an agreement on financial stability (Bank Rescue Package 

I) with the Danish government. Under the agreement, the government provides an unlimited guarantee to all depositors and other 
unsecured creditors, exclusive of covered bonds (SDOs). Consequently On 3 February 2009, a bill on government capital 
injections into credit institutions (Bank Rescue Package II) was passed by the Folketing (Danish parliament). The purpose of the 
act is to recapitalize Danish credit institutions and to reduce the risk of a credit crunch {{17 Danish National Bank}}. 
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As will be explained in more detail in  chapter five, long term interest rates are generally higher 

than short term ones, meaning that there is a positive spread between long- and short rates. 

Negative spreads (an interest rate reversion), in many cases, predict the recession periods on the 

economy. This is also true for Danish economy in the end 2008 when the short term interest rates 

exceed the long term ones by 33 basis points (figure 13). 

4.5.3 CIBOR 
CIBOR (Copenhagen Interbank Offered Rate) is a reference rate, i.e. the rate that is outside the 

control of the parties, at which banks borrow uncollateralized funds from other banks in the 

Copenhagen wholesale money market (or interbank market). As was mentioned earlier, 3- and 6-

month CIBOR are used as a reference rate in the mortgage loans with interest rate guarantee, 

which are floating-to-fixed loans and capped floaters loans. CIBOR is computed by the National 

Bank based on a trimmed average of inter-bank deposit rates offered by designated contributor 

banks6, for maturities ranging from overnight to one year. As of 30 June 2009 the official rate 

was 1.2% and the overnight,  3-, 6- and 12-month CIBOR were 1.49%, 2.19%, 2.35% and 2.40% 

respectively (figure 14). 

. 
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    Figure 14 Danish National Bank and CIBOR 

    (Source: Danish National Bank) 

 

CIBOR movements were generally close to those of the National Bank’s official rate excluding 

turbulence periods in 2002 and 2003.  

                                                 
6 The calculation of CIBOR is based on daily reports from the following 10 banks: ABN Amro Bank, Barclays Capital, Danske 
Bank, Deutsche Bank, Fionia Bank (As of 1 October 2009, Fionia Bank has withdrawn from the panel of CIBOR reporting 
banks), Jyske Bank, Nordea, Nykredit Bank, Royal Bank of Scotland and Sydbank (Source: www.nationalbanken.dk) 
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5 Methodology and Methods 
 

The main part of workload in this thesis consists of risk/return analysis of price data series of 

Danish mortgage bonds. There are two types of data collection methods: qualitative and 

quantitative research. Quantitative research is the systematic scientific investigation of 

quantitative properties and phenomena and their relationships. It applies to statistical methods in 

order to make a numerical analysis of data. Qualitative methods can be used to understand what 

lies behind any phenomena which can be difficult to express by means of quantitative methods. A 

qualitative approach is needed to cover areas that quantitative methods fail to explain. In order to 

answer the research questions imposed in the research objectives chapter we are going to apply a 

quantitative research method, meaning, using statistical and mathematical models to test for 

diversification benefits when constructing an optimal portfolio.  

5.1 Literature overview 
The contemporary literature on portfolio management is based on Markowitz’s portfolio theory 

(1959) which is described in more details in section 5.2.2. The optimal mortgage bond portfolio 

construction is based on the appearance of the modern portfolio theory by Elton and Cruber 

(2007). Technical implications of mean-variance optimization when allocating the mortgage bond 

portfolio are based on Simon’s Benninga Financial Modeling in Excell book (2008). 

 

The theoretical aspects of bonds as an asset class, bond classification and the theory of debt 

capital markets are based on Moorad Choudrhry’s tomes (2001, 2003) and Frank Fabozzi’s books 

(1997, 2001, 2004). The theoretical framework presented in these books and articles is used as a 

general base point for the following empirical research and is applied to interpret results and draw 

the conclusions. 

  

Noteworthy to say that mean-variance optimization approach has been widely discussed in the 

literature with the common stock implications. However, there is scarcity of theoretical and 

empirical literature related to the topic of this thesis. There is a number of theoretical and 

empirical research in the bond portfolio management field discussing the bond yield curve as 

well as covering risk and return characteristics of bonds. On the contrary, there is a limited 
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research done with the portfolio allocation as determined by the Modern Portfolio Theory 

approach where bonds are the only asset class analyzed. In the 1960’s and 1970’s, few papers 

dealt with bond portfolio problems in the context of risk-return, e.g. Crane (1971), Wolf (1969), 

Cheng (1962), Roll (1971), and Yawitz et al (1976). 

 

Crane concluded that optimal bond portfolios are composed of the shortest maturity, the longest 

maturity, or a combination of the two. He explained the absence of intermediate maturity bonds 

in optimal portfolios to their failure to offer an adequate return given their risk exposure. Similar 

results were obtained by Wolf. Cheng’s work has focused on bond maturity diversification. 

Roll’s study has examined the impact of portfolio diversification on the term structure of interest 

rates. His analysis showed the link between risk of bond portfolio and the liquidity premiums 

inherent in the term structure. Yawitz et. al. in their analysis have supported the usefulness of 

Markowitz’s approach in bond portfolio selection. Later on, the literature took a different route 

and has mainly concerned with bond risk management. 

 

One of the recent studies in this area was done by Korn and Koziol (2006). They argue that 

diversification benefits could definitely be achieved in a pure bond portfolio. They also found 

that one should not use too many different bonds with different maturities. If many bonds with 

different maturities are considered, the portfolio management strategies require a large volume of 

short sales and that these extreme portfolios perform very poorly. Also, using a term structure 

models for constructing optimized bond portfolios, they found that optimized portfolios perform 

better than benchmark index (the DAX stock index and the REX bond index) as long as not too 

many bonds are used. 

 

There are many studies concerning the minimum stock portfolio size in the literature and only 

few concerning bond portfolio size. For instance, McEnally and Boardman (1979) study 

investigated how many bonds are necessary to obtain a target level of diversification benefits in 

terms of volatility risk reduction for investment opportunity sets differentiated by bond ratings. 

These authors found out that eight to sixteen bonds in a portfolio would significantly reduce 

volatility risk. A recent study conducted by Dbouk and Kryzanowski (2009) showed that the 

marginal reduction of dispersion is achieved with portfolios of 25–40 bonds. 
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There are few reasons explaining lack of studies with bond portfolio optimization using risk-

return approach. First, in the times when Markowitz approach become generally recognized, 

interest rates and return on fixed income securities were somewhat less volatile and thus this 

approach seemed unnecessary to be applied for bond portfolios. The bond instruments earlier 

were less complex, therefore, diversification benefits could not be detected and the mean-

variance model would have been of no use. Financial markets and interest rates become more 

volatile during last decades (Korn & Koziol, 2006) Therefore, even if one keeps credit risk aside, 

there is considerable interest rate risk associated with the bond investment. Given that many 

bonds with different maturities and many new complex instruments are available on the market 

today, it could be beneficial for an investor to reduce portfolio risk through diversification. 

 

Another reason is specific to a bond asset class: during a high interest-rate period, the returns of 

bonds supposed to be higher than in a low interest-rate period. Therefore, if interest rates decline 

for a period, the average return during this period seems to overstate the return during the 

succeeding period with (probably) lower interest rates. In addition, the local riskiness of a 

default-free bond crucially depends on the time to maturity. All these factors made the 

application of the mean-variance optimization for bonds more complicated (Korn & Koziol, 

2006).  

5.2 Theoretical framework 

Some might still think that investment in bonds contains limited risks. Based on wide literature 

review, we argue that this is contradictory, especially, nowadays, when interest rates are 

particularly volatile. There are a number of bonds traded with different maturities, coupons and 

special options that would make us think about the potential for risk diversification. Further, the 

remarkable development of bond valuation models supports the risk diversification possibility. 

Olaf Korn and Christian Koziol (2006) say that even if one concentrates on bonds that are highly 

rated and leaves the default risk aside, there is a substantial interest rate risk that induces 

uncertainty for potential returns. 
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The last few decades have seen the development of tremendous abundance of models for 

valuation of interest rate sensitive securities. Though, the literature has moved from traditional 

static measures such as yield-to-maturity (YTM), duration, convexity and nominal spread to 

option adjusted methodologies such as effective duration, effective convexity and option-adjusted 

spread (OAS). The subsequent literature, which has focused on introducing a number of different 

approaches of bonds’ valuation, reaches different conclusions and points out the benefits and 

drawbacks of the existing models.  

 

Traditional bond analysis is the yield spread analysis which is based on comparing YTM of a 

treasury bond and any other type of bond, for instance, corporate or mortgage bond. Yield 

premium is equal to mortgage bond YTM minus equivalent, in terms of maturity, treasury bond 

YTM. This would mean that we are allowed to compare the YTM of 25-year zero coupon 

corporate bond and 5% coupon 25-year mortgage bond with a 25-year treasury bond. This is not 

a fear comparison since the cash flows of corporate, mortgage and treasury bond are not the 

same. Thus, the drawback of this traditional yield spread analysis is that this yield fails to take 

into consideration 1) the term structure of interest rates and, as for callables, it fails to take into 

account 2) the expected interest rate volatility that normally alter the callable bonds’ cash flows 

(Windas, 1996).   

 

F.J.Fabozzi (2001) describes that the widely used YTM measure is functional if the investor 

holds a bond until maturity and if coupon payments are reinvested at YTM. Although the bond is 

held until its maturity, the YTM for long-term bonds tells little about the potential yield since the 

longer the maturity, the more the total bond yield is dependant on coupon rate reinvestments and, 

the higher the coupon rate, the more the total bond yield is dependant on coupon rate 

reinvestments. As the interest rate varies, most likely the coupon payments will be reinvested at 

different interest rates at different time internals. Thus, the YTM does not take into account the 

reinvestment and the interest rate risk and, therefore, it does not fully represent the true expected 

return on a bond. It also ignores the effects of coupon payments and prepayments of principal. 

According to F.J.Fabozzi, for these reasons, investors started substituting duration and convexity 

measures for YTM measure since they need to have a way to measure the interest rate risk i.e. 

bond’s price volatility in order to implement their hedging and trading strategies. 
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Tom Windas (1996) (and many others (Fabozzi, 1997)) articulates that, normally, YTM provides 

a relevant and objective measure of return for non-callable bullets, but not for annuities and 

callable bonds. This is because annuity bonds have provisions to repay the principal, in whole or 

in part, before the stated maturity and callable bonds have more than one possible redemption 

date. He also mentions yield-to-call7 (YTC) and yield-to-worst (YTW) that supposedly are used 

for callable bonds’ return calculations. Neither of the methods is good since their redemption date 

is unknown and therefore, their future cash flows are speculated. YTC assumes that the bond will 

be held by an investor until the assumed call date and that the issuer will call a bond on that 

specific date. In total, there are four yield calculations for callable bonds: yield to first8, yield to 

next call9, a yield to first par call10, and yield to refunding11. In yield to worst (YTW) case, the 

computations involve yield calculations for each possible redemption date and the worst yield is, 

then, selected as the assumed redemption date of the bond. Accordingly, duration and convexity, 

price sensitivity measures are also based on the redemption date speculations. If one fails to 

predict the exact redemption date, the calculated yield becomes meaningless since it will provide 

an investor with inaccurate information about risk and return. Moreover, one should note that the 

redemption date, identified using YTW calculations, is based on current market conditions. 

Changes in market rates will course a new redemption date with a new worst yield. Especially, 

dropping interest rates will bring a callable bond closer to the exercise date. An investor owning a 

10 year bond will end up owning, for example, a 7 year bond. It is clear that predicting the future 

redemption date also requires predictions of future interest rates and, unfortunately, all yield 

measures ignore this risk. 

 

David Jacob, Ted Hong and Laurence Lee (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.7) introduced another alternative 

return measurement method that takes all the yield drawbacks into account. This is option 

adjusted spread (OAS) analysis. OAS is a spread relative to a risk-free interest rate that equates 

                                                 
7 Yield-to-call assumes that a bond will be called on the specific date at a specific price that are determined in a callable call 
contract. 
8 The expected cash flows of Yield to first call are the coupon payments to the first call date plus the call price. Yield to first call 
is calculated by using a bond issue that is not currently callable 
9 Investors, instead calculating yield to first call, can also calculate yield to next call which is calculated by using a bond issue that 
is currently callable. 
10 In case of Yield to first par call, the expected cash flows are the coupon payments to the first date at which the issuer can call 
the bond at par. 
11 The yield to refunding is calculated using a bond issue that is assumed to be called on the first date the issue is refundable. 
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the theoretical present value of a series of uncertain cash flows of an instrument to its current 

market price (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.7). In other words, OAS is a constant spread that is added to the 

risk free interest rate and which is used for discounting the corresponding bond cash flows. 

Principally, OAS can be viewed as the risk premium for carrying additional risk. Large/positive 

OAS implies that the market value is below the theoretical value i.e. the investor receives more 

than he should have for selling the embedded option. Typically, OAS is quoted in basis points 

and, originally, it was introduced to analyze mortgage-backed securities (MBS) and callable 

corporate bonds. However, nowadays, OAS is widely applied in analyzing options, bonds and 

any other interest-rate derivatives. Even OAS is considered to be a realistic measure, it has been 

criticized by Thomas Ho and Michael Chen (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.7) for its application when 

comparing option adjusted spreads of securities with similar embedded options. If two bonds 

differ in their embedded options, using OAS, one cannot say that a bond which offers a higher 

return has a better value. This is because these two bonds cannot be compared due to their 

differences in embedded options. Thomas Ho and Michael Chen also argue that option adjusted 

spread and traditional duration and convexity computations fail to take into account all the 

important features of the complicated securities. 

 

Over the past years the complexity of the bond market, in terms of product structure and analysis 

methods, has grown considerably and therefore, investors require even more advanced models to 

measure and control their risk and returns. To meet the market demand for advanced analytical 

methodologies, Thomas Ho and Michael Chen (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.7) presented a new 

methodology for analyzing complex securities i.e. arbitrage-free bond canonical decomposition 

that considers all interest rate paths through an arbitrage-free binomial lattice. They argue that 

any bond can be decomposed in its basic parts and since these separate parts, standard securities, 

are traded in the market, one could easily find a way to value more complex securities. Similar 

ideas were presented by M.L.Dunetz and J.M.Mahoney (1988). They presented three ways to 

calculate yield, duration and convexity for bonds with embedded options since bonds with 

embedded options do not have the cash flow stream which is known and certain. First, the 

researchers proposed to completely ignore the call option and use calculation dedicated for option 

free bonds. Using this approach, the results would be unrealistic and barely usable.  Second, 

when a bond is callable, it is common to calculate yield to call, yield to maturity, duration to call, 
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duration to maturity and convexity to call and to maturity. For discounted bonds12, “to maturity” 

is calculated and for premium bonds, “to call” is calculated. The “to call” calculations are 

equivalent to “to maturity” calculation. Using the second approach, e.g. duration would either be 

too short if “to call” calculations were applied or too long if callable bonds were analyzed “to 

maturity”. Third, the option evaluation approach was suggested and argued to be the most 

reliable. In this case, one should see a callable bond broken down into two parts: 1) a hypothetical 

callable bond that has similar features of a non-callable bond and 2) the call option. In other 

words, CONBCB PPP −=  

where: PNB is the price of the non-callable bond (a hypothetical call bond13) 

                                  PCB is the price of the callable bond 

                        PCO is the price of call option on the callable bond. 

The value of a call option must not be negative and the price of hypothetical callable bond should 

always be equal to or less than the price of the non-callable bond. By decomposing the callable 

security as described in the third approach and using option-valuation techniques, one could 

approximate the callable bond’s yield, duration and convexity. For an investor, these measures 

will give more realistic risk and return estimations in varying market conditions.  

 

The proposed model, arbitrage-free canonical decomposition, compared to the above mentioned 

models, provides the investor with more accurate information. However, the whole binomial 

lattice analysis can be complex and therefore, it could often be misinterpreted and misperceived 

(Windas, 1996). Also, when applying binomial lattice method, a need for many interest rate 

scenarios might be a time-consuming process (Thomas Ho and Michael Chen in Fabozzi, 1997, 

ch.3).  Additionally, Teri Geske and Gunnar Klinkhammer (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.15) pointed out 

that although the interest rate risk is the dominant risk, one cannot neglect other sources of risk. 

As a result, they propose four additional measures: prepayment uncertainty, volatility risk (vega), 

zero-volatility OAS (ZVO) and spread duration. They claim that these measures are a supplement 

to effective duration, effective convexity, OAS and binomial lattice.  

 

                                                 
12 A bond that is issued for less than its par (or face) value, or a bond currently trading for less than its par value in the secondary 

market 
13 From now on our hypothetical callable bond will be simply called as a non-callable bond 
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The concept that we present in this paper is completely new for the literature and us. This is 

mean-variance approach pioneered by Markowitz (1959). A lot of knowledge has been 

accumulated about the performance, strengths and weaknesses of this approach when is applied 

to equity portfolios. However, very little is known about portfolio optimization in bond markets. 

In the following chapters we will briefly discuss the main properties of bonds, the term structure 

and core risk factors of mortgage bonds. Moreover, we will fully introduce Markowitz’s modern 

portfolio theory (MPT) and we will explain our choice of the corresponding theory. Since bonds 

are more complex securities than stocks, it would be awkward to limit ourselves with only MPT 

application. Thus, in relation to MPT approach, we will apply all techniques presented above, 

except, Teri Geske and Gunnar Klinkhammer (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.15) four additional measures: 

prepayment uncertainty, volatility risk (vega), zero-volatility OAS (ZVO) and spread duration. In 

other words, we will finish with the application of the binomial lattice model.  

 

5.2.1 Main properties of bonds 
Almost all, except option free bonds, have interest rate sensitive cash flows. Shifts in the term 

structure affect all bond prices. An investor, who invests in a bond, expects to receive his returns 

from one or more of the following channels: 1) coupon interest payments, 2) a capital gain when 

the bond matures and /or 3) proceeds from reinvestment of the coupon interest payments. In the 

fixed income markets, a bond’s return is most often expressed in terms of Yield. Yield is the 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)14 earned from holding a bond. Yields on bonds differ mainly due to 

the following reasons: a) the length of time before the bond matures, b) the default risk, c) the 

option features (including prepayment risk), d) the amount of the coupon and e) tax status of the 

cash flows (Elton & Gruber, 2007 p.516).  

 

a) According to E. J. Elton and M. Gruber, the yield to maturity and time to maturity i.e. the term 

structure can have different curve shapes. The typical shape of the bond term structure curve is 

upward sloping: the longer the bond’s maturity, the higher the yield. In the long term 

investments, the investor acquires an asset whose price fluctuates as interest rates vary and as a 

                                                 
14 IRR makes the Present value of the bond’s cash flow equal to its price plus accrued interest. It measures and compares the 
profitability of investments. Invest as long  as the return on the investment exceeds the rate of return on the equivalent 
investments in the capital market (Brealey Myers,2006, 8th edition, Principles of Corporate Finance, McGraw hill, North 
America)  
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result the investor requires a higher return. Several forms of the expectations theory: pure 

expectations theory, liquidity theory, and preferred habitat theory argue that there is a possibility 

of observing a downward slopping curve as well as flat term structure. “Term structure” chapter 

explains the yield to maturity and time to maturity phenomenon in more details. 

 

b) Investing in a long term bonds, an investor asks for a default premium because he is willing to 

accept additional default risk. The investor calls for extra return since there is a risk that the 

coupon or principal payments will not be paid. The default risk tends to be higher in subsequent 

years than in the first year, thus, for longer maturity bonds, investors demand higher return for 

possibly greater default risk. In our paper default risk will not be explored in details since almost 

all Danish mortgage bonds have AAA ratings and the bonds we chosen to analyze have AAA 

ratings. Thus, our investors are not exposed to default risk.  

 

c) A bond with an embedded option is one in which either the issuer or the bondholder has the 

option to alter a bond’s cash flows. The most common option used in bonds is a call option which 

is incorporated by an issuer. A call option allows the issuer to repurchase the bond at par value. 

The possibility of a call reduces the value of the bond to the investor because there is a risk that 

the bond will be called when interest rate decline and the high interest earnings will last for a 

short time. 

 

d) The higher the coupon payments are, the greater the importance is of earlier payments relative 

to the last payments. In other words, the larger the coupon payments are received earlier, the 

more heavily the cash flows are weighted relative to the final principal repayment. Additionally, 

the higher the coupon rate, the more dependant the bond’s total return is to the reinvestment of 

the coupon payments. Thus, premium bonds15 are dependant more on the reinvestment income 

than bonds at par and discount bonds are dependant less on reinvestment income than bonds at 

par.  

 

                                                 
15 The following relationships between price, coupon rate and yield to maturity are true: When a bond sells at par, the coupon rate, 
the current yield and the YTM are equal to each other. When a bond sells at discount, the coupon rate is lower than the current 
yield and the current yield is lower that YTM. If a bond sells at premium, the coupon rate is higher than the current yield and the 
current yield is higher that the YTM (J.F.Fabozzi, 2001). 
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e) On the whole, bonds that have a tax advantage are sold at different yields than bonds without 

this tax advantage. For instance, municipal bonds are not subject to tax in the state they are issued 

and, as a result, their yields are lower compared to bonds that are taxable. Tax implications will 

not be discussed in this paper therefore we will not go into more details about tax status of the 

cash flows.   

5.2.1.1 Term structure 

The relation between the interest rate (yield) and the time to maturity of a bond/bond portfolio is 

called the yield curve, or term structure of interest rates. In other words, yield curve plots 

the interest rates of bonds with equal credit quality but different maturity dates. It is very 

important that bonds from the same class of issuer or with the same degree of liquidity are used 

when plotting the yield curve. 

 

To consider the term structure of interest rates when making an investment decision is important 

for various reasons: it is an important indicator and knowledge source of the state of debt capital 

market and the asset pricing process. Moreover, when buying and selling bonds, investors 

incorporate their expectations about future inflation, real interest rates together with their 

assessment of risk, which affects the yield curve (Choudhry, 2003). Plosser and Geert 

Rouwenhorst (1994) have found evidence that the long end of the term structure has information 

about future growth of industrial production beyond expectations about future monetary policy. 

They also found that foreign term structures can forecast domestic low frequency movements in 

economic activity, especially, in countries that experience high and variable rates of inflation. 

Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991) and Estrella and Mishkin (1995) showed that yield curve has 

extra predictive power over the index of leading indicators, real short-term interest rates, lagged 

growth in economic activity, and lagged rates of inflation. Furthermore, Chi-Sang Tam and Ip-

Wing Yu By (2008) have found evidence of strong interaction between the yield curve and the 

macro variables. 

 

The primary yield curve in any domestic market is the government bond yield curve, so, for 

Danish market, it is the Danish short term government bond yield curve. The typical shape of the 

bond yield curve is upward sloping asymptotically: the longer the maturity, the higher the yield, 

with diminishing marginal increases. Such shape can be explained by the liquidity spread effect 
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which explains why long term interest rates are higher with respect to short term interest rates. 

Liquidity spread implies that longer maturities entail greater risks for the investor. Thus, 

investors require a risk premium for long term investment since at longer durations there is more 

uncertainty and greater interest rate, default, exchange and political risks that impact the 

investment. This explanation depends on the notion that the economy faces more uncertainties in 

the distant future than in the near term, and the risk of future adverse events is higher than the 

chance of future positive events. 

 

Another explanation suggests that investors anticipate higher risk-free rate in future. If they hold 

off investing now, they may receive a better rate in the future. Therefore, according to the 

arbitrage pricing theory, investors, who are willing to lock their money in now, need to be 

compensated for the anticipated rise in rates, thus the higher interest rate on long-term 

investments. 

 

The existence of a yield curve indicates that there is a cost associated with funds of different 

maturities; otherwise we would observe a flat curve. The fact that the market rarely observe yield 

curves approaching a flat shape suggests that investors require different rates of return depending 

on the maturity of the instrument they are holding (Choudhry, 2003). An inverted yield curve 

occurs when long-term yields fall below short-term yields. Such unusual circumstances 

indicating coming recession occur when long-term investors will settle for lower yields now if 

they think the economy will slow or even decline in the future. Bernard and Gerlach (1996) have 

found the evidence that term structure of interest rates is a good indicator of the likelihood of 

future recessions in eight countries. In addition, to potentially signalling an economic downturn, 

inverted yield curves also mean that the market believes inflation will remain low. This is 

because, even under a recession, a low bond yield will still be offset by low inflation. Two other 

technical factors such as the global economic or currency situations may cause an increase in 

demand for bonds on the long end of the yield curve, causing long-term rates to fall. Furthermore 

if market believes that short term instruments are more risky than long term, then investors seek 

for lower risk in exchange for lower profit by selling what they perceive to be higher-risk 

investments and purchasing safer investments. 
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There are four main theories trying to explain how the shape of the yield curve changes over 

time. None of these theories can adequately explain the shape of the yield curve, and therefore 

observers seek to explain specific curves using a combination of the accepted theories. The 

expectations hypothesis suggests that bondholders’ expectations determine the course of future 

interest rates. It says that if the yield curve is upward sloping then, expected short term rates are 

expected to rise. If the yield curve is flat, expected short term rates are expected to remain the 

same. If the yield curve is downward sloping, expected short term rates are expected to fall. 

However, the expectations hypothesis fails to determine the exact shape of the yield curve, and 

ignores the risks inherent in investing in bonds (because forward rates are not perfect predictors 

of future rates) together with interest rate and re-investment risk (Elton & Gruber, 2007). 

Liquidity preference theory suggests, in addition to investors’ assumptions about future interest 

rates, that longer maturities investments are more risky than shorter ones. Thus, long term yields 

should be higher than short-dated yields, to recompense the lender for the higher risk exposure 

during the term of a loan. Liquidity preference theory seeks to explain a positive shaped curve: 

generally borrowers prefer to borrow for a long period, while lenders wish to lend over as short 

term as possible. Therefore, lenders seek a premium for a loss in liquidity over the longer term. 

The premium is increased the further the investor lends across the term structure, so that longest 

termed investments will, all else being equal, have the highest yield. So this theory states that the 

yield curve should almost always be upward sloping. Liquidity preference theory explains why 

forward rates are greater than expected future zero rates, which is consistent with the empirical 

result that yield curves tend to be upward sloping more often than downward sloping (Choudhry, 

2001, p.118).  

 

A particular explanation of short term bond yield curve is attempted in the money substitute 

theory, where short term bonds are regarded as substitute for holding cash. Since short term 

financial instruments viewed as low or negligible risk, investors tend to hold only short term 

bonds. As a result the yields of short term instruments are depressed due to increased demand and 

lie below long term ones. On the other hand, borrowers tend to get longer maturities debt. Thus, 

the yields of long term bonds are driven upwards because of a combination of increased supply 

and lower liquidity. 
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Another theory, segmentation hypothesis, suggests that there is no inter-relationships between 

short and long term interest rates.  As a result, financial instruments of different terms are not 

substitutable and the supply and demand in the markets for short-term and long-term instruments 

is determined largely independently. Thus, the interest rates for different maturities are set in the 

supply and demand equilibrium. The segmented market theory can be used to explain any 

particular shape of the yield curve; however it fails to interpret the yield curve whatever shape it 

may be. A slightly modified version of the market segmentation hypothesis, the preferred habitat 

theory, suggests that different market participants have an interest in specified sectors of the yield 

curve, but can be encouraged to hold bonds from other parts of the maturity spectrum if there is 

sufficient incentive. This theory presumes that majority of investors invest in the short term 

instruments and therefore, longer term rates tend to be higher than short term rates with the 

seldom exceptions when short term rates are higher than long term rates (Choudhry, 2001).  

5.2.1.2 Risk 

There are many definitions of risk: standard deviation, downside risk, shortfall probability and 

value at risk, but we have chosen to define risk using Ronald’s Kahn (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.14) 

definition. Risk is the probability distribution of possible returns where distribution of returns 

describes probabilities of all possible outcomes. According to Ronald Kahn, standard deviation is 

the best risk measure because unlike other measures, it is stable over time and it is easy to 

forecast as well as easy to interpret. Since this measure is well understood and has unambiguous 

statistics, it is very popular among institutional investment community. At the same, some critics 

argue that standard deviation is not a good measure of risk because it calculates the possible 

returns that are both above and below the mean and that this is not a right approach since 

majority of investors define risk based on small or negative returns. Standard deviation criticism 

generated another measure, downside risk. This measure uses returns that are below the mean, 

focusing on undesirable returns i.e. downside risk. The Group of Thirty (1993) suggests value at 

risk being an appropriate risk measure. Value at risk is similar to shortfall probability. Shortfall 

probability takes a target return and computes the probability of return falling below that target 

amount whereas value at risk takes a target probability and converts that probability into an 

associate return. Downside risk, shortfall probability and value at risk are not that preferred 

among investors since they have poor statistical understanding, there is a difficulty of forecasting, 

thus contain ambiguity. The Derivative Policy Group (1993) advocates another measure - stress 
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testing that compliments the value at risk analysis by providing results of extreme scenarios of 

risk factor changes. Gifford Fong and Oldrich Vasicek (Fabozzi, 1997, ch.17) declare that a 

combination of value at risk and stress testing give a better risk picture. Value at risk provides a 

risk number which does not tell the direction (source) of the risk. Thus, to see possible loss under 

extreme market conditions, a series of stress tests should be performed. Several Danish mortgage 

institutions use stress tests to measure interest rate risk which is based on six different yield curve 

shifts (Nykredit, 2008). Despite mentioned all the above, we have chosen standard deviation as 

our main risk measure primarily because it is easy to apply and interpret. Besides, we have 

chosen Markowitz risk-return approach and since in this approach risk is defined as standard 

deviation, our risk measure will be a standard deviation.  

 

When comparing a chosen portfolio with a benchmark index, it is important to identify the main 

risk factors that affect the value of a security or portfolio and the benchmark index. Dynkin, 

Hyman and Wu (2001) divided the risk factors into two main groups: systematic and non-

systematic risk factors. Systematic risk is the risk that affects all securities in a certain category in 

the benchmark. Non-systematic risk is associated with a particular issuer and particular issue, 

issuer specific risk. Non-systematic risk can be diversified away by holding a higher number of 

bonds, however systematic risk cannot be diversified away as there are economy wide perils that 

threaten all businesses. The most important risk factors of the systematic risk of Danish mortgage 

backed securities are: interest rate, yield spread, prepayment and volatilities. The interest rate risk 

is the most prevailing risk; therefore some might think that duration is an overall risk measure. 

However, Ronald Kahn (Fabozzi ,1997, ch.14) articulates “duration is not risk measure rather it 

measures exposure to risk”. He states that duration is not directly related to the distribution of 

returns and that duration reflects only one source of risk i.e. parallel interest rate shift. In other 

words, our chosen standard deviation measures total risk whereas duration is only a measure of 

interest rate risk. Just below we will briefly introduce all types of risk. 

5.2.1.2.1 Interest rate risk 

In vast amounts of literature, duration and convexity is still widely discussed. It seems that bond 

theory cannot be introduced without describing the most basic bond theory concepts. This is 

because duration and convexity, or the curvature in a bond's price-yield relationship, are the 

important measures of interest rate risk for single bonds and for bond portfolios. For bonds with a 
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high rating and, thus, very low credit risk, yield, duration and convexity are the main components 

determining the attractiveness of an investment (Fabozzi, 2004). Therefore, we will describe 

them in greater details compared to other risk measures. Traditionally, managing bond portfolios 

relies on concepts such as duration, sensibility and convexity. The discussion about duration and 

convexity is based on F.J.Fabozzi (2004) “Bond markets, Analysis, and Strategies” book, F. J. 

Fabozzi, 2001, “Bond portfolio management” book, F. J. Fabozzi, 1997, “Advances in Fixed 

Income valuation modelling and Risk Management” book. 

5.2.1.2.1.1 Duration 

Typically, when valuating bonds, bonds are compared in terms of yield and duration.  Duration 

is used to describe the average time to each payment. In other words, it is a weighted maturity 

average of a bond’s cash flows. The weights are the present value of each cash flow as a 

percentage of the bond’s full price (Elton & Gruber, 2007). If we call the total value of the bond 

V and the present value of a bond’s future cash flow PV(Cn), then mathematically the annual 

duration can be expressed as follows: 

     Equation 1 
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The units of duration are years and a bond’s duration will always be below the bond’s maturity. 

In case of a zero coupon bond, the duration will be equal to maturity. A floating-rate bond (a 

bond who's coupon's rates are adjusted to reflect the rate of inflation) will always have a duration 

equal to the duration of its coupon payments. In general, the longer the maturity, the longer the 

duration. However, holding the coupon rate and the yield constant the duration increases at a 

slower rate than the maturity. This is because later cash flows are discounted more heavily than 

the earlier ones.  

 

Normally, for all bonds, except index-linked bonds, a bond’s price moves in the opposite 

direction from the change in the interest rate. This is because by discounting each cash flow at a 

higher yield, the present value of the cash flows declines together with a bond’s price. Thus, the 

higher the interest investors demand, the less they are prepared to pay for the bond. The price 

volatility is mainly determined by coupon rate and maturity. Holding maturity and yield constant, 

the lower the coupon rate the greater the price volatility (duration). Holding the coupon rate and 

yield constant, the longer the maturity the greater the price volatility (duration) of a bond is. 
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There are bonds on the market that have the same coupon rate and the same maturity but they are 

traded at different yields. In this particular case, the higher the yield that a bond trades at, the 

lower the price volatility (duration) is. Thus, for a given change in yields, price volatility is lower 

when the yield level in the market is high and opposite, price volatility is higher when the yield 

level is low.  

 

The percentage price change is not the same for all yields. For small changes in yield, the 

percentage price change is somewhat the same whether the yield decreases or increases. 

However, for the large changes in yield, the percentage price change is not the same as the bond 

yield increases or decreases. The difference is greater when the price increase and the yield 

decrease than that when the price decrease and the yield increase. This suggests that in reality, the 

price and yield relationship is not linear instead is convex. Generally, the investor that prepares to 

hold a bond until maturity, the change in a bond’s price due to interest rate is of no concern. For 

other investors, the interest rate increase will cause a capital loss. Notably, when an investor is 

short in a bond and the yield increases, the capital loss will be greater than the capital gain that 

will be realized if the yield decreases by the same number of basis points. The effect of the 

interest rate change is greatest when the cash flows on the bond last for many years. The effect is 

slight if the bond matures shortly. However, as a bond gets close to maturity the typical 

price/yield relationship does not hold. When a bond is close to maturity, even if the yield is held 

constant, the price of the bond will change: discounted bond price will increase to par whereas 

premium bond price will decrease to par as the bond faces the maturity date (Fabozzi, 2001). 

 

Based on the above, one could say that there is a relationship between duration and the bond 

price. Hence, duration could be defined as follows: duration is an approximate percentage change 

in the bond's price as interest rates change by a 100 basis point. For instance, if a bond’s duration 

is 4.22, a 1% change in the interest rate may cause a e.g. 4.22% change in the bond’s price. 

Furthermore, the bond’s volatility can be directly expressed as a percentage via its duration. 

Volatility is also called a modified duration. 

 Equation 2 
yield
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+
=
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Volatility is simply a slope of the curve relating the bond price to the interest rate. Bond’s 

volatility measures the effect of a change in interest rates on the value of a bond assuming that 
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the bond’s cash flow does not change when the yield changes. Unfortunately, this assumption is 

credible only for option free bonds. Obviously, volatility changes as the interest rate changes: 

volatility is higher when the interest rate is low and the volatility is lower at the higher interest 

rate.  

 

Duration measures the bond’s or bond portfolio’s sensitivity to interest rate changes. Thus, a 

large duration implies a larger change the bond’s market value as the interest rate changes. A 

long-maturity bond has a higher duration than a short maturity bond. Therefore, the longer 

maturity bond’s yield curve will be steeper than short maturity bond’s. The steep yield curve 

implies a greater bond’s price sensitivity as the interest rate changes. For option free bonds, if 

market yields rise, the price of a bond will fall. The price decline is caused by a declined in the 

duration.  

 

Duration is an excellent measure for option free bonds with small changes in yield. When we deal 

with more complicated securities, even with small yield changes, the duration measure makes 

divergences between the actual and estimated price changes much greater. With large changes in 

yield, the duration estimates are only good approximations. Better approximations of the actual 

price change for large movements in the term structure can be obtained when combining both 

duration and convexity. In other words, price change due to duration and convexity = – (modified 

duration)(dy) + 0.5(convexity measure)(dy)2, where dy is the change in interest rate. One should 

not forget that estimates of combined convexity and duration are just very good approximations. 

The addition of convexity improves the approximation of the estimated price change to the true 

price change. In other words, the convexity provides a better protection against term structure 

shifts (Elton & Gruber, 2007). For detailed duration calculations, please refer to “Calculations” 

section. 

5.2.1.2.1.2 Convexity 

As it was noted above, duration works well when approximating price changes with respect to 

small interest rate shifts, but its price change estimates for larger interest rate shifts, duration is 

not the best measure. Duration assumes proportionate percentage price change for the same 

percentage change in interest rates. Therefore, this assumption is particularly bad for large 

changes in interest rates. The more curved the price function of the bond is, the more inaccurate 
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duration is as a measure of the interest rate sensitivity. When yields decrease, the estimated price 

change will be less than the actual price change, thereby, underestimating the actual price. On the 

other hand, when yields increase, the estimated price change will be greater than the actual price 

change, thus, overestimating the actual price (figure 15).  

 

Figure 15 Price-yield relationship 

(Source: Fabozzi, 2001) 
 

To increase the duration precision for large interest rate shifts, convexity measure was developed. 

Thus, convexity assumes convex price/yield relationship. Specifically, duration can be 

formulated as the first derivative of the price function of the bond with respect to the interest rate 

in question, and the convexity as the second derivative and it is calculated as follows, where V is 

the total value of the bond. 

  
  Figure 16 Differences in convexities  

  (Source: Fabozzi, 2001)  
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Equation 3 
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Convexity measures the rate of change of duration as yields change. Convexity interpretation is 

not as easy as duration’s. One should remember that the approximate percentage change in price 

due to convexity is affected by the square of the change in interest rates i.e. the approximate 

percentage change in price due to convexity is the product of three numbers: 1)1/2, 2) convexity 

measure, and 3) the square of the change in yield.        

   

Convexity is not as important as duration. Convexity is important when comparing two securities 

or portfolios that have the same (similar) duration and has a substantial effect only for large 

changes in interest rates.  

 

If one compares two bonds that have the same duration and the same yield, but different 

convexities, no matter whether the market yield rises or falls, the bond that is more convex will 

always have a higher price. In other words, if yield rises, the capital loss will be lower of a more 

convex bond than that of bond having lower convexity. Also, a fall in interest rates will generate 

greater price appreciation for a more convex bond. Generally, higher convexity implies less risk; 

less risk means lower yield and reverse is true. In other words, the market requires investors to 

accept a lower yield for the greater convexity. This is most likely to happen when investors 

expect substantial interest rate volatility because when interest rate volatility is low both bonds 

will offer similar prices (Figure 16). The following three convexity properties are true for option 

free bonds. First, as yield increases, the convexity of a bond decreases. Second, for a given yield 

and maturity, the lower the coupon is the greater the convexity of a bond. Third, for a given yield 

and volatility (modified duration), the lower the coupon the smaller the convexity.  
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Bond 29 overview
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    Figure 17 Price-yield relationships of bond 29 

   (Source: own contribution) 
 

When comparing duration and convexity, a distinctive feature of convexity is that it could be 

both positive and negative. A bond with positive convexity will not have any call features i.e. the 

bond is redeemed at maturity which means that as rates fall, its price will rise. On the other hand, 

a bond with call features i.e. where the bond can be redeemed prior to maturity is deemed to have 

negative convexity, which implies that its price should fall as interest rates fall. This is because 

the issuer can call back the initial high coupon bond and re-issue a new lower coupon bond 

providing the issuer with valuable optionality. A very nice convex curve is only possible for non-

callable bonds where the price appreciation is greater than the price depreciation for a large 

change in yield of a given percentage. As interest rates decline, the appreciation of callable bond 

price is divided into two parts: one part of appreciation goes to the price of the call option and 

another – to the price of a callable bond. As market rates decline more and more, more of the 

price appreciation goes to the price of the call option and less to the callable bond. Thus, as rates 

drops and the price appreciation becomes dominated by the option (figure 17). In other words, 

when talking about callable bond price potential, it is more complicated and the three possible 

states should be taken into account: 1) out-of-money i.e. low-coupon bonds, 2) at-the-money and 

3) in-the-money i.e high coupon bonds (figure 18). 
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   Figure 18 Theoretical price of a 30-year mortgage bond vs the YTM of a 10-year government bond 
   (Source: Nykredit Markets) 
 

When a callable bond is traded below the par (a callable bond is out-of-the-money), the bond is 

similar to a non-callable bond in terms of duration and convexity which means that duration is 

long and convexity is positive. Additionally, if the callable bond approaches its maturity, the 

convexity would be equal that of a non-callable bond, thus, the diversification effect will be quite 

low because it will not change much a bond portfolio’s duration and convexity. If a callable bond 

trades close to par value, the risk management is quite complex. The duration is short and a bond 

contains negative convexity. This position entails limited upside potential and considerable 

downside risk and therefore, investors require higher risk premium for buying these bonds.  

When a callable bond is traded above par, duration is close to zero (low volatility due to small 

outstanding amount) and convexity remains negative (Nykredit, 2008). 

 

As we noted earlier, duration measures only parallel interest rate risk. In reality this assumption is 

not acceptable. Therefore, majority of Danish mortgage institutions apply option adjusted spread 

analysis which adjusts for the embedded option when calculating the interest rate risk and reflects 

the prepayment and credit risk as well as liquidity considerations (Nykredit, 2008). In our paper 

we will also use option adjusted spread analysis to calculate duration and convexity for callable 

bonds.   
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5.2.1.2.2 Yield spread risk 

Yield spread is the difference between the yields of two bonds which is an indication of the risk 

premium for investing in one bond over another. If that spread widens, the market is forecasting a 

greater risk of default which implies a slowing economy. A narrowing of spreads (between bonds 

of different risk ratings) implies that the market is factoring in less risk (due to an expanding 

economy). When talking about spread risk for non-callable and callable bonds or, callable bonds 

having different coupon, the spread will change as the direction of interest rate and interest rate 

volatility change (Fabozzi, 2004, p.433). Thus, an expected drop in interest rates will widen the 

yield spread between non-callable and callable bonds. The course of this is that the issuer most 

likely will exercise the call option. If the interest rate is going to rise, the spread will become 

smaller between non-callable and callable bonds. An increase in interest rate volatility increases 

the value of the call option. As a result, it increases the yield spread between non-callable and 

callable bonds (Fabozzi, 2004) 

 

Spread risk depends on yield spread volatility and the duration of the instrument. Generally, 

spread risk is smaller in magnitude than interest rate risk. This is not true only for a floater. For 

floaters spread risk is higher than interest rate risk because the coupon reset mitigates interest rate 

risk, but not default risk since interest rate risk is effective until the next reset date (floaters’ 

maturity) whereas spread risk is relevant for cash flows that extend all the way to the true 

maturity (Fabozzi, 2004, p.45). 

5.2.1.2.3  Prepayment risk 

As it was mentioned in “bond types” chapter, prepayment risk concerns the risk of the 

unexpected prepayments. Certainly, treasury bonds and corporate bonds are not exposed to the 

prepayment risk. The prepayment risk is relevant to mortgage bonds. To be more specific, it is 

more applicable to mortgage bonds with embedded options. When analysing the prepayment risk, 

again, one should consider three stages of callable bond: out-of-the-money i.e. low-coupon 

bonds, at-the-money and in-the-money i.e. high coupon bonds (figure 19). When a bond trades 

below par (out-of-the-money), the prepayment risk management is quite simple since a callable 

bond resembles a non-callable bond. This implies that there is a limited value of the prepayment 

option. When a bond trades at par (at-the-money), the prepayment risk management is complex 
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because of its high negative convexity. At this stage, there is a limited upside potential and high 

downside potential. When buying this type of bonds, investors demand higher yields because of 

expected prepayment i.e. a high probably that if the interest rate declines, borrowers will 

refinance their high coupon loans into low coupon loans. Callable bonds trading above par (in-

the-money) have already experienced high prepayment rates in the past. Thereby, prepayments 

have become less dependant on yield levels because most of rational investors have already 

prepaid their loans. At this stage, bonds have very low duration, because their liquidity is low due 

to small outstanding amount. An investor holding a bond at this phase will experience difficulties 

selling it. 

 

In general terms, the prepayment risk is comparable to mortgage bonds’ exposure to interest rate 

risk. Mortgage bonds with interest only (IO) options are more exposed to general prepayment 

risk than mortgage bonds with principal only (PO) options. However, PO bonds have a positive 

prepayment risk. Thus, when combining these two types of bonds, we will have low exposure to 

prepayment risk. This is because the pass-through is at a high premium, so prepayments have 

only a small impact on price (Fabozzi, 1997).  

5.2.1.2.4. Volatility risk 

Volatility risk is the risk of unexpected changes in interest rate volatility. Changes in estimated 

volatility affect the price of a bond. Volatility risk is zero for non-callable bonds and floaters. For 

floaters, this is because it resets to par at the next reset date no matter what volatility is. Bonds 

with the embedded call option, however, are very exposed to this type of risk. Generally, the 

value of an option rises when interest rate volatility increases i.e. the greater the volatility, the 

more valuable the embedded option is. This is because higher volatility makes it more likely that 

the option will be in the money on its exercise date (European option) or some time during its 

exercise period (American option). If an investor holds a callable bond, the investor faces a drop 

in value as volatility increases. However, if the investor holds a put bond, the investor deals with 

an increase in value as volatility decreases. This is because increasing volatility raises the value 

of the prepayment options and thus, reduces the value of a mortgage pass-through. Current 

prepayment options allow the investor to accelerate the prepayment under falling interest rate and 

slowed prepayments under rising interest rates. This whole set-up can be viewed as a portfolio of 

calls and puts. If both calls and puts are in-the-money or out-of-the-money, they gain little 
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additional value under rising (for put options) or falling (for call options) interest rates. Thus, the 

value of the prepayment option is most sensitive to changes in volatility when calls and puts are 

at-the-money. (Geske & Klinkhammer, in Fabozzi, 1997, ch.15).  

 

In addition, one could bring up that the volatility risk is higher for the interest only (IO) bonds 

than for principal only (PO) bonds. Falling interest rates could cause principal to be refunded 

faster creating value for the holder of PO bond. In this case, PO’s volatility sensitivity is negative 

and when combined with IO’s positive volatility sensitivity it helps to manage the exposure to 

fluctuations of the implied volatility levels of bonds. In general terms, volatility risk is smaller in 

magnitude compared to other types of risk (Fabozzi, 2004).  

 

5.2.2 Modern Portfolio Theory 
In the following section we will briefly introduce the core idea and assumptions of Modern 

Portfolio Theory (MPT). We will start by presenting the main characteristics of financial assets: 

risk and return, covariance and correlation. Then, we will explain how an investor can reduce an 

investment risk due to the diversification effect. Further, we will go into more details with 

introducing leverage in the portfolio and finally, we will conclude with the critique of MPT. The 

last section will describe portfolio performance evaluation measures.  

5.2.2.1 Introduction of MPT 

Calculations of an optimal bond portfolio will be based on the Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT). 

MPT was introduced by a Nobel Prize winner, Harry Markowitz. His paper "Portfolio Selection" 

appeared in the 1952 Journal of Finance (1952). In contrast, to generally accepted practices in 

that time, focused on individual assets’ risks and returns characteristics while constructing a 

portfolio, MPT’s focus was on assets’ correlation coefficient which allowed gaining 

diversification benefits. Shortly, MPT proposed that investors should focus on portfolios’ risk-

reward characteristics rather than on individual stocks’. 

 

The basic idea of MPT is to explain how worldwide investors can maximize returns and 

minimize their risks. MPT, as any other model is based on various assumptions. One of them is 

that a risk, associated with and investments into assets, is defined by the assets’ volatility. 
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According to the theory, investors are rational and they are risk adverse: they are willing to 

accept more risk (volatility) for higher payoffs and will accept lower returns for a less volatile 

investment. Also, it presumes that the rational investor would prefer more to less, i.e. the 

investor’s utility increases with increasing wealth. Another assumption regarding the investors’ 

utility is that the utility function is stable and is not changing with the change in wealth. In other 

words, the absolute amount of wealth invested in risky assets changes while the share of such 

risky investment in the total wealth stays constant (Elton & Gruber, 2007). 

 

According to MPT, all assets, including human capital, can be bought and sold on the market. It 

also assumes that markets are efficient. Moreover, tax implications are left behind the MPT, i.e. 

investors do not consider taxes when making investment decisions, and are indifferent to 

receiving dividends or capital gains (Elton & Gruber, 2007). 

5.2.2.2 Main components of MPT 

5.2.2.2.1 Risk and Return 

In order to describe the theory into more details, risk and return relationships should be 

introduced. The existence of risk means that an investor cannot expect the same payoff from an 

investment in any asset. The payoff from the investment in any asset can be depicted by two main 

characteristics: a measure of central tendency, called the expected return, and a measure of risk or 

dispersion around the mean, called standard deviation (Elton & Gruber, 2007). 

 

The expected return from the investment in an asset i, E(Ri), can be determined as a probability 

Pij
16

 weighted average value of all outcomes Rij
17 and can be calculated as follows:  
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When considering an asset i, the dispersion of returns from the mean (average return), i.e. 

standard deviation, iσ , also should be taken into account. This shows to an investor how the 

individual return differs from the mean and mathematically can be expressed as: 
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16 Pij  means the j th probability on the i th asset 
17 Rij means the j th return on the i th asset 
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The standard deviation is often used by investors to measure the risk of a security or a security 

portfolio. The basic idea is that the standard deviation is a measure of volatility: the more the 

security's return varies from the security's average return, the more volatile the security is. This 

implies that an investor carries more risk and, as a consequence, asks for a higher return on the 

investment. 

 

Assuming that returns are normally distributed, an investor can expect that about two thirds of all 

returns (68,2 %) will lie within one standard deviation from the expected return value (mean). 

This rule is called 68-95-99.7 rule, or three-sigma rule, or empirical rule. It states that for a 

normal distribution, about 68% of the values lie within one standard deviation from the mean, 

about 95% of the values lie within two standard deviations from the mean and almost all (99.7%) 

of the values lie within three standard deviations from the mean. 

 

The risk of a security can also be expressed by variance which is the expected square deviation of 

any single return from the expected return value. For instance, the variance tells us that asset A 

varies more from its average than asset B. In other words, the variance is a measure of variability. 

Variance is equal to squared standard deviation and can be expressed as follows: 
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In short, both, the variance and the standard deviation are measures of how spread out a 

distribution is and both measures of risk are used in finance. However, the standard deviation is 

more common. 

5.2.2.2.2 Covariance and correlation coefficient 

Another important characteristic of financial assets is covariance. It indicates how returns from 

two different assets move together. When both assets, X and Y, give returns above the expected 

value during the same period it means they have a positive covariance. On the other hand, if one 

of them tends to be above its expected value when the other is below its expected value, then the 

covariance between the two assets will be negative. The covariance is expressed as follows, 

where N is a number of trials: 
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However, it is difficult to compare multiple covariances among data sets with different scales. 

Therefore, another measure, correlation coefficient, is introduced. It normalizes the covariance to 

the product of the standard deviations of the two assets and, therefore, it allows comparing 

different data sets. The standardized covariance, correlation, is defined as the covariance between 

two assets divided by the product of the standard deviation of each asset: 

Equation 8  
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Correlation is measured on a scale from - 1 to +1. Investments with a positive correlation tend to 

rise and fall in value at the same time. Investments with a negative correlation are more likely to 

gain or lose value in opposing cycles.  

Covariance can also be expressed in terms of the correlation coefficient as follows: 

Equation 9  ijjiijjiCov σσσρ ==),(        

where
ij

ρ  is the correlation coefficient between the rates of return on securities i and j, and
i

σ , and 

j
σ represent the standard deviations of securities i and j respectively.  

5.2.2.3 Diversification effect 

The main point of MPT is that a portfolio risk can be reduced by combining a number of 

securities which are not perfectly correlated. Bellow we will explain how it is achievable. The 

expected return of a portfolio is a simple weighted average of individual securities’ returns and 

mathematically is expressed as follows: 

Equation 10  
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∑ =1, N is the number of securities, Wi the proportion of the funds invested in security 

i, Ri, Rp the return on ith security and portfolio p; and E(RP) is the expectation of the return of a 

portfolio. 

 

The risk of a portfolio, however, can be reduced, i.e. diversified away, by holding securities 

which are not perfectly correlated. In order to explain this let us look into the portfolio consisting 

of two securities, A and B, with correlation coefficient in the interval -1<ρAB< 1. Figure 19 shows 

the opportunity set of this portfolio. With the perfect positive correlation, i.e. ρAB=1, the 

opportunity set looks as a straight line through the component assets. With the perfect negative 
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correlation, i.e. ρAB=-1, the opportunity set looks as a line which goes through both assets and 

tangent to the X axis. In this point the portfolio variance of zero is achievable. With any 

correlation coefficient less than 1, there will be a diversification effect, in other words, the 

portfolio standard deviation will be less than the weighted average of the standard deviations of 

the component securities. Perfect positive correlation is the only case where there is no benefit 

from diversification. 

 

    Figure 19 Investment opportunity sets for asset A and asset B with various correlation coefficients 

    (Source: Chen, Chung and Keng-Yu Ho, 2007) 

 

Therefore, there are benefits of diversification whenever asset returns are less than perfectly 

correlated. Higher correlation coefficient, i.e. close to 1, means less and, lower correlation 

coefficient, close to 0, means greater diversification benefits. Thus, a security’s expected return 

and variance alone cannot tell whether this security is a good choice for portfolio. 

Portfolio variance equation consists of two parts: the sum of weighted variances of individual 

assets, ( )∑
=
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The variance part can be diversified away by increasing the number of securities in the portfolio. 

The smaller the weights Wi of each security the smaller the sum of squared weights. As the 

number of securities in a portfolio gets very large, the contribution to a portfolio variance of the 
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individual variances, or ( )∑
=

N

j

jjW
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22σ  part of equation 3.2.8, goes to zero. The minimum variance, 

i.e. the lowest possible risk level for a given rate of expected return, is obtained for very large 

portfolios and is equal to the average covariance between all securities in the population (Elton & 

Gruber, 2007). A portfolio of assets that achieves the lowest volatility level for the rate of 

expected return and that the portfolio’s volatility level is lower than any individual asset’s risk 

level is called a minimum variance portfolio. 

The minimum variance portfolio is the one that solves the following equation: 
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The investment in a minimum variance portfolio is dependant on each investor’s level of risk and 

expected return he/she is willing to accept. Most likely, the investors who would like to minimize 

the risk will hold a minimum variance portfolio. 

5.2.2.4 Efficient Frontier 

In theory, every possible asset with its risk and return combination can be depicted in a risk-

return diagram and of all assets in the universe there are some which will give a balanced 

combination of risk and return: maximum returns at an acceptable level of risk. A set of such 

efficient combinations comprises what Markowitz called “efficient frontier” (Figure 20). 

 

    Figure 20The Efficient Frontier 

     (Source: Chen, Chung and Keng-Yu Ho, 2007) 
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For a given amount of risk, the portfolio lying on the efficient frontier represents the combination 

offering the best possible return. 

 

It was shown that the efficient frontier is the locus of all convex combinations of efficient 

portfolios (Benninga, 2008). Therefore, if x = {x1, x2,…..xN} and y = {y1, y2,….yN} are efficient 

portfolios and a is a constant, then the convex combination portfolio z defined by 

Equation 13   
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is also efficient. 

 

The concave part of the efficient frontier is called “inefficient frontier” as for any given level of 

risk there is another portfolio, lying on the convex part of the frontier, which gives higher return. 

5.2.2.4.1 Tangent portfolio 

In 1958 James Tobin added risk free asset to MPT (Elton & Gruber, 2007). The certain return RF 

on riskless asset is called risk free return. Since the return is certain, the standard deviation of the 

return on the riskless asset is zero. By introducing the riskless asset it became possible to 

leverage or deleverage portfolios on the efficient frontier by lending and borrowing at a risk free 

rate. All the combinations of risk free lending lie on the straight line, Capital Market Line 

(CML), which origins on the return axis at a risk free point and passes the efficient frontier at a 

tangency point, where the so called tangency portfolio lies (figure 20). 

 

The slope of CML is (E(RT) – RF)/σT. The tangency portfolio is the one that maximizes the 

Sharpe ratio (the Sharpe ratio is described in more detail in section 5.2.3) and is obtained from: 

Equation 14  
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where the vector µ  represents the assets’ means, is the vector of portfolio weights and is the 

variance-covariance matrix of the assets. All rational investors facing the efficient frontier and 

the riskless lending and borrowing would hold the tangent portfolio. Some of investors who are 
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very risk averse would invest partly into riskless asset and partly in the tangent portfolio, and 

their portfolios would lie on the CML’s segment which is lower than the tangent portfolio. 

Others, who are risk-takers, would borrow at risk free rate and invest proceeds into the market 

portfolio, and their portfolios would lie on the upper line’s segment. Through leverage, portfolios 

on the capital market line are able to outperform portfolio on the efficient frontier. 

5.2.2.4.2 Efficient Frontier with short sales allowed 

In the capital markets investors often can sell assets which they do not own. This process is called 

“short sale” and involves taking a negative position in an asset. An investor is selling assets that 

are borrowed in expectation of a fall in the assets’ price. When and if the price declines, the 

investor buys an equivalent number of assets at the new lower price and returns to the lender the 

asset that was borrowed (Elton & Gruber, 2007). 

 

    Figure 21 Efficient Frontier with and without short sale restriction 

    (Source: Chen, Chung and Keng-Yu Ho, 2007) 

 

Assuming short sales are allowed and that E(RA) > E(RB) and σA> σB, then the rational investor 

would continuously sell short asset B and re-invest into asset A (figure 22). Thus, the shape of 

the efficient frontier will be changed so that A, as a highest return point, will be replaced by 

infinite return Z (arrow in the upper part of the efficient frontier). And, conversely, if an investor 

would sell short asset A and re-invest into asset B, then the return generated, P, will be less then 

lowest-yield security B. 
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5.2.3.5 Criticism of MPT 

As introduced in the chapter above, the Markowitz model seems to be easy to apply. However, 

every portfolio optimization problem faces two sources of risk. First, the risks inherent in markets 

and securities and second, the risk of being wrong in investors’ expectations that is beyond the 

scope of Markowitz’s model. MPT is based on the simple assumption that risk is defined by 

volatility and the second source of risk, psychological and behavioral aspects of investment 

decisions, is beyond of the scope of the theory. The question is consequently whether there is a 

certainty that volatility is a good measure of risk. Even though we assume that the volatility is an 

appropriate parameter for the risk measurement, there are problems appearing due to a mismatch 

between the optimization procedure and the quality of estimated parameters input. The 

Markowitz model takes parameters as they are true, i.e. measured without an error. If this was the 

case, then the model, given the assumptions introduced before, would certainly specify the true 

optimal portfolio. However, in practice parameters such as mean, variance and covariance are 

measured with an error. Chopra & Ziemba (1993) showed that errors in return estimates are more 

important that errors in risk estimates and that small changes in the input parameters could result 

in large changes in composition of the optimal portfolio. Moreover, these parameters are based 

on historical estimates but treated if they were the true parameters to determine the optimal 

choice under uncertainty. 

 

The choice of a portfolio under uncertainty has been viewed as a choice among alternative known 

probability distributions of returns, where the upside and the downside potential are equally 

likely. In practice, the distributions are assumed to belong to a certain family of distributions and 

the probabilities of upside and downside risks are not equal. 

 

Mean variance optimization has being a traditional tool when optimizing a portfolio. Major 

problem with mean variance optimization is its tendency to maximize the effects of errors in the 

input assumptions (Michaud, 1989). This is also known as optimal portfolio instability: the 

proportions allocated to each asset are extremely sensitive to deviations in expected returns, and 

adding a few observations might change the portfolio distribution completely. 
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Furthermore, the assumptions behind MPT have being criticized as those having little relevance 

to real life investment decisions. One of the assumptions is absence of transaction costs and 

taxes. However, the transaction costs have major effect on short versus long term investment 

decisions, and taxes are essential when choosing the type of the investment instrument. In 

addition, the liquidity of an investment is not considered by MPT while it is one of the crucial 

management concerns when making investment decision affecting the type of securities in a 

portfolio. 

 

As mentioned above, the risks of being wrong in investors’ expectations facing the portfolio 

optimization problem are not considered by MPT. Investor rationality is the cornerstone of the 

theory. The evidence of investors’ irrationality was represented by Schiller in his “Irrational 

exuberance” where he showed psychological and behavioural aspects of financial markets 

(Shiller, 2005). Such phenomenon as need for anchors, power of the story, overconfidence and 

intuitive thinking etc. do have impact on investors’ portfolio choice. 

 

5.2.3 Portfolio Performance Evaluation 
Depending on their risk attitudes different investors would invest in the portfolios with different 

risks and returns characteristics. The question is how to compare these portfolios. There are 

several measures for portfolio evaluation. In this paper we apply the Sharpe ratio, which 

quantifies the excess return (or Risk Premium) per unit of risk in an investment in the asset. The 

Sharpe ratio mathematically can be expressed as follows: 

Equation 15  
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The Sharpe ratio is used to characterize how well the return of a portfolio compensates the 

investor for the risk taken. When comparing two portfolios each with the expected return E(R) 

against the same benchmark with return Rf, the portfolio with the higher Sharpe ratio gives more 

return for the same risk. Investors are often advised to pick investments with high Sharpe ratios. 
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5.3. Delimitations and assumptions 
In order to answer the research questions and keep the focus throughout the thesis, some limits to 

the scope of the thesis must be drawn. Hereby we present the general delimitations and 

assumptions while more specific will be introduced in the following chapters. 

 

As Danish mortgage bonds are generally considered highly secure instruments with credit rating 

AAA and Aaa, we assume that default risk is negligible and, therefore, we do not take default 

risk into consideration throughout our calculations. All calculations are made in nominal values, 

that is nominal interest rates and nominal bond prices are used as an input data. When discussing 

returns we always refer to nominal returns, but not real ones, i. e we do not take inflation into 

account. 

 

Identifying optimal portfolios requires a relevant level of risk aversion. In this research we 

assume that investors are rational and risk adverse. They possess perfect information about the 

riskiness of all assets and make investment decisions based on risk/return profiles of different 

assets. In addition, we assume that all investors have similar view on the risk measurement. This 

means that they have the same information and will buy or sell based on an identical assessment 

of the investment and all expect the same thing from the investment. 

 

Additionally, we assume that there are no transaction costs in buying and selling securities and 

that investors do not consider taxes or tax benefits when making investment decisions, as the 

added complexity would not serve the goals of this thesis. 

 

We assume that capital markets are efficient and that politics and investor psychology have no 

effect on the markets. Moreover, in parts where short sales are allowed, we assume that investors 

are able to sell short without restriction. When conducting sensitivity analysis we assume parallel 

shifts in the term structure. 
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5.4 Methods 

5.4.1 Data choice and data collection 
Our initial sample includes only Aaa Moody’s rated Nykredit mortgage bonds. By doing so we 

assume that the law of one price is held, i.e. the products with similar characteristics issued by 

different MCI’s are priced equally by the market. In this connexion, the investor has to 

concentrate not on selecting products from different MCI’s but rather on products with different 

characteristics which will allow gaining diversification benefit. We chose Nykredit’s bonds since 

Nykredit is the largest player on the Danish market and has nearly 1000 different mortgage bonds 

(Nykredit). Moreover, all data regarding on bond types, ratings, maturities, cash flows, coupon 

rates, prepayment and repayment structure is well organized and easily accessible on their 

website. 

 

Typically, bonds differ in the following aspects: 1) category (government, corporate, utility, 

national etc), 2) bond maturity, 3) coupon and 4) bond rating (Dbouk & Kryzanowski, 2009). 

When selecting bonds, we did not want to restrict ourselves to either maturity or coupon rate. If 

we had chosen long term bonds, we believe that we would have eliminated bonds with lower 

coupon rate, assuming that the longer the maturity the higher the coupon and thus, yield. We did 

not wish to limit ourselves with low coupon interest payment bonds since this could have led us 

to bonds that have short maturity and thereby taking away the possibility to sample long term 

maturity bonds. Based on the above, our bonds will differ in both: maturity and coupon interest 

payment. Our proposal is supported by Wolf (1969), Crane (1971) and Nawalka (1991). Nawalka 

et al proved that portfolio duration and convexity levels can be altered significantly by 

diversifying across bonds with different cash flows. Wolf showed that a portfolio composed of 

short and long term maturity bonds endows an investor with a higher return than intermediate 

maturity bonds with the same average maturity. Additionally, Crane concluded that the optimal 

portfolio should be composed of either the shortest maturity, the longest maturity or of a 

combination of both.  

 

It is known that a bond’s coupon rate heavily determines the bond’s cash flows. As a result, our 

idea is to combine multiple types of bonds (non-callable bullets, non-callable annuities, callable 

annuities and floaters) with different maturities (ranging from 1 to 32 years) and coupon rates 
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(ranging from 2% to 11%) considering  that such selection of bonds could gain diversification 

benefits for our optimal mortgage bond portfolio. 

 

Initially we chose 67 bonds, 44 of those showed stationarity patterns and, thus, were selected for 

constructing the optimal portfolio. For convenience purpose we assigned a number from 1 till 46 

to each bond18.  

 

The data was collected using the world's largest financial statistical database – DataStream. Data 

was downloaded for the recent period 27.11.2007 – 30.06.2009. This short period was 

determined by our choice to include a one year short term bond in our portfolio calculations as all 

necessary optimal portfolio calculations require the use of the same data time frame for all bonds. 

We downloaded weekly data with a Total Return Index (RI). RI shows a theoretical growth in 

value of an asset holding over a specified period. In other words, it takes into consideration 

accrued interest19 when an investor purchases a bond between coupon payments. 

 

Under normal circumstances it is not ideal to use daily, weekly or monthly data because the 

investor’s horizon is generally at least one quarter or one year. However, we decided to collect 

weekly data as our analysis period (27-11-2007 – 30-06-2009) is quite short. 

 

5.4.1.1 Benchmark bond index 

As benchmarks are important elements in any work, we are comparing the optimal portfolio 

performance with the bond index performance. We are investigating whether constructed optimal 

portfolio outperforms the index and if diversification benefits are attainable and application of 

portfolio allocation is beneficial. 

 

We have chosen the Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond Index which is the oldest index in 

Denmark and is a liquid benchmark index of Danish covered bonds. It includes fixed-rate callable 

bonds, fixed-rate bullets and capped floaters. We have not restrict ourselves to only one 

benchmark and, therefore, we will compare the optimal portfolios’ performance with an 
                                                 
18 The reader can find a list of the selected bonds with their main characteristics in the appendix A 
19 Accrued interest is called when the investor must compensate the seller of the bond for the coupon interest earned from the time 
of the last coupon payment to the settlement date of the bond. 
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independent, well known benchmark on the market, JP Morgan’s Danish government bond 

index, JPM Denmark Govt. Bond Denmark KRN. Thus, in addition to benchmark, we will also 

be able to investigate whether risk and return characteristics of our investment are superior to the 

investment into Danish government securities.  

 

Weekly JP Morgan’s Danish government bond index data was extracted from DataStream with 

RI data. Unfortunately, Nykredit mortgage bond index data was not available at DataStream and 

we collected it from Nykredit website.  

5.4.2 Calculations 

5.4.2.1 Historical return  

We calculated the weekly returns for our bonds and both of our indices: Nykredit’s and JPM 

Danish Government bond index using continuous compounded return, ( )1/ln −= ttt RIRIr . 
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The correlation is period independent, so daily, weekly or yearly figures are the same. 

 

Since we use continuous compounding return, we can apply the above formulas when 

transforming our weekly figures into the yearly ones. This is our rationale for choosing to work 

with continuous compounding returns.  
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In addition, we assume that the past returns give us information about future returns. This implies 

that the average of the historical data represents not only the expected daily return from each 

bond, but also the variance (Benninga, 2008). This type of expected return and variance 

calculation has its weaknesses since we expect the future to be equal to the past. However, this 

approach can be used if the data is tested for stationarity. We performed several data stationarity 

tests (section 5.4.3) and we found that our data is stationary and that when interpreting our results 

we can make reliable assumptions about the future using past data. 

5.4.2.2 Internal rate of return  

Initially, when applying MPT model, considered to calculate the weekly historical return for each 

bond by taking the average of each bond’s calculated returns 
( )1/ln −= ttt RIRIr

 and afterwards, 

transforming the weekly figures into yearly. Since, we are dealing with a bond portfolio, it would 

not be appropriate to use that simple technique as average historical return does not reflect 

repayment structure. In other words, this would mean that all bonds in our portfolio: non-callable 

bullets, non-callable annuities, callable annuities and floaters have the same repayment structure. 

This is not the case and, therefore, we used average historical returns to determine the variance-

covariance matrix and the yield calculations presented below to determine the expected return. In 

our paper, yield calculations differ depending on bond type. For non-callable bullets we applied 

XIRR excel’s function. For non-callable and callable annuities we calculated returns by applying 

option adjusted spread as well as binomial lattice method and for floater bonds we used effective 

margin and simple margin calculations.   

5.4.2.2.1 Bullets 

Typically, the IRR excel function’s calculations are based on periodic cash flows. Since our cash 

flows are not periodic, we used XIRR20 excel’s function to calculate the yield to maturity for non-

callable bullets. XIRR calculation requires a set of cash flows and a set of dates.  For non-callable 

price) which is shown as a negative value, 2) coupon income received every year until bullets the 

set of cash flows is simple and consists of three parts: 1) the initial investment (the he bond 

matures and 3) the principal repayment when the bond matures. Table 5 presents a set of dates 

and a set of cash flows for a bond that has yearly coupon income of 4 and matures in 2014. Our 

                                                 
20 XIRR function returns the internal rate of return for a schedule of cash flows that are not periodic. 
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computed yield to maturity assumes that coupon payments are reinvested at YTM. 

Set of dates Set of cash flows

30-06-2009 -101,184

01-01-2010 4

01-01-2011 4

01-01-2012 4

01-01-2013 4

01-01-2014 104  

Table 5 Input data for calculation of IRR of a bond 

(Source: own contribution) 

 
In periods, when interest rate is volatile, this assumption is not ideal, especially, for long term 

bonds, since the longer the maturity, the more the total bond yield is dependant on coupon rate 

reinvestments. However, Windas (1996) argued that under normal conditions YTM provides 

relatively good results for non-callable bullets and, therefore, we decided to use YTM for this 

class of bonds.   

5.4.2.2.2 Annuities  

Non-callable annuity bond cash flows are more complex than bullet’s as it has a provision to 

repay the principal gradually before the stated maturity. As a result, non-callable annuity bonds 

are quite similar to callable annuity bonds and they both utilize binomial lattice and option 

adjusted spread (OAS) calculations. Callable bonds have an additional feature – call option - and 

therefore, the two yield calculations are slightly different. The common part of yield calculations 

for annuity bonds is presented in steps just below and afterwards we specify which steps belong 

to non-callable annuities and which steps are assigned to callable annuities.  

  

Calculations of annuity bonds yield entails arbitrage-free binomial lattice model. Before 

describing the procedure of all our calculations, we, first, briefly introduce our reader with main 

binomial lattice model assumptions. The model assumes: 1) no arbitrage opportunities, 2) no 

taxes, no transaction cost, 3) riskless borrowing and lending, 4) a one factor model where all 

interest rates are perfectly correlated, 5)in the bond market exists a discount bond for all 

maturities (Ho & Chen, in Fabbozzi,1997 ch.3). 

 

Step 1. First task was to determine the term structure of interest rates. The interest rate term 

structure plays a key role in the valuation of bonds. A theoretical spot rate curve can be 

constructed from the yield on treasury securities as these securities carry zero default risk. In this 
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paper, we assume that zero coupon term structure is known and constructed the interest rate term 

structure from Danish zero coupon government bonds. The 30 Danish zero coupon government 

bond’s data was acquired from DataStream where each bond’s observed yield represents the 

particular year’s spot rate (figure 22). For instance, one year zero coupon government bond 

stands for 2010 year spot rate. Similarly, 30 year zero coupon bond reflects 2039 year spot rate. 

Interest rates as functions of their maturity 
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Figure 22 Interest rates as functions of maturity 

(Source: own contribution based on DataStream data) 

 
In addition, once we had the theoretical sport rate curve, we also extrapolated from it future 

interest rates,

( )
1

1

1

1
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+

+
=

z

z
f

. The spot rate and future interest rate curve based on the zero 

coupon government bonds are depicted in the figure bellow. One could note that zero coupon rate 

curve is upward sloping (until a certain point) implying higher returns as maturity increases. In 

the graph we also depicted future interest rates to show that forward rates are not a good 

estimator of future interest rates and to use as an argument why we did not use forward rates in 

our binomial lattice tree. On the other hand, forward rates are beneficial if one wants to make the 

correct decision about future interest rates. According to Fabozzi (2004, p.112), usually, forward 

rates indicate how an investor’s expectations differ from the market’s consensus. From our graph, 

it seems that investors’ expect the interest rate to fall in the future confirming that interest rate 

does not have a random development and that after high short interest today, it is perfectly 

legitimate to assume the interest rate fall in the future. 
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Step 2. The next task was to estimate interest rate volatility σ given that it is another important 

element in the binomial lattice tree. For interest rate volatility estimation we used 1Y Danish zero 

coupon government bond’s weekly data for a period 11-02-2000 – 30-06-2009. Three methods: 

1) Equally weighted moving average, 2) Exponentially weighted moving average and 3) GARCH 

(1,1) were calculated to estimate interest rate volatility for bonds. All results are summarized in 

the table below. 

Zero coupon volatility The RMSE

Yearly Historical V, 

2 month 17,45% 6,26974E-05

Yearly Historical V, 

1 month 18,65% 4,25915E-05

Yearly Historical V, 

2 weeks 18,88% 3,21409E-05

Historical V, 1 week 18,88% 2,66563E-05

18,88% 2,37356E-05

18,88% 2,37061E-05GARCH (1,1)
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    Table 6 Volatility prediction 

   (Source: own contribution) 
 

To evaluate the precision of each method, we used Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). Relaying 

on RMSE results we chose GARCH (1,1) volatility prediction method which gave us the yearly 

interest rate volatility estimate of 18.88% for 2010. The calculation description of all volatility 

prediction methods could be found in Appendix G. 

 

Step 3. We set up a binomial interest rate tree to see how the interest rate might evolve in the 

future. Also to determine the theoretical bond’s price and the probability that the bond will be 

called in the future. When constructing the binomial model, we assumed that the period length of 

grids of our binomial tree is one year. We also assumed that our investor is risk neutral (the same 

assumption is applied throughout our paper) and that p and (1-p) are “objective” probabilities 

meaning that these two future interest rate environments are equally likely (Kalotay, Williams, 

and Fabozzi, 1993). 

 

Figure 23 shows an example of our binomial interest rate tree. In this tree, we denoted r as the 

current one year rate i.e. 1Y Danish zero coupon government bond return as of 30-06-2009. Next 

each node indicates the interest rate path where the one year rate may move to one of two values 

in the following year: either up ru or down rd. 
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   Figure 23 Binomial interest rate tree 

   (Source: own contribution) 
 

The binomial interest tree is based on some assumption about interest rate volatility, therefore 

nodes ru, r2u, rud, r3u, r2ud , etc. are equal to the following 
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222 σ= , etc.. Throughout our paper we assumed constant volatility of 

18.88%. To find the value of the node, let’s say ru, first, one should calculated the value at the 

two nodes to the right of the node i.e. r2u and rud. The extensive Binomial Interest rate tree 

calculations are described in Appendix F. In our calculations we did not use the extensive method 

described in Appendix F, instead, we used Visual Basic Applications (VBA) code which could be 

found in Appendix E.  

 

Step4. Subsequently, we set up a binomial non-callable bond tree. This tree looks exactly the 

same as the binomial interest rate tree and the calculation procedure follows the similar path. In 

the binomial non-callable tree, the first node 
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current non-callable bond’s price i.e. the bond’s value as of 30-06-2009. The next two nodes 
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 we refer to the bond’s value in one year 

if the interest rate rises and the bond’s value in one year if the one year rate falls, respectively. In 

the last state, for example, u
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r
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= , the face value of the bond is equal to the cash flow 

received at maturity (the principal + coupon payment) discounted at r3u rate. 
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 are calculated by adding the 

coupon to the average cash flows, for instance FV2u and FVud, and where the total amount is 

discounted at the relevant discount rate, in this case, ru. Alternatively, the price of the bond at t=1 

is the expected face value at time t=2 plus the coupon discounted with the relevant interest rate r.  

The detailed binomial non-callable bond tree calculations can be seen in the appendix F. 

 

Step 5. For binomial callable annuity bond tree calculations, we assumed that the bond can be 

called at a price of 100. This implies that if the face value of the bond exceeds 100, the borrower 

will exercise his option, and force the investor to sell the bond back to the borrower for a price of 

100. As a result, the face value can never exceed 100. The calculations of binomial callable bond 

tree are identical to those of binomial non-callable bond tree, but since the bond face value can 

never be higher than 100, we applied the following formulas:  
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Finding FVd: 
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Finding the last values of the three, for instance, FV3u value: 
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Step 6. To find the option value, we applied M.L.Dunetz and J.M.Mahoney theory where a 

callable bond can be decomposed as following CONBCB PPP −=
.   

 

Step 7. Further, we set up a new grid that explicitly determined the exercise policy for the issuer. 

To resolve when the callable bond will be called we used excel’s function IF. For values FV3u, 

FV2ud, FVu2d and FV3d we applied IF(100+5/(1+r
3u

)>100;"Call";"Keep") and for the rest of the 

values we calculated IF((0,5*(FV
u
+FV

d
)+5)/(1+r)>100;"Call";"Keep").   

 

Step 8. Sometimes, the market value of a callable bond may differ from its fair value. According 

to Fabozzi (2004), the market value of a callable bond differ from its theoretical value because 

the market price of the fixed income security reflects a variety of risks (e.g. the credit, liquidity, 

default and prepayment) the investor is carrying by investing in fixed income securities. To price 

these risks, we used Option Adjusted Spread method (OAS). The OAS is a spread relative to the 

Treasury curve (in our case is relative to zero coupon government bond curve) which is used to 

measure the relative value of securities with a series of uncertain cash flows (Fabozzi, 2004). 

OAS is obtained by equating the theoretical bond price to the current market price and it is 

quoted in basis points. Accordingly, to determine OAS, we divided our theoretical value, 

obtained in Step 5, by the market price quoted on 30-06-2009. When calculating OAS, we made 

an assumption that there are no arbitrage opportunities and that all securities in the market has a 

fair market price. In other words, there are no underpriced or overpriced securities. By assuming 

this we state that the obtained OAS is a true compensation for additional risks.  

 

Step 9. In order to reflect the embedded option of callable bonds, we added the OAS, calculated 

in Step 8, to each of the spot rates in the binomial interest rate tree and we used these rates to 

discount the corresponding cash flows. Since binomial interest rate tree changed, we had to 
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determine new non-callable bond and callable bond price as well as new option value and new 

option exercise date. The calculations of four additional adjusted trees are identical to those 

binomial tree calculations mentioned above. To summarize all tree calculations, the first set of 

binomial trees were used to calculate the theoretical bond price and find OAS and the second set 

of adjusted trees were mainly used to determine the right callable bond price and call date in 

order to compute callable bond yield. Moreover, later adjusted binomial trees were also used for 

duration and convexity calculations as well as portfolio sensitivity analysis. 

 

Step 10.  Finally, the results calculated in Step 9 were used to calculate callable bond yield. For 

callable bond yield calculations we used yield to call (YTC) approach. YTC method is identical 

to our non-callable bond XIRR calculations. The main difference is that the last date is not the 

bond’s maturity date, but, instead, it is the call date. Usually, the first call date is used for YTC 

calculations. In our calculations we applied a different approach because the first call date 

computations caused unrealistically high yields; almost all our callable bonds suppose to be 

called within one to three years. Thus, incorporating some human factor into our model, we 

decided to pick a call date which had more than 50% probability that the bond will be called. 

 

To summarize annuity bond yield calculation, steps one through four were applied to non-

callable annuity bonds. The price calculated in Step 4 was used to calculate yield for non-callable 

annuity bonds. The non-callable annuity bond yield calculations were identical to those of non-

callable bullets’ XIRR calculations. Steps one through ten were applied to callable annuity bond 

yield calculations.  

5.4.2.2.3 Floating rate bonds 

Floating rate bonds21 have specific cash flows that are changing periodically with reference rate 

changes. Because the value of future reference rate is unknown, it is impossible to predict future 

cash flows and to calculate the yield to maturity on a floater. The alternative measures, the 

effective margin and the simple margin, are applied to calculate the return on floating rate bonds 

                                                 
21 A floating-rate bond is a variable income bond with a coupon that adjusts periodically to the current short-term interest rate. It 
is often viewed as equivalent to rollover strategy of short term borrowing but without the costs associated with re-investing at the 
end of each period. 
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(Zabozzi, 2004). The effective margin is the average spread over the underlying reference rate 

that the investor can expect to earn over the life of a security and can be calculated as follows: 

Equation 21 spread
yearsinMaturity

priceclean
inmEffective +

−
=

__

_100
arg_  

where: 100 is a par,  Clean price is the current bond price excluding any interest earned and 

Spread is the spread over reference rate in basis points. 

 

In the effective margin formula floater’s capital gains (losses) are taken into account. The second 

measure, simple margin, is calculated as effective margin adjusted for the fact that investors buy 

floating rate bonds at a discount or premium to the nominal value: 

Equation 22 
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For a floater selling at par the effective and simple margin are equal and is simply the spread over 

the reference rate. 

 

To determine the rate of return for floaters, the simple margin has been added to the reference 

rate. 

 

Notable, that there is also a call option embedded in the floating rate bonds. However, we 

neglected this in our return calculations and assumed that floaters will not be called since their 

coupon rate changes within market interest rate changes, making this type of bonds insensitive to 

shifts in the interest rate term structure. 

5.4.2.3 Portfolio weight calculation 

The next step after the calculation of the return to the investor is to calculate bonds’ weights in 

the portfolio. In order to do so we need to determine the variance-covariance matrix S. We will 

apply the following formulas: 

Equation 23  
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Where: S is the covariance matrix for assets 1, 2 …N’s returns and δij = δi,j = Cov(ri, rj) 
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We have applied Visual Basic Application (VBA) techniques when calculating variance-

covariance matrix. We programmed VBA VarCovar array function that directly computes the 

sample variance-covariance matrix (Appendix E). 

 

The weights of each individual asset in the portfolio are determined by multiplying the variance-

covariance matrix S by the excess returns Er: 

Equation 24 
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Where Г is the portfolio weights, S is the variance-covariance matrix, and Er is the excess returns 

and Er=E(R)-Rf 

 

5.4.2.4 Expected return and standard deviation of portfolio 

The theoretical aspects of estimating portfolio expected return, variance and standard deviation 

have being presented in earlier chapters. Herby we would like to clarify the practical implications 

of calculating these characteristics. 

 

When there are a great number of assets in the portfolio, matrix notation simplifies the writing of 

the portfolio problem. The portfolio composition w and the vector of means E(r) can be written 

as column vectors: 

Equation 25 
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Given w, the portfolio proportions, and E(rp), the expected returns of the individual assets, the 

expected return of the portfolio is the weighted average of the expected returns of the individual 

assets: 

Equation 26  ∑
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Practically, the portfolio’s expected return was calculated by utilizing MMULT excel’s function: 

MMULT(a set of the expected returns of the individual assets; weights of the corresponding 

individual assets). 

 

The portfolio variance σ can be represented via matrix notation, i.e. via variance-covariance 

matrix S represented above. Portfolio variance is obtained by multiplication of the variance-

covariance matrix S and the transposed portfolio weights wT and is given by: 

Equation 27  SwrVar
T

p =)(  

The portfolio standard deviation was obtained by taking squire root from the portfolio variance: 

Equation 28  )( pp rVar=σ  

 

5.4.2.5 Duration and Convexity  

5.4.2.5.1 Non-callable and callable bonds 

We programmed two VBA codes to compute duration and convexity for our bonds (Appendix 

E). Duration and Convexity functions provided by MS Excel assume evenly spaced bond 

payments. Since our payments are not equally spaced because of the first payment, we could not 

apply MS Excel functions. Therefore, we developed our own duration and convexity VBA 

functions that were applied to all our bonds. The input data to our dduration and 

ConvexityUneven is: 1) a total number of payments until the bond matures, 2) the coupon rate, 3) 

the rate of return (XIRR) and 4) the specified time until first coupon payment α (α is expressed in 

years). The actual duration and convexity VBA functions were applied to both types of bonds: 

non-callable bullets, non-callable annuities and callable annuities. However, the whole duration 

and convexity calculation process for callable annuity bonds was different from the non-callable 

bond duration and convexity calculation process. This is because non-callable bonds have certain 

maturity and certain cash flows. Therefore, the required input data for the dduration and 

ConvexityUneven functions is known. Opposite, callable bonds can be called or prepaid when 

interest rates fall below the coupon rate. Therefore, neither their maturity, nor cash flows are 

certain. In other words, the cash flows for bonds with embedded options depend on both future 

interest rates and volatility of those rates. Consequently, prior duration and convexity 

calculations, we first determined callable bond price and call date using OAS and binomial tree. 

(Chapter “Yield for annuities”, section “annuities”, Steps from 1 to 10).   
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5.4.2.5.2. Floating rate bonds 

In our paper we decided to have zero duration and zero convexity for floating rate bonds as their 

coupon reset date is every six or even three months.  

5.4.2.5.3. Portfolio duration and convexity 

Having duration, convexity and weights of each individual bond which is included in the 

portfolio, we were able to compute the portfolio duration and convexity. The duration (convexity) 

of the portfolio is simply the weighted average duration (convexity) of the bonds in the portfolio. 

In other words, the duration (convexity) of each bond in the portfolio is weighted by its 

percentage within the portfolio. The sensitivity analysis of all portfolios was done in analogous 

way determining duration and convexity of each individual bond for each interest rate shift.    

 

5.4.2.6 Duration and convexity for sensitivity analysis 

 5.4.2.6.1 Non-callable bonds  

Computing the price change of a non-callable bond given a change in interest rate is 

straightforward. We applied the above mentioned duration and convexity VBA functions: 

dduration and ConvexityUneven. The main difference between duration and convexity 

calculations and duration and convexity calculations for a portfolio sensitivity analysis was that 

the yield of a non-callable bond (XIRR) was increased by the percentage of the interest rate 

change. For instance, if the initial yield of the non-callable bond was 3.5% and the interest rate 

change was + 0.25%, the new yield was equal to 3.75%. Thus, the new yield was used to obtain 

new duration and convexity. We repeated our calculations for interest rate increase by 25, 50, 75, 

100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300,325, 350, 375, 400 and 425 basis points. 

   

5.4.2.6.2 Callable bonds  

It was straight forward to determine duration and convexity of non-callable bonds for a portfolio 

sensitivity analysis. However, duration and convexity of callable bonds for a portfolio sensitivity 

analysis was complicated. We had to perform additional calculations that we are going to explain 

now in greater details.   
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To obtain callable bond duration and convexity for various interest rate changes, we completed 

the following calculations: 

1. Calculated OAS (Step 9 in Return calculation section) 

2. Shifted the theoretical spot rate curve up by a small number of basis points (first interest rate 

increase was 25 basis points).  

3. Constructed a binomial interest rate tree based on the new yield curve. 

4. Added the OAS to the each interest rate node to obtain an adjusted binomial interest rate tree. 

5. Used the adjusted binomial interest rate tree to determine the callable bond price as well as 

the call date for the callable bond. 

6. Repeated the same five steps for interest rate increase by 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 

225, 250, 275, 300,325, 350, 375, 400 and 425 basis points. 

7. Calculated callable bond’s yield for all these interest rate changes. The yield calculation were 

identical to those discussed in chapter “Yield for annuities”, Step 10. 

8. Having the callable bond yield and call date, the callable bond’s duration and convexity were 

calculated. The duration and convexity calculations were analogous to those described in the 

beginning of this chapter. In other words, we used our own programmed duration (dduration) 

and convexity (ConvexityUneven) VBA codes. 

 

To obtain the approximate percentage change in price for a certain percentage change in the 

interest rate, we applied the following formulas: 

For small changes (up to 2%): Price change due to duration = - (duration measure) (dy) 

For large changes (above 2%): Price change due to duration and convexity = Price change due to 

duration + Price change due to convexity, where Price change due to convexity = 0.5(convexity 

measure) (dy)2 

 

5.4.2.7 Monte Carlo simulations 
Monte Carlo simulation methods (MCS) are a class of computational algorithms that rely on 

repeated random sampling to compute their results. These methods are useful for modeling 

phenomena with significant uncertainty in inputs, such as the calculation of risk in business. 

Monte Carlo simulations have shown to be a widely successful method in risk analysis when 

compared with alternative methods or human intuition. The term "Monte Carlo method" was 
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coined in the 1940s by physicists working on nuclear weapon projects in the Los Alamos 

National Laboratory. MCS method is a stochastic model for estimating probability distributions 

of potential outcomes by allowing for random variation in one or more inputs over time. The 

random variation is based on fluctuations observed in historical data for a selected period using 

standard time-series techniques. In recent years, spreadsheet simulation modeling has become 

extremely popular, both in academic and corporate communities and especially in the finance 

sector. The reason for this popularity is that MCS derives estimates for the model parameters and 

gives an idea of the likelihood of each of scenario in the scenario analysis. 

 

In our paper, we used MCS for two purposes. First, we sought to calculate another optimal 

portfolio using mean-variance approach which is based on simulated returns, and not on 

historical returns. In other words, we wanted to compare two different techniques and see 

whether they give similar results. Second, we opted to determine the range of interest rate change 

for next year i.e. to find the probability that interest rate will increase, for instance, by 1% in 

2010. There are few reasons behind our decision to apply MCS. First, historical observations 

might not be representative, especially for short term bonds, and could be substituted by 

stochastic models. In other words, the risk characteristics of the bond changes over time as the 

bond get closer and closer to maturity. Consequently, the risk of a bond maturing in five days is 

less than the risk of the same bond that matures in six months. Our stochastic model set up a 

projection model which looks at our optimal portfolios’ performance in terms of risk and return.  

 

Second, there are a number of uncertain factors which could affect our optimal portfolios 

performance in future. Term structure shifts, one of the most essential factors affecting mortgage 

bond portfolio performance, are highly complicated for forecasting. Hence, in order to estimate 

possible shifts in term structure and their probability distributions, we will apply stochastic 

models. 

 

5. 4.2.7.1 Optimal portfolio 
In order to verify results obtained by use of mean-variance optimization approach we have 

additionally applied mean-variance optimization using stochastic returns obtained via MCS. 

When constructing portfolios using Monte Carlo methods we assumed that each bond returns are 

stochastic variables with known distribution and a mean value E(x). To each bond we assigned 
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mean return values equal to IRR calculated in the previous chapters. Thus we assumed that IRR’s 

are the true means and returns are normally distributed22. The rate of return for each bond was 

calculated using the following equation: 

Equation 29    
Z

i
iier
*σµ +=  

where e assumes continuously compounding, µ is the bond’s IRR, σ is the bond’s standard 

deviation which is based on historical returns and Z = the stochastic number. 

 

For each bond 15000 random numbers were generated and then stochastic returns were calculated 

applying the formula above. The expected return of each bond was calculated as an average 

stochastic rate of return. Once we had random generated stochastic returns, the optimal portfolio 

calculation procedure was identical to that described above: first, calculating variance-covariance 

matrix S, computing weights, portfolio expected return, variance and standard deviation. 

5.4.2.7.2 Probability of interest rate increase  

The term structure of interest rates is a basis for valuation of fixed income securities. Bond prices 

change as interest rates change leading to alteration of portfolio risk and return characteristics. 

Modeled as a series of cash flows due at different points of time in the future, the price of the 

fixed income security can be calculated as the net present value of the stream of the cash flows. 

These values are discounted using associated to term to maturity zero-yield interest rates. 

Moreover, interest rate risk represents the main risk factor for mortgage bonds since other types, 

such as default risk, are minimized for Aaa rated securities. Therefore we want to test how 

sensitive is our optimal portfolio to interest rate changes. In order to do so we attempted to 

estimate possible changes in the term structure and the probability of their occurrence applying 

Monte Carlo techniques. Estimation of non-parallel shifts in the term structure involves 

mathematical models of high complexity which is out of the scope of this work. Therefore, we 

assumed parallel shifts in term structure and only estimated changes in the zero-yield 1Y rate. We 

have simulated 15000 random zero-yield spot rates by applying the following equation: 

Equation 30    
Z

i
iier
*σµ +=   

                                                 
22

 Although our data test for normality rejected the null hypothesis of normality, we assume that returns of each 

individual bond will approach the normal distribution as number of observations increases. We allow us to make 
this assumption because our data is of a limited period.  
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where e assumes continuously compounding, µ is the mean zero-yield spot rate, σ is the zero-

yield spot rate’s standard deviation and Z is the stochastic number. 

 

When estimating historical mean and standard deviation we used data for zero-yield spot rate 

from DataStream for the period from January 1998 till June 2009 (whole period available). The 

average historical rate was 4.31 % while the historical standard deviation was 8.51%. 

 

After generating random rates the next step taken was to estimate the probability of occurrence of 

all possible outcomes of interest rate change in 2010. The chosen range of interest rate change 

was applied in the sensitivity analysis. In our optimal portfolio sensitivity analysis we used 

0.25% to 4.25% interest rate range. The choice criterion was that any interest rate change 

probability should be higher than 0.1%. To calculate these probabilities, we used our own created 

VBA function Rrates which can be found in Appendix E. 

Change -1,00% -0,75% -0,50% -0,25% 0,00% 0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50%

Probability (1000 runs) 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 99,50% 98,70% 97,50% 95,61% 88,82% 82,53%

Probability (1000 runs) 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 99,30% 98,80% 98,10% 94,81% 90,12% 82,63%

Probability (15000 runs) 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 99,66% 99,16% 97,60% 94,49% 89,41% 81,74%

Change 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25%

Probability (1000 runs) 68,66% 57,09% 41,12% 27,05% 17,56% 10,48% 5,89% 3,09% 0,90% 0,10% 0,00%

Probability (1000 runs) 70,56% 57,88% 41,42% 27,84% 18,26% 8,98% 5,59% 2,79% 0,80% 0,40% 0,00%

Probability (15000 runs) 70,40% 56,57% 42,66% 29,94% 18,73% 10,34% 5,02% 2,62% 0,93% 0,39% 0,13%  

    Table 7 The probabilities of possible interest rate change in 2010 
    (Source: own contribution) 
 

There is 100% probability that interest rate will increase by 25 basis points next year (table 7). 

We can also observe that there is only 0.13% probability that interest rate will increase by 4.25% 

next year. 

5.4.3 Raw data validity and reliability 

5.4.3.1 Stationarity test 

The mean-variance optimization approach uses variances, covariances and correlations that are 

based on the historical data. In order to use the historical data, we need to ensure that we can rely 

on the chosen data and that it is a good estimator for future returns. Stationary data implies that it 

is possible to draw the credible conclusion about future developments using the historical data. 

Stationarity is defined as a quality of a process in which the statistical parameters (mean and 
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standard deviation) of the process do not change with time. Broadly speaking, a stochastic 

process is said to be stationary if its mean and variance are constant over time and the value of 

the covariance between the two time periods depends only on the distance or gap or lag between 

the two time periods and not the actual time at which the covariance is computed. In the time 

series literature, such a stochastic process is known as a weakly stationary, or covariance 

stationary, or second-order stationary, or wide sense, stochastic process. (Damodar, 2003). 

 

To assess whether a time series is stationary or not it is necessary to perform a graphical 

inspection of the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial autocorrelation function (PACF) 

along with a unit root test. To detect stationarity we have conducted the Augmented Dickey-

Fuller Unit Root test in SAS for all 67 bonds in our sample. The Dickey-Fuller unit root test is a 

test of whether or not time series are stationary. Depending on the nature of the unit root process, 

the actual estimation procedure is as follow: 

  Equation 31         Xt  is a random walk):    ∆Xt = δXt-1 + νt 

Equation 32   (Xt is a random walk with drift):   ∆Xt = A1 + δXt-1 + νt  

Equation 33  (Xt is a random walk with drift around a stochastic trend):      

       ∆Xt = A1+A2t + δXt-1 + νt 

The hypotheses in the Dickey-Fuller unit root test are: 

H0: δ = 0 => non-stationarity in the time series (series has a unit root) 

H1: δ < 0 => stationarity in the time series 

 

The estimated coefficient of Xt-1 follows the τ(tau) statistic and not the t-student distribution. The 

autocorrelation function indicates that a time series is non-stationary if the function declines 

slowly and linearly. Otherwise, if ACF declines quickly and is within the shaded area, it indicates 

that time series is stationary. For 21 bonds the null hypothesis of non-stationarity were accepted 

meaning that these bonds are not stationary and should be excluded from the portfolio. The 

remained 46 bonds in the sample were stationary which means that we can rely on past returns 

data when optimizing the mortgage bond portfolio. Due to a limited space we are not able to 

represent test result for all 67 bonds. Therefore we have chosen one the most representative 

stationary and one the most representative non-stationary bonds. Left side of the figure 24 

illustrates the ACF and PACF for a 7 % non-callable annuity bond DK0009721508 maturing in 

2012. ACF patterns are slowly declining with first, second and third lags and statistically they are 
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very different from zero. This is a clear sign of non-stationarity in the time series. Moreover, the 

PACF function is also different from zero for lag 14. 

 

Figure 24 Trend and correlation analysis of a stationary and a non-stationary bond 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

 

Figure 25 Trend and correlation analysis for JPM index  

(Source: own contribution) 

 
Right side of the figure 24 (floating annuity bond DK0009771529 maturing in 2041) is a 

representative for most of bonds which were indicated as stationary. The ACF diagram declines 

quickly and all lags from 1 till 24 are not statistically different from zero (lay in the shaded area), 

which is the sign of stationarity. Moreover, the PACF shows that the partial autocorrelations are 

not significantly different from 0 for all 24 lags. Therefore we could conclude that this bond is 

stationary. 
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Figure 25 represents the results of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root test in SAS for JP 

Morgan Danish Government Bond Index. Both the ACF and the PACF diagrams show a few 

significant spikes and moreover the spikes in the ACF diagram are declining quickly. This is a 

clear sign of stationarity of the bond index. Stationarity test of NYK Mortgage Bond Index too 

showed that data is stationary with both ACF and PACF declining quickly (Appendix I). Thus 

our benchmark data is also reliable when making suggestions about future trends. 

5.4.3.2 Normality Test 

One of the assumptions of the MPT is that returns are normally distributed, i.e. the data cluster 

around the mean. As number of observations in the sample gets larger the distribution of these 

observations approximate the normal distribution. A nonsymmetrical or skewed distribution 

occurs when one side of the distribution does not mirror the other. If the distribution of the 

returns is skewed the likelihood of the obtaining the expected return is significantly reduced 

while the mean stays the same. Applied to investment returns, nonsymmetrical distributions are 

generally described as being either positively skewed (meaning frequent small losses and a few 

extreme gains) or negatively skewed (meaning frequent small gains and a few extreme losses). 

Traditionally investors would prefer positive (right skewed) distribution of returns as the 

probability of obtaining return above the mean is higher than the probability of obtaining return 

below the mean. From another side, investors can also be interested in investing into low 

volatility assets which are normally distributed because the risk of obtaining extreme unexpected 

returns is low. Recent empirical studies have found that ex post common stocks returns are 

positively skewed. Chiang et al. (2007) has in his study using data for 1976–2005, found that 

bond skewness is comparable to that in equities, and that it varies with the holding period and 

varies over time. Speculative grade bonds and collateralized securities have substantial negative 

skewness. 

 

Statistic Value Prob Label

Normal Test 28,549 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

Normality Statistics

 

Table 8 Normality statistics for mortgage bond data 
(Source: own contribution) 

 
We have tested our data for normality by conducting Jarque-Bera test in SAS software. When 

performing this test, we collected all our data in one meaning that we did not perform the 
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normality test for each single bond. The Jarque-Bera test is asymptotically χ-distributed with two 

degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis of normality should be rejected if the value of the test is 

bigger than 5.99 (5% significance level). The Jarque-Bera test of our data gave a value of 28548 

which is much higher than the critical value of 5.99 (table 7). Therefore we have to reject the 

hypothesis that our data is normally distributed. 

 

On the graphical representation of our data return distribution (figure 26, left) it can be seen that 

our data is slightly positively skewed, meaning that the majority of observations are the returns 

just below the mean. 

 

Figure 26 Normality statistics for mortgage bond data and JPM Index 

(Source: own contribution) 
 

Figure 26 (right) showed that JPM Danish Government Bond Index data follows a normal 

distribution and that the normality hypothesis is not rejected since the Jarque-Bera normality test 

gave a value of 3,2. Normality tests showed that NYK Mortgage Bond Index do not follow a 

normal distribution. The Jarque-Bera test rejected the normality hypothesis with the value of 

16579 (table 9). 

 

Value Prob Label Value Prob Label

3,216 0.2003 Pr > ChiSq 16.579 <.0001 Pr > ChiSq

JPM Index NYKR Index

Normality Statistics

 
Table 9 Normality statistics for benchmark indices 

(Source: own contribution) 
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5.4.4 Two sided t-statistics  

5.4.4.1 T-statistics of Sharpe ratios 

In order to be able to draw credible conclusions of different portfolios results, we need to verify 

that obtained Sharpe ratios are statistically different from zero. Return of a portfolio might not be 

different from the risk free return, and therefore one should not conclude anything about the 

investment performance. We applied two-tailed test in which the given statistical hypothesis, H0 

will be rejected when value of the statistics is either sufficiently small or sufficiently large. We 

imposed 5% significance level. If the calculated t-values are less the critical value of -1.96 and 

more than the critical value of + 1.96, the null hypothesis will be rejected. Since we used yearly 

returns and standard deviations when conducting t-test, the number of periods of the observation 

was transformed into yearly numbers. Our time series period consist of 19 month. Thus, n = 

(19/12) = 1,583 years. Our null hypothesis is: Is the Sharpe ratio statistically different from zero. 

Accordingly, our null hypothesis can be expressed mathematically as follows:  

  Equation 34 t
RR

nH
P

FP ≈
−

σ
:0  

Where Rp   is portfolio return, RF is the risk free rate, σP  is the portfolio standard deviation and n         

is the number of observations. 

5.4.4.2 T-statistics of expected returns 

T-test for paired samples was used in order to see if there is a difference between two 

comparative portfolio expected returns. We calculated t-statistics for the following combinations 

of comparative portfolios: 1)optimal portfolio vs. bullets, 2)optimal portfolio vs. bullets+callable 

annuities, 3)optimal portfolio vs. bullets+floaters. Our null hypothesis for the first combination 

is: Is the optimal portfolio expected returns significantly different from the bullet portfolio 

expected return at 5% significance level. 

Equation 35   
t

RR
nH

portfolioOpt

BulletsportfolioOpt
≈

−

_

_

0 :
σ  

The analogous null hypotheses were drawn for the second and third combination. 
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6 Results and discussion 
We applied two different methods in calculating the optimal portfolio of Danish mortgage bonds: 

the mean-variance approach and Monte Carlo simulations. For the first method, we applied both 

unrestricted and restricted models. The unrestricted model assumes that there are no direct or 

indirect restrains on the optimization of the portfolio; i.e. short sales are allowed and factors such 

as investment behavior, risk aversion and target return do not affect the portfolio allocation. The 

restricted model, on the other hand, does not permit short selling. 

6.1. Raw data overview 
Prior to any calculations we generated a line plot23 of the total return index (RI) data of all the 

bonds we studied as well as two comparator indices for the chosen period, in order to obtain an 

overview of the data and assess what we could expect in our calculations. 

Bond returns VS. JPM government Index and NYKR mortgage Index
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 Figure 27 Bond and benchmark indices total return.  

 (Source: DataStream and Nykredit) 

 

                                                 
23  Since the levels of the total return index were quite variable, we normalized them i.e. all bonds start with the value of 100. This 
procedure helped us to get a nicer picture. For total return index normalization we used the following formula: for the first value – 
100*RIt/RIt, for the second – 100*RIt+1/RIt, for the third – 100*RIt+3/RIt and so on.  
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The JPM Danish government bond index and the Nykredit (NYKR) mortgage bond index do not 

show major differences in their performance. It seems that in the period September 2008 through 

March 2009, the financial crisis had more pronounced effects on the NYKR index than the JPM 

index, implying that the Danish government bonds comprising the JPM index might be less 

volatile during extreme financial times, c.f. the Danish mortgage bonds comprising the NYKR 

index (Figure 27). However, over the last few years, Danish mortgage bonds have offered the 

lowest volatility and the highest return compared to Euro bonds and Danish government bonds 

(Figure 28 ) (Nykredit, 2008, Bloomberg, 2007)].  

 

Figure 28 Historical return and standard deviation on the Danish and Euro bond markets: Jan.1999-Aug. 

2008.  
(Source: Fixed Income research report, September 2008) 

 

Further, it can be seen that very few bonds are able to outperform the JPM Danish government 

bond index. Thus, it will be interesting to see whether our optimal portfolio will perform better 

than the JPM index. Bond 19 (the green line) outperforms all other bonds, including both indices, 

throughout the main part of the period chosen. All non-callable annuities, such as bonds 20, 21 

and 22 exhibit very good performance compared to the JPM and the NYKR indices. In the period 

from end of 2008 through end of January 2009, very few bonds (only non-callable annuities and 

the bullet bond 19) were able to outperform the JPM index. However, towards the end of June 

2009 many more bonds, including callable bonds 42, 38, 40 and a floating rate bond 26, were 

able to outperform both indices. Bonds 24, 8, 14, 7 and 12 are considerably below the two indices 

throughout the whole period chosen; thus, we are interested to see how these bonds are going to 

perform once they will be included in a portfolio. Additionally, the figure indicates that October 
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Bond 

number
Bond type

Bond 

maturity

Bond 

coupon

2 NC bullet 2 2%

3 NC bullet 8 4%

4 NC bullet 5 4%

5 NC bullet 6 4%

6 NC bullet 5 2%

7 NC bullet 6 4%

8 NC bullet 10 4%

9 NC bullet 9 4%

10 NC bullet 1 4%

11 NC bullet 5 4%

12 NC bullet 7 4%

13 NC bullet 1 4%

14 NC bullet 8 4%

15 NC bullet 6 4%

16 NC bullet 4 2%

17 NC bullet 4 4%

18 NC bullet 1 5%

19 NC bullet 9 5%

20 NC annuity 5 9%

21 NC annuity 8 11%

22 NC annuity 15 9%

29 C annuity 29 5%

30 C annuity 29 5%

31 C annuity 26 5%

32 C annuity 26 5%

33 C annuity 32 5%

34 C annuity 29 4%

35 C annuity 29 6%

36 C annuity 29 6%

37 C annuity 16 4%

38 C annuity 19 4%

39 C annuity 11 4%

40 C annuity 11 3%

42 C annuity 9 3%

43 C annuity 3 4%

23 Floater 10 1,73%

24 Floater 9 1,93%

25 Floater 22 1,88%

27 Floater 32 2,28%

28 Floater 32 1,57%

2008 was characterized by higher volatility and significant value reduction for most of the bonds, 

including the NYKR index. 

6.2. Correlation coefficients 
Before introducing our portfolios, we would like to discuss our bond correlation matrix in more 

detail since the weights in the mean-variance model are mainly determined by a variance-

covariance matrix and, thus, correlations between the bonds. Table 11 gives the correlation 

coefficients between the entire Danish mortgage bonds analyzed. 

Yellow highlighting indicates a high correlation coefficient 

(ρ>0.5) and blue highlighting indicates a negative correlation 

coefficient (ρ<0). 

As can be seen, the callable annuity bonds with intermediate to 

long maturity (16 to 32 years to maturity) are highly correlated 

with each other (bonds 29 through 38). Adding several of these 

bonds to a portfolio would therefore not be expected to have a 

material impact on the performance of a portfolio, c.f. only 

adding one of these bonds. On the other hand, a handful of 

bonds, including bonds number 19, 20, 21, 23 and 43 show 

negative correlation coefficients with most other bonds. Hence, 

these five bonds would be expected to have clear impacts on the 

performance of portfolios comprising a number of other (more 

highly correlated) bonds. Finally, it appears that on average the 

correlations are relatively low between bonds from different 

categories (e.g. between non callable bonds and floaters) and 

between bonds of different maturity (e.g. between callable 

annuity bonds with intermediate to long maturity (16 to 32 years) 

c.f. short to intermediate maturity (3 to 11 years to maturity); 

thus, suggesting that adding bonds from different categories or 

different maturity will have an impact on portfolio performance. 

Table 10 Bond maturities and 

coupon rates 

(Source: own contribution) 

. 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 42 43 23 24 25 27 28

2 1,000 0,008 0,565 0,259 0,173 0,485 -0,069 0,327 0,230 0,250 0,407 0,081 0,376 0,234 -0,069 -0,054 0,080 -0,042 -0,084 -0,004 0,642 0,592 0,602 0,584 0,371 0,597 0,593 0,527 0,559 0,568 0,536 0,296 0,109 0,377 -0,005 -0,099 -0,032 0,375 -0,105 0,228

3 0,008 1,000 0,103 0,402 0,198 0,095 0,181 0,084 0,283 0,442 0,165 0,130 0,104 -0,107 0,152 0,002 -0,240 0,194 -0,071 -0,056 0,096 0,123 0,083 0,090 0,095 0,098 0,080 0,070 0,068 0,075 0,000 0,218 -0,026 0,135 0,109 0,154 -0,226 0,054 0,067 0,060

4 0,565 0,103 1,000 0,251 0,203 0,743 0,144 0,352 0,227 0,394 0,725 0,140 0,568 0,063 0,184 -0,037 0,038 -0,080 0,017 -0,321 0,825 0,813 0,753 0,789 0,589 0,809 0,801 0,771 0,729 0,804 0,576 0,222 0,184 0,330 -0,017 0,049 0,120 0,590 0,111 0,384

5 0,259 0,402 0,251 1,000 0,010 0,268 0,130 0,213 0,251 0,451 0,317 0,122 0,249 0,052 0,178 -0,005 0,034 -0,102 -0,030 -0,037 0,241 0,232 0,239 0,197 0,065 0,214 0,191 0,144 0,179 0,117 0,103 0,561 0,151 0,192 0,318 0,099 -0,095 0,147 0,130 0,164

6 0,173 0,198 0,203 0,010 1,000 0,196 0,112 0,192 0,349 0,127 0,225 0,129 0,254 -0,045 0,025 0,099 -0,144 0,139 -0,074 -0,025 0,205 0,207 0,227 0,298 0,217 0,186 0,233 0,221 0,251 0,235 0,340 -0,148 -0,016 0,150 -0,235 0,045 0,209 0,144 0,031 0,109

7 0,485 0,095 0,743 0,268 0,196 1,000 0,175 0,763 0,137 0,408 0,843 0,229 0,815 0,056 0,210 -0,112 0,033 -0,112 0,077 -0,385 0,645 0,652 0,623 0,661 0,505 0,621 0,611 0,536 0,577 0,633 0,535 0,331 0,240 0,254 0,094 0,041 0,069 0,387 0,128 0,529

8 -0,069 0,181 0,144 0,130 0,112 0,175 1,000 0,194 -0,006 0,106 0,338 0,305 0,266 -0,111 0,193 0,021 -0,032 -0,083 0,023 0,005 0,141 0,159 0,122 0,140 0,525 0,168 0,092 0,070 0,158 0,106 0,121 0,192 0,070 0,071 0,137 0,111 -0,020 0,264 0,459 0,237

9 0,327 0,084 0,352 0,213 0,192 0,763 0,194 1,000 0,130 0,275 0,652 0,211 0,811 0,022 0,161 -0,052 0,028 -0,060 -0,039 -0,373 0,370 0,385 0,363 0,411 0,362 0,350 0,312 0,240 0,382 0,336 0,436 0,331 0,160 0,117 0,132 -0,021 0,163 0,117 0,040 0,376

10 0,230 0,283 0,227 0,251 0,349 0,137 -0,006 0,130 1,000 0,234 0,169 -0,049 0,185 -0,009 0,080 0,234 0,027 -0,079 -0,013 -0,136 0,236 0,218 0,267 0,217 0,150 0,214 0,208 0,187 0,251 0,185 0,242 0,099 0,035 0,213 -0,080 -0,028 0,032 0,237 0,047 0,065

11 0,250 0,442 0,394 0,451 0,127 0,408 0,106 0,275 0,234 1,000 0,412 0,089 0,360 -0,107 0,090 0,098 0,002 -0,030 -0,007 -0,035 0,448 0,436 0,397 0,445 0,371 0,440 0,437 0,385 0,359 0,414 0,320 0,305 -0,029 0,369 -0,126 0,080 0,032 0,218 0,066 0,440

12 0,407 0,165 0,725 0,317 0,225 0,843 0,338 0,652 0,169 0,412 1,000 0,254 0,854 -0,059 0,243 0,009 -0,041 -0,096 0,024 -0,374 0,660 0,676 0,652 0,648 0,491 0,644 0,620 0,552 0,626 0,645 0,517 0,352 0,218 0,237 0,077 0,107 0,003 0,326 0,102 0,472

13 0,081 0,130 0,140 0,122 0,129 0,229 0,305 0,211 -0,049 0,089 0,254 1,000 0,273 0,105 0,177 0,177 -0,233 0,256 0,073 -0,067 0,138 0,179 0,197 0,127 0,245 0,161 0,165 0,215 0,121 0,197 0,153 0,161 0,289 0,041 0,072 0,184 -0,019 0,189 0,232 0,293

14 0,376 0,104 0,568 0,249 0,254 0,815 0,266 0,811 0,185 0,360 0,854 0,273 1,000 -0,041 0,302 0,039 0,016 -0,038 0,011 -0,392 0,499 0,502 0,489 0,530 0,450 0,472 0,441 0,378 0,471 0,481 0,449 0,298 0,073 0,151 0,098 0,111 0,143 0,236 0,036 0,455

15 0,234 -0,107 0,063 0,052 -0,045 0,056 -0,111 0,022 -0,009 -0,107 -0,059 0,105 -0,041 1,000 -0,098 0,020 0,010 -0,012 -0,005 -0,007 0,063 0,077 0,073 0,075 0,067 0,051 0,063 0,086 0,038 0,063 0,025 0,003 0,188 0,032 0,026 0,044 -0,096 0,152 0,052 0,092

16 -0,069 0,152 0,184 0,178 0,025 0,210 0,193 0,161 0,080 0,090 0,243 0,177 0,302 -0,098 1,000 0,157 -0,028 -0,028 0,009 -0,017 0,150 0,175 0,171 0,166 0,064 0,189 0,114 0,073 0,180 0,125 0,061 0,206 -0,069 -0,012 0,045 0,048 -0,194 0,080 0,088 0,035

17 -0,054 0,002 -0,037 -0,005 0,099 -0,112 0,021 -0,052 0,234 0,098 0,009 0,177 0,039 0,020 0,157 1,000 -0,001 -0,011 -0,005 0,099 0,060 0,070 0,030 0,071 0,039 0,034 0,043 0,130 0,053 0,068 0,079 0,084 0,177 -0,032 0,013 0,015 0,009 -0,055 0,021 -0,002

18 0,080 -0,240 0,038 0,034 -0,144 0,033 -0,032 0,028 0,027 0,002 -0,041 -0,233 0,016 0,010 -0,028 -0,001 1,000 -0,720 0,015 0,014 0,049 0,029 0,064 0,036 0,017 0,049 0,040 0,014 0,006 0,024 0,036 -0,001 0,037 0,014 0,004 -0,019 -0,008 0,023 0,024 0,005

19 -0,042 0,194 -0,080 -0,102 0,139 -0,112 -0,083 -0,060 -0,079 -0,030 -0,096 0,256 -0,038 -0,012 -0,028 -0,011 -0,720 1,000 -0,017 -0,018 -0,037 -0,017 -0,031 -0,028 0,010 -0,044 -0,007 0,000 -0,009 -0,040 -0,017 -0,002 -0,082 0,068 -0,161 0,024 0,004 0,049 -0,015 -0,018

20 -0,084 -0,071 0,017 -0,030 -0,074 0,077 0,023 -0,039 -0,013 -0,007 0,024 0,073 0,011 -0,005 0,009 -0,005 0,015 -0,017 1,000 -0,015 -0,023 -0,012 -0,007 0,007 -0,009 -0,034 0,010 -0,006 -0,023 -0,008 -0,015 -0,108 0,115 -0,001 -0,001 0,018 0,182 0,010 0,016 0,030

21 -0,004 -0,056 -0,321 -0,037 -0,025 -0,385 0,005 -0,373 -0,136 -0,035 -0,374 -0,067 -0,392 -0,007 -0,017 0,099 0,014 -0,018 -0,015 1,000 -0,053 -0,050 -0,051 -0,036 -0,004 -0,060 -0,025 -0,030 -0,052 -0,045 -0,034 -0,073 0,104 0,103 -0,052 0,013 -0,010 -0,008 -0,003 -0,002

22 0,642 0,096 0,825 0,241 0,205 0,645 0,141 0,370 0,236 0,448 0,660 0,138 0,499 0,063 0,150 0,060 0,049 -0,037 -0,023 -0,053 1,000 0,982 0,938 0,951 0,686 0,970 0,946 0,906 0,911 0,949 0,761 0,319 0,243 0,479 -0,103 -0,087 0,046 0,605 0,034 0,485

29 0,592 0,123 0,813 0,232 0,207 0,652 0,159 0,385 0,218 0,436 0,676 0,179 0,502 0,077 0,175 0,070 0,029 -0,017 -0,012 -0,050 0,982 1,000 0,933 0,952 0,682 0,970 0,952 0,918 0,923 0,942 0,773 0,292 0,301 0,447 -0,128 -0,062 0,046 0,614 0,067 0,484

30 0,602 0,083 0,753 0,239 0,227 0,623 0,122 0,363 0,267 0,397 0,652 0,197 0,489 0,073 0,171 0,030 0,064 -0,031 -0,007 -0,051 0,938 0,933 1,000 0,889 0,637 0,910 0,903 0,858 0,874 0,912 0,719 0,284 0,246 0,516 -0,133 -0,097 0,024 0,588 0,059 0,504

31 0,584 0,090 0,789 0,197 0,298 0,661 0,140 0,411 0,217 0,445 0,648 0,127 0,530 0,075 0,166 0,071 0,036 -0,028 0,007 -0,036 0,951 0,952 0,889 1,000 0,712 0,938 0,925 0,911 0,916 0,935 0,756 0,249 0,241 0,430 -0,129 -0,102 0,127 0,617 0,091 0,502

32 0,371 0,095 0,589 0,065 0,217 0,505 0,525 0,362 0,150 0,371 0,491 0,245 0,450 0,067 0,064 0,039 0,017 0,010 -0,009 -0,004 0,686 0,682 0,637 0,712 1,000 0,677 0,692 0,658 0,643 0,674 0,561 0,176 0,178 0,335 -0,125 -0,074 0,163 0,671 0,422 0,681

33 0,597 0,098 0,809 0,214 0,186 0,621 0,168 0,350 0,214 0,440 0,644 0,161 0,472 0,051 0,189 0,034 0,049 -0,044 -0,034 -0,060 0,970 0,970 0,910 0,938 0,677 1,000 0,925 0,916 0,934 0,943 0,727 0,283 0,269 0,454 -0,125 -0,113 0,013 0,599 0,034 0,430

34 0,593 0,080 0,801 0,191 0,233 0,611 0,092 0,312 0,208 0,437 0,620 0,165 0,441 0,063 0,114 0,043 0,040 -0,007 0,010 -0,025 0,946 0,952 0,903 0,925 0,692 0,925 1,000 0,938 0,888 0,912 0,757 0,207 0,303 0,476 -0,194 -0,062 0,069 0,686 0,044 0,526

35 0,527 0,070 0,771 0,144 0,221 0,536 0,070 0,240 0,187 0,385 0,552 0,215 0,378 0,086 0,073 0,130 0,014 0,000 -0,006 -0,030 0,906 0,918 0,858 0,911 0,658 0,916 0,938 1,000 0,861 0,923 0,738 0,156 0,350 0,446 -0,139 -0,068 0,140 0,649 0,027 0,437

36 0,559 0,068 0,729 0,179 0,251 0,577 0,158 0,382 0,251 0,359 0,626 0,121 0,471 0,038 0,180 0,053 0,006 -0,009 -0,023 -0,052 0,911 0,923 0,874 0,916 0,643 0,934 0,888 0,861 1,000 0,900 0,718 0,269 0,277 0,473 -0,197 -0,144 0,045 0,579 0,049 0,374

37 0,568 0,075 0,804 0,117 0,235 0,633 0,106 0,336 0,185 0,414 0,645 0,197 0,481 0,063 0,125 0,068 0,024 -0,040 -0,008 -0,045 0,949 0,942 0,912 0,935 0,674 0,943 0,912 0,923 0,900 1,000 0,721 0,207 0,270 0,444 -0,149 -0,053 0,099 0,583 0,034 0,472

38 0,536 0,000 0,576 0,103 0,340 0,535 0,121 0,436 0,242 0,320 0,517 0,153 0,449 0,025 0,061 0,079 0,036 -0,017 -0,015 -0,034 0,761 0,773 0,719 0,756 0,561 0,727 0,757 0,738 0,718 0,721 1,000 0,259 0,175 0,382 -0,053 -0,149 0,345 0,468 -0,041 0,374

39 0,296 0,218 0,222 0,561 -0,148 0,331 0,192 0,331 0,099 0,305 0,352 0,161 0,298 0,003 0,206 0,084 -0,001 -0,002 -0,108 -0,073 0,319 0,292 0,284 0,249 0,176 0,283 0,207 0,156 0,269 0,207 0,259 1,000 0,102 0,184 0,417 -0,096 -0,212 0,033 0,047 0,229

40 0,109 -0,026 0,184 0,151 -0,016 0,240 0,070 0,160 0,035 -0,029 0,218 0,289 0,073 0,188 -0,069 0,177 0,037 -0,082 0,115 0,104 0,243 0,301 0,246 0,241 0,178 0,269 0,303 0,350 0,277 0,270 0,175 0,102 1,000 -0,022 0,080 0,096 -0,087 0,291 0,225 0,217

42 0,377 0,135 0,330 0,192 0,150 0,254 0,071 0,117 0,213 0,369 0,237 0,041 0,151 0,032 -0,012 -0,032 0,014 0,068 -0,001 0,103 0,479 0,447 0,516 0,430 0,335 0,454 0,476 0,446 0,473 0,444 0,382 0,184 -0,022 1,000 -0,243 -0,088 -0,051 0,368 -0,014 0,329

43 -0,005 0,109 -0,017 0,318 -0,235 0,094 0,137 0,132 -0,080 -0,126 0,077 0,072 0,098 0,026 0,045 0,013 0,004 -0,161 -0,001 -0,052 -0,103 -0,128 -0,133 -0,129 -0,125 -0,125 -0,194 -0,139 -0,197 -0,149 -0,053 0,417 0,080 -0,243 1,000 0,016 0,001 -0,155 0,038 -0,027

23 -0,099 0,154 0,049 0,099 0,045 0,041 0,111 -0,021 -0,028 0,080 0,107 0,184 0,111 0,044 0,048 0,015 -0,019 0,024 0,018 0,013 -0,087 -0,062 -0,097 -0,102 -0,074 -0,113 -0,062 -0,068 -0,144 -0,053 -0,149 -0,096 0,096 -0,088 0,016 1,000 -0,031 -0,037 -0,009 0,026

24 -0,032 -0,226 0,120 -0,095 0,209 0,069 -0,020 0,163 0,032 0,032 0,003 -0,019 0,143 -0,096 -0,194 0,009 -0,008 0,004 0,182 -0,010 0,046 0,046 0,024 0,127 0,163 0,013 0,069 0,140 0,045 0,099 0,345 -0,212 -0,087 -0,051 0,001 -0,031 1,000 0,121 0,059 -0,036

25 0,375 0,054 0,590 0,147 0,144 0,387 0,264 0,117 0,237 0,218 0,326 0,189 0,236 0,152 0,080 -0,055 0,023 0,049 0,010 -0,008 0,605 0,614 0,588 0,617 0,671 0,599 0,686 0,649 0,579 0,583 0,468 0,033 0,291 0,368 -0,155 -0,037 0,121 1,000 0,409 0,538

27 -0,105 0,067 0,111 0,130 0,031 0,128 0,459 0,040 0,047 0,066 0,102 0,232 0,036 0,052 0,088 0,021 0,024 -0,015 0,016 -0,003 0,034 0,067 0,059 0,091 0,422 0,034 0,044 0,027 0,049 0,034 -0,041 0,047 0,225 -0,014 0,038 -0,009 0,059 0,409 1,000 0,337

28 0,228 0,060 0,384 0,164 0,109 0,529 0,237 0,376 0,065 0,440 0,472 0,293 0,455 0,092 0,035 -0,002 0,005 -0,018 0,030 -0,002 0,485 0,484 0,504 0,502 0,681 0,430 0,526 0,437 0,374 0,472 0,374 0,229 0,217 0,329 -0,027 0,026 -0,036 0,538 0,337 1,000 

Table 11 Correlation matrix of analyzed bonds 
(Source: own contribution) 
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The non-callable bullet bonds we have analyzed are characterized by rather low or even negative 

correlations with each other. Maturities vary from one to ten years. Bonds number 9 and 19 have 

the same maturity yet low correlation with each other, which possibly could be explained by the 

different coupon rates. As an example, bonds 7, 9, 12 and 14 have the same coupon rates as well 

as similar maturities, and, indeed, show high correlation coefficients with each other. 

6.3 Portfolio allocation: unrestricted model 
We began our portfolio calculations from forming portfolios of the same type of bonds (bullet 

bond portfolio, non-callable annuity bond portfolio, callable annuity bond portfolio and floater 

bond portfolio). Further, we continued forming different combinations of different types of 

portfolios (bullets+non-callable annuities portfolio, bullets+callable annuity portfolio, 

bullets+floaters portfolio, non-callable annuities+callable annuity portfolio and callable 

annuities+floater portfolio). Finally, we calculated our optimal portfolio consisting of all types of 

bonds (non-callable bullets, non-callable annuity, callable annuity and floater bonds) in our 

sample. After analyzing our first results, we noticed that there was one dominating bond, non-

callable annuity DK0009737934 (bond 20). For instance, in our first optimal portfolio, it had a 

weight of 100.16%. We were not surprised since the correlation table and the return index line 

plot gave us an indication that bond 20 stands out with its performance compared to most of the 

other bonds in the sample. Accordingly, this phenomenon can be explained by negative/low 

correlations with most of the other bonds in the sample and an unusually low annual standard 

deviation of 0.01% in comparison to the average sample standard deviation of 5.46%. This is due 

to bond 20 was not traded through the whole analysis period (November 2007 through July 

2009). In the previous chapters we already presented Michaud’s (1989) finding that mean-

variance optimization can sometimes lead to overweighting of assets with negative correlations, 

high returns and low standard deviations. Moreover, we have used OAS techniques to price this 

particular bond and found out that bond 20 was, actually, overpriced by 96 basis points. 

Principally, OAS can be viewed as the risk premium for carrying additional risk. Large/positive 

OAS implies that the market value is below the theoretical value i.e. the investor receives more 

than he should have. As a result of the above, we excluded bond 20 from our sample since we 

believed that such bond domination was caused not by the bond’s superior characteristics but 

period/data distortion problems. 
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Once we excluded bond 20 from our optimal portfolio, we noticed that, in turn, other non-

callable annuity bond was assigned a dominating position with over 98% weight (Appendix C). 

This was what we expected since the correlation table showed that another non-callable annuity, 

bond 21, had negative correlations with almost all bonds in the sample. Besides, the dominating 

position of non-callable annuity bonds 20 and 21 was caused by these bonds having low volatility 

of their returns. In general, non-callable annuity bonds do not represent the Danish mortgage 

bond market because they are rarely traded on Copenhagen Stock Exchange. Thus, low trade 

leads to low bond price volatility and thus, low standard deviation. The return index figure 

(Figure 30) also indicated a very good performance of all non-callable annuities’, even 

outperforming the JPM government bond index. Because there is a limited amount of non-

callable annuity bonds issued, it was difficult to obtain a higher number of non-callable annuity 

bonds and include more of them in our sample. The small number of these bonds makes it 

difficult to generalize and draw conclusions about non-callable annuity bonds’ dominating 

position in our optimal portfolio. Since we were left with one non-callable annuity bond after 

excluding bond 20 and 21, we decided to construct the optimal portfolio excluding all three non-

callable annuities.  

 

Three other bonds, callable annuity bonds, 44, 45 and 46, were also excluded from the sample, 

leaving us with 38 bonds for the mean-variance analysis. Callable annuity bonds 44, 45 and 46 

were high coupon bonds paying 11%, 10% and 9% coupon to the investor, respectively. The 

initial idea was to include different coupon bonds, to combine high and low coupon bonds in 

order to achieve maximum diversification benefits. However, according to OAS analysis bond 

44, 45 and 46 should be called in 2009. Theoretically, it means that high coupon bonds have very 

high probability of being called in the times of low interest rate and that the early call date results 

in the negative yield to the investor. The rational investors would not be willing to invest in such 

bonds and therefore, we decided to exclude these high coupon bonds from the optimal portfolio 

calculations.  
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6.3.1 Risk and return characteristics of different types of products 
Prior to presenting the results of the optimal portfolio, we will briefly describe the risk and return 

characteristics of the bonds in our sample.  To see how the different types of products perform, 

we have depicted average return and average standard deviation of each type of bonds in the 

sample (figure 29). 

Risk and Return Characteristics of Danish Mortgage Bonds
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 Figure 29 Risk and return characteristics of Danish mortgage bonds 

 (Source: own contribution) 

 

Our results are consistent with Markowitz formulated modern portfolio theory which 

characterized trade-offs between risk and return: high risk and high return or low risk and low 

return. Callable annuity bonds represent the highest risk to the investor (average standard 

deviation of 6.76%) giving the highest average return of 5.51%. Bullet bonds, on average, are 

less risky, but returns are also lower (Figure 29). 

Bullets Annuities Floaters

Average IRR 3,89% 5,51% 2,52%

Average STDEV 6,00% 6,76% 5,20%

Average Sharpe Ratio 0,4 0,6 0,2

Average Duration 4,4 9,7 0,0

Average Convexity 35,1 174,5 0,0

Optimal portfolios performance versus benchmark indices

 

Table 12 Risk and return characteristics of different types of bonds 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

In terms of the return for the unit of risk taken, it is more advantageous to invest in the callable 

annuity than in the bullet bonds since average callable annuities’ Sharpe ratio is 0.6 compared to 
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bullets’ ratio 0.4. Moreover, floating rate bonds gave, on average, the lowest return and the 

lowest risk compared to bullet and callable annuity portfolios. This also proves that the investor 

requires lower return for lower risk. Floaters, however, are the least attractive to invest in, 

because they have the lowest average Sharpe ratio of 0.2 (table 12). 

6.3.2 Portfolios of the same type of bonds 
The first step in the mean-variance calculations was to construct portfolios consisting of the same 

type of bonds to see if the investor benefits when investing in a portfolio of bonds instead of one 

single bond. 

 

Our results showed that an investor would benefit from investing in a portfolio of non-callable 

bullet bonds, as opposed to individual non-callable bullet bonds. The portfolio risk was reduced 

from an average risk of 6.00% for individual bullets to 0.73% for the portfolio, resulting in a 

noteworthy diversification benefit to an investor due to low and negative correlations between the 

bullet bonds. The Sharpe ratio improved from the individual bullets’ 0.4 to 2.77. If one looks into 

portfolio decomposition, one can see that the bullet bond portfolio is dominated by bond 18 that 

carries a 5% coupon, maturing in 2010. The return index figure did not indicate that bond 18 had 

outstanding characteristics. However, when we looked closer at it (see figure 30) and compared 

bond 18 to other high performing bonds, we observed that it exhibits a similar structure as, for 

instance, non-callable annuity bonds. The return of bond 18 steadily increases during the chosen 

period and its volatility seems static throughout that period.  
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Figure 30  Bond 18 comparison with other well performed bonds (Source: own contribution) 
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Another reason for giving the dominating position to bond 18 is its relatively low correlations 

with other bullet bonds and, essentially, lower volatility. We believe that low volatility is related 

to the bond’s maturity. The term structure of a bond is downward sloping i.e. the volatility 

decreases when a bond approaches its maturity. Since bond 18 matures on 1 January 2010, it is 

foreseen that it has quite a low standard deviation. 

Bullets+Annuities

Return 3,49% 3,37% 5,48% 2,41% 3,68% 6,57% 3,61%

VAR 0,01% 0,00% 0,06% 0,06% 0,00% 0,06% 0,00%

STDEV 0,73% 0,60% 2,40% 2,49% 0,64% 2,49% 0,55%

Sharpe 2,77 3,14 1,66 0,37 3,46 2,04 3,89

Duration 2,34 2,17 5,32 0 2,29 9,35 2,41

Convexity 18,73 17,07 12,25 0 3,13 97,62 12,01

Decomposition

     Bullets 100% 94% 88% 85%

     Annuities 6% 100% 12% 130% 11%
     Floaters 100% -30% 4%

Portfolio Allocaion exlc. NC Annuities: Summary Results
All BondsBullets Bullet + Floaters Call Annuities Floaters Annuities+Floaters

 

Table 13 Portfolio allocation: summary of results 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

Bullets+ 

Annuities

Sharpe ratio 2,77 3,14 1,66 0,37 3,46 2,04 3,89

t-stat 3,48 3,95 2,09 0,47 4,35 2,57 4,89

p-value 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

t-statistics for Portfolios' Sharpe Ratios

All BondsBullets

Bullet + 

Floaters Call Annuities Floaters

Annuities+ 

Floaters

 

Table 14 t-statistics for portfolios’ Sharpe ratios 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

To test whether our obtained results of all portfolios are statistically significant, we performed 

two-sided t-test for each our Sharpe ratio i.e. to show that the Sharpe ratio is different from zero 

at a 5% significance level. T-test showed that the Sharpe ratio of all portfolios, except the floating 

rate portfolio, are significantly different from zero at 5% significance level, meaning that we are 

able to make adequate conclusions about the performance of our portfolios. The insignificant 

Sharpe ratio result of the floating rate bond portfolio limits the statistical significance of our 

general interpretations and conclusions. 

  

Generally speaking, there are diversification benefits when investing in any bond portfolio, since 

all optimal portfolios showed superior risk and return characteristics in comparison to investing 

into one individual asset. In all portfolios consisting of the same type bonds there has been seen a 

significant improvement in the standard deviations and, thus, in Sharpe ratios also. Floating 

interest rate portfolios gave the lowest return, which is consistent with our expectations based on 
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the literature review. The lowest return for floaters can be explained by the historically low 

market interest rates and, thus, reference rates. Investors generally would be willing to take on 

lower risk for lower return and, thus, we expected that the floating rate bond portfolio would 

exhibit the lowest standard deviation among all portfolios. We observed, however, floaters to be 

the riskiest investment among all our portfolios with a standard deviation of 2.49%, comparable 

to the 2.40% standard deviation of our callable bond portfolio. Despite the variable nature of 

long-term capped floaters which minimizes their interest risk exposure, the investment in capped 

floaters is quite risky since these bonds with embedded caps involve interest rate volatility risk. 

Thus, there is a risk that the coupon payment will be capped until the bond maturity. Our floater 

portfolio is composed of three capped floaters where two floaters are callable annuity bonds. This 

implies even higher risk since in addition to the embedded cap these two bonds have an 

embedded prepayment option. The least diversification effect was attained in the floating rate 

bond portfolio which indicated the lowest Sharpe ratio (0.37) among all portfolios. This may, in 

part, be related to the low number of floating rate bonds included in the sample. McEnally and 

Boardman (1979) found that eight to sixteen bonds are needed in a portfolio in order to 

significantly reduce volatility risk and Dbouk and Kryzanowski (2009) showed that the marginal 

reduction of dispersion is achieved with portfolios of 25–40 bonds. Unfortunately, out of all 

floating bonds accessible, only five were recognized to be stationary. Therefore, we believe that 

the maximum diversification effect was not achieved in our floating rate bond portfolio. 

 

As expected, the longer maturity bonds gave higher returns in exchange for higher risk. In the 

long term investments, the investor acquires an asset that price fluctuates as interest rates vary 

and as a result the investor requires a higher return. The callable annuity bond portfolio had a 

higher return and standard deviation compared to the short and intermediate term bullet bond 

portfolio. The Sharpe ratio showed, however, that it is more advantageous to invest in the bullet 

bond portfolio than in the callable annuities portfolio, since the bullet bond portfolio provided us 

with a higher return for the same level of risk taken. Notably, there is a dominating bond 35 in 

the callable annuity bond portfolio. Again, when looking at the correlation table as well as the 

return index line plot, we could not say anything in particular about that bond, except that bond 

35 outperforms the NYKR’s index in certain time periods. However, we could notice that this 

bond is characterized by its relatively low standard deviation and return above the average return 
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of callable annuities. Though bond 35 was highly correlated with most of the other callable 

annuity bonds, it also had negative correlation with the second largest weighted bond, 43. We 

consider negative correlations between these two bonds as a main cause of the diversification 

effect in the callable annuities portfolio. Therefore it is not surprising that these two bonds were 

assigned to large weights in the portfolio decomposition. 

 

The important conclusion of this section is that investing in a portfolio of bonds rather than 

individual bonds can dramatically reduce the risk, while maintaining return.  To obtain a return 

around 4%, one should have a standard deviation of ~6%, i.e. 50% above the return, whereas if 

one invests in a portfolio, one can essentially achieve the same return at a risk of 0.6 to 0.7% 

(≈1/6 of the return)(table 13). 

 

6.3.3 Different types of bond portfolios 
When adding other complicated bond instruments, i.e. callable annuity and floater bonds to the 

bullet bond portfolio, the Sharpe ratio showed improvement in both portfolios: bullets+callable 

annuities and bullets+floaters compared to the pure bullet bond portfolio. Adding callable 

annuities to the bullet bond portfolio led to a further reduction of portfolio risk and increase in the 

portfolio return leading to an increase of the Sharpe ratio from 2.77 to 3.46. The Sharpe ratio 

improvement could be related to reduction of bond 35 weight: from 79% in the callable annuity 

bond portfolio to 9.6% in bullets+callable annuities portfolio. Instead, a part of bond 35 weight 

was assigned to bond 18 that had a lower standard deviation (1.50% compared to 5.96%).  

 

Minor diversification benefits were observed when combining the floater portfolio with the bullet 

portfolio. The standard deviation of the bullets+floaters portfolio was lower (0.60%) than the 

standard deviation of the bullet bond portfolio (0.73%).  The Sharpe ratio improved from 2.77 to 

3.14. However, the return of the bullets+floaters portfolio (3.37%) showed a slight decreased 

compared to the bullet portfolio return (3.49%). The bullets+callable annuities and 

bullets+floaters portfolio showed rather similar results. The Sharpe ratio of the bullets+callable 

annuities was 3.46 and bullets+floaters portfolio was 3.14. To summarize, all three portfolio 

portfolios (bullet, bullets+callable annuities and bullets+floaters) exhibited very similar results, 

however the bullets+callable annuities portfolio showed the best diversification effect. This could 
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be due to the percentage invested in different types of bonds. For instance, in the bullets+callable 

annuities portfolio, 88% should be invested in bullets and the remaining 12% in annuities, 

whereas the bullets+floaters portfolio consisted mainly of bullet bonds (94%). Higher weight of 

riskier assets gave higher return for the bullets+callable annuities portfolio.  

 

When combining callable annuities and floating rate bonds, we achieved the highest return 

among all portfolios, 6.57%. We argue that a considerably high return of callable 

annuities+floaters portfolio was observed because of the portfolio decomposition. It consisted of 

130% callable annuities and -30% floaters thus; floating rate bonds should be short sold by 30% 

in the callable annuities+floaters portfolio. There were two floating rate bonds, 24 and 27, that 

were shorted in the callable annuities+floaters portfolio despite their low or even negative 

correlations with callable annuity bonds. This is because those bonds, 24 and 27, have low 

returns compared to their standard deviations. For instance bond 27 gives around 3% return for 

7.5% risk taken. The standard deviation of the callable annuities+floaters portfolio was higher 

(2.49%) than the standard deviation of the callable annuity bond portfolio (2.40%). As expected, 

higher standard deviation led to higher returns. Thus, the callable annuities+floaters portfolio 

exhibited higher return (6.57%) compared to the callable annuity bond portfolio return (5.48%). 

However, the diversification effect in the callable annuities+floaters portfolio was achieved 

because the Sharpe ratio improved from 1.66 to 2.04 when comparing to the callable annuity 

bond portfolio. The callable annuities+floaters portfolio decomposition showed that the investor 

should invest 116% in bond 35. Bond 35 is a long maturity bond, which implies high volatility. 

Its standard deviation is 6% which is relatively high compared to bullet bonds. However, 6% 

volatility is not that high when compared to other callable or floater bonds. Some callable bonds, 

such as 29, 30 and 34 have standard deviations close to 8 or 9% and their return is either similar 

or even lower than that of bond 35. Therefore, the callable annuities+floaters portfolio is 

balanced by going short selling bonds 29, 30 and 34, and instead, the investor is advised to invest 

his proceeds in bond 35. Besides, bond 35 has very high correlation coefficient (ρ>0.8) with the 

three callable annuity bonds. 
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6.3.4 The optimal portfolio 
Our results showed that the best optimal portfolio can be achieved by combining all types of 

bonds with diverse coupon rate and different maturities: short, long and intermediate. If 

disregarding the callable annuities+floaters portfolio (since this portfolio obtained the highest 

return), the optimal mortgage bond portfolio exhibited a higher return and lower standard 

deviation compared to any other type of bond portfolio. If one evaluates with respect to Sharpe 

ratio, our optimal portfolio outperforms each individual bond and all portfolios, analyzed above. 

The Sharpe ratio of the optimal portfolio improved from 0.79 (the average Sharpe ratio of all 

bonds in the sample) to 3.89 compared to the Sharpe ratio of an individual asset. The result from 

the vector of weights showed that the investor should invest 85% of his wealth in bullet bonds, 

11% in callable annuity bonds and 4% in floating rate bonds (table 13).  It does not come as 

surprise that the investor should put the majority of investments in bullet bonds, as we have seen 

that they have the highest Sharpe ratio of 2.77. 

 

In terms of maturity decomposition, the optimal portfolio consists of 68% of short term, 25% of 

intermediate and 7% of long term bonds24. These results do not support findings obtained by 

Crane (1971), who concluded that optimal bond portfolios are composed of the shortest maturity, 

the longest maturity, or a combination of the two. He explained the absence of intermediate 

maturity bonds in optimal portfolios by their failure to offer an adequate return given their 

exposure to risk. We can argue that intermediate term bonds in our sample showed a satisfactory 

return compared to their risk exposure. If looking at all intermediate maturity bonds in our 

sample, they certainly showed an intermediate return for the risk taken. Their Sharpe ratio was 

0.44, which is in between the bullets and the callable annuity bonds Sharpe ratio (Table 15). 

Short maturity bonds showed the lowest return and risk characteristics among all maturity types. 

The average Sharpe ratios were also the lowest for short maturity bonds. Long maturity bonds 

seem to be the most beneficial investments since their average Sharpe ratio is the highest. It is 

remarkable that although long term bonds (most of callable annuity and floater bonds) have the 

                                                 
24 Maturity was calculated as of 30 June 2009 based on the following criteria:  

• Short term:              1 – 5 years 

• Intermediate term:  6 - 20 years 

• Long term:              21+ years  
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highest average Sharpe ratio, they were not assigned large weight in the optimal portfolio 

decomposition. 

 

Average 

Return

Average 

Stdev

Average 

Sharpe ratio

Short Term 3,23% 4,59% 0,38

Intermediate Term 4,44% 6,69% 0,44

Long Term 5,08% 6,94% 0,52

Average all bonds 4,32% 6,18% 0,46

Risk and Return of Different Maturity Bonds

  

Table 15 Risk and return characteristics of different maturity bonds  

(Source: own contribution) 

 

Contrary, bullet bonds with considerably lower average Sharpe ratio are dominating. It can be 

explained by the fact that long term annuities were highly correlated among themselves as well as 

with some bullet and floating rate bonds, thus, there was not much room for diversification. 

 

One can notice that bullet bonds are assigned dominating weights in all portfolios where they are 

included. Generally speaking, all these portfolios have fairly similar risk and return 

characteristics. Especially, the optimal portfolio performance seems to be close to the bullet bond 

portfolio (figure 32). 

 

Figure 31 Efficient frontier and the portfolios.  

(Source: own contribution) 
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To see whether there is a significant difference between our optimal portfolio and all other 

portfolios those are composed of bullets, we calculated t-statistics. T-statistics proved that the 

optimal portfolio return is not significantly different from the returns of other comparator 

portfolios since all t-values were below the critical value (Table 16).  

Call Annuities vs Call 

Annuities+Floaters

T-test 0,26 -0,17 0,54 1,11

p-value 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Optimal Portfolio 

vs Bullets

Optimal Portfolio 

vs Bullets+Call 

Annuities

Optimal Portfolio vs 

Bullets+Floaters

 

Table 16 t-statistics for the differences in portfolios’ returns 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

The t-statistics results imply that if one is interested in the lowest possible risk bond investment, 

then diversifying into different bond types does not make a real difference; it appears sufficient to 

invest in a portfolio of bullets. However, if one wants to achieve a higher return, then one needs 

to mix bond types and possibly allow short selling. This finding questioned our expectations that 

the investor would benefit if investing in the optimal portfolio. 

 

6.3.5 Benchmark 
To make a wise conclusion whether it makes sense for the investor to invest in the optimal 

portfolio, we compared its performance with two credible Danish bond indices: the JPM 

government bond index and the Nykredit mortgage bond index. Table 16 represents a 

comparative summary of the two optimal portfolios and benchmark indices:  

Optimal Portfolio NYK Index JPM GVT Index

Expected return 3,61% 5,60% 5,39%

STDEV 0,55% 6,85% 5,95%

Sharpe Ratio 3,9 0,6 0,7

Duration 2,4

Convexity 12,0

Optimal portfolios performance versus benchmark indices

 

Table 17 Optimal portfolios performance vs benchmark indices  
(Source: own contribution) 

 

The bonds behind both benchmark indices, gave higher returns and higher risks than those of the 

optimal portfolio. The bonds behind the Nykredit index are less risky than those behind the JPM 
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index in terms of standard deviation, and, thus, exhibit a higher Sharpe ratio of 0.9 c.f. 0.7 for the 

JPM index. 

Optimal Portfolio vs 

NYK

Optimal Portfolio vs 

JPM

T-test -4,59 -4,12

p-value 0,05 0,05  

Table 18 t-statistics for the differences in the optimal portfolio and benchmark indices returns 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

T-statistics showed that the optimal portfolio return is significantly lower than those of the both 

indices. The risk exposure of the optimal portfolio, though, is considerably lower than those of 

benchmark indices’ since the optimal portfolio’s Sharpe ratio is the highest among the three. 

Accordingly, we would advise our investor to invest in a portfolio giving the highest return for 

the lower risk taken i.e. in the optimal portfolio. 

 

6.4 Portfolio allocation: restricted model 

Institutional investors are often not allowed to take negative positions in securities meaning that 

short sales are restricted. When we imposed short sale restriction, the Sharpe ratios were reduced 

for all combinations of portfolios, except the floating rate bond portfolio, in which portfolio 

decomposition remained unchanged. (table 19) 

No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted

Return 3,49% 3,52% 5,48% 4,72% 2,41% 2,41% 3,68% 3,58%

VAR 0,01% 0,01% 0,06% 0,07% 0,06% 0,06% 0,00% 0,01%

STDEV 0,73% 0,77% 2,40% 2,63% 2,49% 2,49% 0,64% 0,73%

Sharpe 2,77 2,66 1,66 1,23 0,37 0,37 3,46 2,88

Duration 2,34 2,39 5,32 6,34 0 0 2,29 2,61

Convexity 18,73 19,53 12,25 82,78 0,01 0,01 3,13 23,43

Decomposition

     Bullets 100% 100% 88% 88%

     Annuities 100% 100% 12% 12%

     Floaters 100%

No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted

Return 3,37% 3,41% 6,57% 4,68% 3,61% 3,48%

VAR 0,00% 0,00% 0,06% 0,04% 0,00% 0,00%

STDEV 0,60% 0,71% 2,49% 1,95% 0,55% 0,68%

Sharpe 3,14 2,74 2,04 1,65 3,89 2,94

Duration 2,17 2,17 9,35 3,05 2,41 2,41

Convexity 17,07 17,78 97,62 39,07 12,01 21,37

Decomposition

     Bullets 94% 93% 85% 84%

     Annuities 6% 7% 130% 48% 11% 10%

     Floaters -30% 52% 4% 5%

Bullets+Floaters Call Annuities+Floaters Optimal Portfolio

Bullets Call Annuities

Portfolio Allocation with and without Short Sales Restriction
Floaters Bullets+ Call Annuities

 

Table 19 Portfolio allocation: short sale restriction 

(Source: own contribution)  
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Additionally, decompositions for most portfolios were not altered radically. Only callable 

annuities+floaters combination changed their decomposition. When short sales were allowed, 

floating rate bonds were shorted by 30% in the callable annuities+floaters portfolio and therefore, 

such decomposition led to a fairly high return in exchange for a relatively high risk. After 

restricting short position, the callable annuities+floaters portfolio consisted of 48% of callable 

annuity bonds and 52% of floating rate bonds. Additionally, individual bond weights changed 

considerably in this portfolio. For instance, bond 35 which had a weight of 116% in the 

unrestricted portfolio was not included in the restricted portfolio at all.  

T-test -0,07 -0,18 0,13 0,62

p-value 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Optimal 

Portfolio vs 

Bullets

Optimal 

Portfolio vs 

Bullets+Call 

Annuities

Optimal 

Portfolio vs 

Bullets+Floaters

Call Annuities vs 

Call 

Annuities+Float

ers

 

Table 20 t-statistics for the differences in the restricted portfolios 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

T-test showed that the performance of the restricted optimal portfolio was not significantly 

different from those of other restricted portfolios that compromised bullet bonds. When testing 

whether unrestricted and restricted portfolios are significantly different, our t-statistics results 

showed that there is no significant different between returns of unrestricted and restricted 

portfolios. Ignoring transactions costs, the rational investor should be indifferent whether to 

invest in the restricted or in the unrestricted portfolio. If taking transactions costs into account, 

however, the rational investor would invest in the restricted optimal portfolio since this portfolio 

does not involve the additional costs related to short selling. 

No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction Restricted No restriction RestrictedNo restrictionRestricted

Return 3,49% 3,52% 3,68% 3,58% 3,37% 3,41% 6,57% 4,68% 6,57% 4,68% 3,61% 3,48%

STDEV 0,73% 0,77% 0,64% 0,73% 0,60% 0,71% 2,49% 1,95% 2,49% 1,95% 0,55% 0,68%

Sharpe 2,77 2,66 3,46 2,88 3,14 2,74 2,04 1,65 2,04 1,65 3,89 2,94

T-test -0,0458 0,1904 -0,0934 0,9533 0,9533 0,2775

p-value 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Bullets Bullets+Annuities Bullet + Floaters Annuities+Floaters All BondsAnnuities+Floaters

 

Table 21 t-statistics for the differences between restricted and unrestricted portfolios 

(Source: own contribution) 

 

Thus, the short sale restriction had some influence on diversification benefits. As in the 

unrestricted portfolio case, all restricted portfolios outperformed both benchmark indices in terms 

of Sharpe ratios. 
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6.5 Portfolio allocation using Monte Carlo simulations  
When conducting empirical studies it is always beneficial to use different methods in order to 

compare the obtained results and draw credible conclusions. In addition to the unrestricted 

optimal portfolio that was based on historical data (HD) and obtained by the mean-variance 

approach, we formed another unrestricted optimal portfolio that was based on stochastic returns 

obtained from Monte Carlo simulations (MCS). Note that in this section we will only discuss and 

compare unrestricted portfolio.  

MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference

Return 3,66% 3,49% 5% 5,78% 5,48% 5% 2,63% 2,41% 9% 4,46% 3,61% 24%

VAR 0,01% 0,01% 104% 0,03% 0,06% -42% 0,05% 0,06% -17% 0,01% 0,00% 187%

STDEV 1,04% 0,73% 43% 1,83% 2,40% -24% 2,27% 2,49% -9% 0,93% 0,55% 69%

Sharpe 2,09 2,77 -24% 2,35 1,66 41% 0,50 0,37 35% 3,22 3,89 -17%

Duration 2,79 2,34 19% 10,33 5,32 94% 0 0 5,48 2,41 127%

Convexity 20,74 18,73 11% 175,41 12,25 1332% 0 0 77,49 12,01 545%

Decomposition

     Bullets 100% 100% 58% 85% -31%

     Annuities 100% 100% 37% 11% 236%

     Floaters 100% 100% 6% 4% 67%

t-stat 2,67 2,79 1,59 15,65

p-value 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Portfolio Optimization using Monte Carlo Simulations and Historical Data Approaches: Comparative Summary

Bullets Call Annuities Floaters All Bonds

 

Table 22 Portfolio optimization using Monte Carlo simulations 
(Source: own contribution) 

  

One can see that almost all Monte Carlo simulated portfolios are significantly different from the 

portfolios analyzed above that were obtained from the historical data. All MCS portfolios gave 

higher returns with the highest difference of +24% compared to the HD unrestricted optimal 

portfolio. In terms of standard deviation, the MCS bullet bond portfolio appeared to be riskier 

than the HD unrestricted optimal portfolio and which also exhibited the lower Sharpe ratio: 2.09 

compared to 2.77. It seems that the standard deviation of the HD unrestricted bullet bonds was, in 

fact, underestimated by 43%. It is also interesting to see the standard deviation of the HD 

unrestricted callable and floater bonds were overestimated by 24% and 9%, respectively. 

However, one can argue that if one took a longer historical period when calculating the 

unrestricted bullet portfolio, one might have arrived at higher/lower volatility in the unrestricted 

portfolios.  

 

In terms of Sharpe ratio, callable annuity and floating rate portfolios showed better risk and 

return characteristics in MCS than in HD model. The Sharpe ratio of the MCS callable annuity 
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portfolio improved significantly: from 1.66 to 2.35. However, the Sharpe ratio of the MCS 

floating rate bond portfolio did not improve much: from 0.37 to 0.50. Besides, it was not 

statistically significant. It is natural that the improved MCS callable annuity and MCS floating 

rate bond portfolio characteristics led to considerable changes in the decomposition of the 

optimal portfolio. The MCS optimal portfolio was composed of 37% callable annuity bonds (only 

11% in the HD model) and 6% floating rate bonds (4% in the historical data model). 

Consequently, such changing proportions led to significant differences between the two optimal 

portfolio risk and return and, thus, the Sharpe ratio. The MCS optimal portfolio gave higher 

return, higher risk and, thus, lower Sharpe ratio meaning that diversification benefits are less 

attainable in the MCS optimal portfolio. However, the conclusion is that the modern portfolio 

theory still holds: there is no free lunch: if one wants to receive a higher return, then one should 

accept higher risk.  

 

In general, we tend to believe that MCS results are more reliable than results obtained using HD 

since MCS results were based on 15 000 thousand stochastic returns generated for each bond. 

Besides, the MCS optimal portfolio results are closer to both benchmark indices making the 

Monte Carlo simulations method to be prioritized. On the other hand, one should not forget that 

simulated numbers are based on historical standard deviations. Thus, the MCS model is still 

influenced by historical data and its results reflect that historical data to a certain extent. 

6.6 Duration and convexity  

6.6.1 Duration and Convexity for bonds 
Callable annuity portfolio duration was higher compared to bullet and floating rate bond 

portfolios. Meaning that callable annuity portfolio is the most exposed to interest rate risk. 

Floating rate bond portfolio duration can never be greater than the period between two interest 

rate reset dates: the closer to the reset date the lower the duration. Since floating rate bond 

portfolio was constructed on the day preceding the reset date, the portfolio duration and 

convexity were zero. Bullet bonds expected to have relatively high duration since their principal 

is repaid at the maturity day and, thus their duration should be closer to their maturity. In our 

sample, though, bullets have lower duration than those of annuity bonds. We explain it by the 

fact that most of bullet bonds in our sample are either short or intermediate maturity bonds while 
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the majority of the annuities are long maturity bonds. However, the convexity of bullet bonds 

was higher compared to callable annuity and floater portfolios. Meaning that with the changes in 

the market interest rate the bullet portfolio duration will be less affected than durations of the 

callable or floating rate bond portfolios. 

6.6.2 Duration and Convexity for portfolios 
The optimal portfolio duration and convexity were 2.41 and 12.01, respectively. This could be 

interpreted as follows: the optimal portfolio value changes by 2.41% when interest rate changes 

by 1% and that there is 12.01% change in duration if interest rate changes by 1%. If not taking 

floating rate bond portfolio into account, the lowest duration was achieved in the bullets+floaters 

bond portfolio followed by the bullets+callable annuities and the optimal portfolios. This means 

that the value of the former portfolio is less sensitive to interest rate changes compared to the 

values of the latter portfolios. To certain extent one could say that the minimum possible duration 

was not achieved in the optimal portfolio. Our optimal portfolio has higher duration because it 

was composed of a larger proportion of long term bonds compared to the other two portfolios. 

Fabozzi states that for a given term to maturity and initial yield, the lower the coupon rate the 

greater the price volatility (duration) and for a given coupon rate and initial yield, the longer the 

maturity the greater the price volatility (duration) of a bond (Fabozzi, 2004). When comparing 

the optimal and the bullets+callable annuities portfolios, our results support the statement above 

(table 23). The optimal portfolio had higher duration and greater weight of long maturity bonds 

as well as it consists of a greater percentage of low coupon bonds compared to bullets+callable 

annuities portfolio. 

Maturity Optimal unrestricted Bullets+callables

Short 67,35% 71,54%

intemediate 25,56% 32,99%

Long 7,09% -4,53%

Total 100,00% 100,00%

Coupon Optimal unrestricted Bullets+callables

Low (1% to 4%) 27,51% 20,27%

High (5% and &%) 72,49% 79,73%

Total 100,00% 100,00%  

Table 23 Maturity and coupon rate decomposition of the selected portfolios 
(Source: own contribution)  
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Convexity is typically used to compare two bonds or two portfolios that have the same duration 

and the same yield. The bullets+callable annuities portfolio have almost the same yield (3.68%) 

as the unrestricted optimal portfolio (3.61%). Their durations are rather similar, 2.29 and 2.41. 

However, the convexities show quite a difference 3.13 and 12.01. The difference in convexities 

implies that the duration of the unrestricted optimal portfolio is less sensitive to interest rate 

changes, in other words the price of the optimal portfolio will be less affected if market yields fall 

or rise. In case of the interest rate increase, the capital loss will be lower for a more convex 

bond/portfolio, i.e. for the optimal portfolio, c.f. that of a bond/portfolio having a lower convexity 

i.e. bullets+callable annuities portfolio. As a result, the higher convexity implies less risk; less 

risk means lower yield and reverse is true. Thus, our results confirm the fundamental convexity 

theory which indicates that our portfolio is less risky compared to bullets+callable annuities 

portfolio. When contrasting our unrestricted portfolio and restricted portfolio, we noticed that our 

restricted portfolio had even higher convexity (21.37). Apparently, it is an even less risky 

portfolio when compared to bullets+callable annuities and to our unrestricted optimal portfolio. 

 

Additionally, the differences in the duration and convexities of various portfolios can be 

explained by different proportions of bullets and floating bonds in various portfolios. For 

instance, the bullets+floaters portfolio consists of 94% bullets and 6% floaters whereas in the 

bullets+callable annuities portfolio, former represent 88% and latter represent 12%. The lower 

bullet (85%) and floater (4%) percentage can be observed in the optimal portfolio compared to 

bullets+floaters and bullets+callable annuities portfolios. Effectively, the highest duration and 

convexity is observed in annuities+floaters portfolio. One might argue that the reason behind it is, 

again, the weight distributions. In the latter portfolio, floaters should be shorted by 30% and 

130% should be invested in the callable annuity bonds. Thus, a high percentage investment in 

riskier callable annuities makes that particular portfolio the riskiest and the most sensitive to 

interest rate changes. 

 

In the terms of interest rate sensitivity floaters are the most attractive instruments for investors 

with duration and convexity of zero. If one’s purpose is to reduce the portfolio sensitivity to 

interest rate fluctuations, then one should invest quite a significant part of his wealth in floating 

rate bonds.  
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6.7 Sensitivity analysis 

6.7.1 Portfolio Duration and Convexity 
Our optimal portfolio sensitivity analysis is based on duration and duration+convexity that 

measure by how much the portfolio value changes as interest rate varies. In the portfolio 

sensitivity analysis we applied duration for small changes in interest rates (up to 200 basis points 

change) and duration+convexity measure was used for large changes in rates (from 200 basis 

points up to 450 basis points) (table24). In this portfolio analysis we neglected the sensitivity 

analysis of the floater portfolio. This is because throughout our paper, we assumed that all 

floaters have duration and convexity of zero. Undoubtedly, such a portfolio would be a winner 

when it comes to interest rate sensitivity analysis. 

The unrestricted optimal portfolio Duration
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Figure 32 The unrestricted optimal portfolio duration 

(Source: own contribution) 

The basic principle of our sensitivity analysis was to shift the yield curve by a certain amount of 

basis points for bonds that were included in the optimal portfolio and determine the sensitivity of 

the optimal portfolio to that change. Typically, for larger changes in yield, the percentage change 

in value is not the same for an increase in the yield curve as it is for a decrease in the yield curve. 

We did not perform any calculations that were related to interest rate decrease since our interest 

rate probability calculations showed that the interest rate will not decrease further in 2010, not 

even by 25 basis points. Accordingly, our sensitivity analysis is only based on interest rate 

increases, implying a decrease in the portfolio value.  
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A typical duration and convexity property is that, ceteris paribus, the higher the yield the lower 

the price volatility i.e. duration and convexity. 

The unrestricted optimal portfolio Convexity
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Figure 33 The unrestricted optimal portfolio convexity 

(Source: own contribution) 

 
Looking at our optimal portfolio results (table 24) one can see that the duration and convexity 

properties does not hold in the beginning (from approx. 0.25% to 1.25% interest rate change), 

however, after 1.25% interest rate change the duration gradually decreases as yield increases, 

implying lower optimal portfolio value volatility. All unrestricted and restricted portfolios that 

included callable bonds showed the same trend. When adding callable bonds to our any portfolio, 

we noticed that the portfolio exhibited a negatively convex curve similar to that presented in 

figure 34. This is because callable bonds can be called soon in the future due to decline of the 

interest rate. Typically, non-callable bonds show a positively convex curve as they are call-

protected. This signals that non-callable bonds have an upside price potential if the interest rate 

decline and downside as the interest rate increase. Callable bonds’ price will not appreciate as 

rapidly as a non-callable bond price as interest rate decline, instead, when there is a large interest 

rate decline, the price of a callable bond starts declining because bond issuers are most likely to 

start repaying the bond at par. 
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Bond 29 overview
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 Figure 34 Bond 29 overview 

 (Source: own contribution) 
 

When we increased the market yield by 25 basis points, the unrestricted optimal portfolio 

convexity was positive (6.11) implying that when the interest rate increases by 25 basis points, 

the value of the unrestricted optimal portfolio does not increase as much as the bullet portfolio 

(the convexity of the bullet portfolio is 18.69). In other words, the price curve flattens out as 

some callable bonds in that portfolio approach the call price. According to fundamental bond 

theory, all our portfolios were supposed to exhibit a positive convexity, which they did with one 

exception, the bullets+callable annuities portfolio. This portfolio showed a slightly negative 

convexity as the yield shifted by 25 and 50 basis points. This phenomenon can also be explained 

by the “cushioning” of the prices as prevailing interest rates declined below the coupon rate of a 

callable bond. We mentioned earlier that when talking about the callable bond price potential, it 

is not that straightforward and that three possible states should be taken into account: 1) out-of-

money (a callable bond is traded below par), 2) at-the-money (a callable bond is traded close to 

par) and 3) in-the-money (a callable bond is traded above par). Thus, if a callable bond trades 

close to par value, the duration is short and a bond has a negative convexity.  

 

 If one takes the optimal bond portfolio and analyzes according to the three criteria: in-the-

money, at-the-money and out-of-money, one could speculate that our optimal bond portfolio is in 

the at-the-money position. According to Nykredit report (2008), the at-the-money position is 
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defined as duration being equal from zero to approximately five years and convexity being 

negative. Our optimal bond portfolio duration is 2.41, however, its convexity being positive with 

a value of 12.01. Supposedly, the callable bond portfolio carries relatively high risk as some of 

the callable bonds in the portfolio are most likely to be trading close to par.  

 

 If one looks at the restricted optimal portfolio where short sales are not allowed, one could 

observe that for all the portfolios, including bullets+callable annuities, convexities are positive as 

yields increase. In addition, the restricted optimal portfolio duration is decreasing as yield 

increases, implying that the callable bonds in the restricted optimal portfolio behave like option-

free bonds.  

6.7.2 Portfolio Sensitivity analysis  
It is to be expected from fundamental bond principles (Fabozzi) that individual bond prices or, in 

the case of portfolios, the portfolio value, move in opposite direction c.f. interest rates. Our 

results showed that as interest rate increased by 1%, the optimal portfolio value decreased by 

2.60%. For comparison, as interest rate increased by 2%, 3% and 4%, the optimal portfolio value 

decreased by 4.85%, 6.85% and 8.56%, respectively (table 24, Appendix H).  

 

When evaluating the unrestricted optimal portfolio and the restricted optimal portfolio, our 

results displayed small differences between the two portfolios. The unrestricted portfolio showed 

evidence of somewhat higher sensitivity to shifts in term structure. For instance, for 1% interest 

rate shift, the unrestricted optimal portfolio value decreased by 2.60% whereas the restricted 

optimal portfolio value decreased by 2.42%. Nevertheless, the results seemed to be rather similar. 

Hence, from the investor’s point of view, these two portfolios are indifferent in terms sensitivity 

in yield curve shifts.  

Due to D Due to D

1,00% 2,00% 3,00% 4,00% 1,00% 2,00% 3,00% 4,00%

The optimal portfolio sensitivity -2,60% -4,85% -6,85% -8,56% -2,42% -4,35% -6,14% -7,69%

Non-callable bullet portfolio sensitivity -2,33% -4,26% -6,07% -7,69% -2,38% -4,34% -6,18% -7,81%

Callable portfolio sensitivity -6,58% -11,86% -16,14% -19,42% -6,57% -11,02% -14,73% -17,50%

Bullets+Callables portfolio sensitivity -2,53% -4,89% -7,04% -8,96% -2,61% -4,70% -6,62% -8,28%

Bullets+Floaters portfolio sensitivity -2,16% -3,96% -5,65% -7,16% -2,18% -3,98% -5,68% -7,18%

Callbles+Floaters portfolio sensitivity -10,81% -17,99% -23,43% -27,00% -3,01% -5,17% -7,09% -8,64%

Types of portfolios

Not Restricted Restricted

Due to D+C Due to D+C

 

Table 24 Portfolios sensitivity 

(Source: own contribution)  
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Generally speaking the results of the sensitivity analysis of all portfolios, unrestricted and 

restricted, were somewhat the same. However two outliers, callable bond portfolio and callable 

annuities+floaters portfolio, were observed. When interest rate increased by 1%, the unrestricted 

callable annuities+floaters portfolio value decreased by 10.81%. These results are consistent with 

the mean-variance portfolio allocation results that also showed that callable annuities+floaters 

portfolio was the riskiest one with a standard deviation of 2.49%. In addition, the sensitivity 

analysis of the unrestricted callable annuities+floaters portfolio appeared to be rather different 

from the unrestricted callable annuities+floaters portfolio.  In general, the unrestricted portfolios 

that included callable bonds showed higher sensitivity to interest rate changes than those of the 

restricted portfolios. Especially, higher differences were observed for large interest rate shifts. It 

seems that portfolios that include a higher percentage of bullet bonds were least sensitive to small 

and large interest rate shifts. 

7 Conclusion 
The first important conclusion is that investing in a portfolio of multiple bonds rather than 

investing in individual bonds can dramatically reduce the risk, while maintaining return, resulting 

in the significantly higher Sharpe ratios. The diversification benefits were even more pronounced 

when short selling of bonds was allowed in the portfolios. Combining all three types of bonds – 

non-callable, callable and floating rate bonds – in a portfolio, yielded higher Sharp ratios than 

portfolios consisting of only one or two distinctly different types of bonds. However, if the 

investor is interested in the lowest possible risk of a bond investment, then diversifying into 

different bond types does not make a real difference; it appears sufficient to invest in a portfolio 

of bullets. Yet, if the investor would like to achieve a higher return, then he needs to mix bond 

types and possibly allow short selling. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the value of the optimal 

portfolio to market interest rate fluctuations was not markedly different c.f. the sensitivity of 

suboptimal portfolios to market interest rate fluctuations. Finally, there is no free lunch – if the 

investor wants to achieve a higher return, then he will be subject to higher risk, which is true  for 

single bonds as well as for diversified portfolio investments. 
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8 Suggestions for future research 
As a final point, we would like to propose a number of challenging topics for future researchers. 

We believe that our research paper fulfilled the aimed purpose of the study and answered all the 

research questions set in the introduction chapter. During the investigation process we discovered 

that a number subjects and issues are not fully covered by the existing literature. 

 

There have been done a number of empirical studies estimating correlations between bond and 

stock asset classes, quite few estimating correlations between bonds with different maturities and 

none on estimating correlations between different types of mortgage securities.  Therefore we 

advise future research to focus on correlations between different types of mortgage products as 

well as different maturity bonds. In our paper we calculated option adjusted spread, however, we 

could not find any literature to compare if our calculated spread is within the reasonable range. 

Thus, future researchers could determine OAS for a specific bond class that has similar risks and 

similar characteristics. For instance, take a broad sample of AAA rating bonds and determine its 

OAS.  

 

Throughout our paper we assumed returns to be normally distributed with constant mean R and 

volatility 2

tσ  that varies over time. It does not seem right to assume constant mean returns when 

the volatility is changing. Typically, the mean return should vary with the volatility because we 

would expect a higher return when volatility is high due to higher risk premiums. Computing the 

correct way requires very complicated models, especially, when looking from the statistical point 

of view. Our calculations are based on constant mean leaving the variable mean and variable 

volatility topic for next master thesis students.  

 

Moreover, we believe that taking transaction cost into account could change the portfolio’s yield 

significantly. Therefore, it would be interesting to compare the optimal portfolio performance 

with other simple portfolio strategies, such as equally-weighted portfolio, where transactions 

costs are minimized. Also, it would be interesting to investigate non-callable annuity bonds 

closer, since this type of products emerged many unexplained questions during our research.  

Furthermore, future research might want to focus on optimal portfolio sensitivity estimation 

using simulations of parameters for non-parallel shifts in the interest rate term structure. 
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10 Appendix 

Appendix A: A list of bond 
No 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

ID code / ISIN DK0009758773 DK0009763500 DK0009767410 DK0009759821 DK0009759078 DK0009767683 DK0009768061 DK0009767923 DK0004716230 DK0009756728 DK0009767766 DK0009747735

Short name 2NYK90D 11   4NYK90D 17   4NYKEBja14nc 4NYK90D 16   2NYK90D 14   4NYKEBja15nc 4NYKEBja19nc 4NYKEBja18nc 4TK321C 10   4NYK90D 14   4NYKEBja16nc 4%NYK90stl10 

Issuer NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    TOTALKREDIT NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    

Bond type (covered bond: SDO/covered mortgage bond: SDRO/mortgage bond: RO)RO RO SDO RO RO SDO SDO SDO RO RO SDO RO

Series 90D 90D 12E 90D 90D 12E 12E 12E 321 90D 12E    

Capital centre D                             D                             E                             D                             D                             E                             E                             E                             C                             D                             E                             General Capital 

CentreRating (Moody's) Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aa1       

Rating (S&P) AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       

Fixed/variable rate of interest (F/V) F F F F F F F F F F F F
Coupon - prevailing if variable interest rate2.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 2.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0%

Interest rate cap - if capped variable interest rate

Interest rate fixing dates - if variable interest rate

Maturity year 2011 2017 2014 2016 2014 2015 2019 2018 2010 2014 2016 2010

Denomination DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK

Callable / Non-callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable

Repayment profile Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet
Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet

Opening date (dd-mm-yyyy) 11-09-2003 06-12-2005 16-11-2007 11-01-2005 11-09-2003 16-11-2007 16-11-2007 16-11-2007 29-10-2003 29-11-2002 16-11-2007 30-12-1998

Closing date - if closed (dd-mm-yyyy) 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 - 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 - - - 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 - 31-08-2002

Latest closing date (dd-mm-yyyy) 30-11-2010 30-11-2016 30-11-2013 30-11-2015 30-11-2013 30-11-2014 30-11-2018 30-11-2017 30-11-2009 30-11-2013 30-11-2015 30-11-2009

Last coupon date (dd-mm-yyyy) 01-01-2011 01-01-2017 01-01-2014 01-01-2015 01-01-2014 01-01-2015 01-01-2019 01-01-2018 01-01-2010 01-01-2014 01-01-2016 01-01-2010

No. of annual coupon dates 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Coupon dates (dd-mm) 01/01 01/01 01/01 01-jan

01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01

Maturity 8 12 7 10 11 8 12 11 7 12 9 12

Bond 2%, 2011 4%,2017 4%, 2014 4%, 2016 2%, 2014 4%, 2015 4%, 2019 4%, 2018 4%, 2010 4%, 2014 4%, 2016 4%, 2010  
No 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 29 30

ID code / ISIN DK0009767840 DK0004716909 DK0009758930 DK0004716669 DK0009752149 DK0009747495 DK0009737934 DK0009706384 DK0009737850 DK0009763260 DK0009760167
Short name 4NYKEBja17nc 4TK321C 15   2NYK90D 13   4TK321C 13   5 NYK90 10   5NYK68knv.18 9 NYK42.14   11NYK43.17   9 NYK43.24   5 NYK 03D 38 5NYK73D OA38 

Issuer NYKREDIT    TOTALKREDIT NYKREDIT    TOTALKREDIT NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    

Bond type (covered bond: SDO/covered mortgage bond: SDRO/mortgage bond: RO)SDO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO

Series 12E 321 90D 321       F F F F F

Capital centre E                             C                             D                             C                             General Capital 

Centre

General Capital 

CentreRating (Moody's) Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aaa       Aa1       Aa1       

Rating (S&P) AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       AAA       

Fixed/variable rate of interest (F/V) F F F F F F

Coupon - prevailing if variable interest rate 4.0% 4.0% 2.0% 4.0% 5.0% 5.0% 9.0% 11.0% 9.0% 5.0% 5.0%
Interest rate cap - if capped variable interest rate

Interest rate fixing dates - if variable interest rate

Maturity year 2017 2015 2013 2013 2010 2018 2014 2017 2024 2038 2038

Denomination DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK

Callable / Non-callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Non callable Callable Callable

Repayment profile
Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Bullet Annuity Annuity Annuity Annuity Interest-only 

hybrid
Opening date (dd-mm-yyyy) 16-11-2007 03-01-2005 11-09-2003 29-10-2003 30-06-2000 03-09-1998 02-09-1992 01-11-1985 02-09-1992 09-11-2005 19-01-2005

Closing date - if closed (dd-mm-yyyy) - 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-08-1994 31-08-1987 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-12-2007

Latest closing date (dd-mm-yyyy) 30-11-2016 30-11-2014 30-11-2012 30-11-2012 30-11-2009 31-08-2017 31-08-1994 31-08-1987 31-08-1994 31-08-2008 31-08-2008

Last coupon date (dd-mm-yyyy) 01-01-2017 01-01-2015 01-01-2013 01-01-2013 01-01-2010 01-10-2018 01-10-2014 01-10-2017 01-10-2024 01-10-2038 01-10-2038

No. of annual coupon dates 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 4 4 4

Coupon dates (dd-mm)

01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01 01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10
Maturity 10 10 10 10 10 20 22 32 32 33 33

Bond 4%, 2017 4%, 2015 2%, 2013 4%, 2013 5%, 2010 5%, 2018 9%, 2014 11%,2017 9%,2024 5%,2038 5%,2038  
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List of bonds (continued) 

No 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

ID code / ISIN DK0004714458 DK0009753469 DK0009769705 DK0009761645 DK0009766289 DK0009766362 DK0009757106 DK0009761991 DK0009756991 DK0009760753 DK0009740722
Short name 5TK111C 35   5NYK03D 35   5NYKE A41    4NYK03D 38   6 NYK 03D 38 6 NYK73DOA38 4NYK02D 25   4NYK02D 28   4NYK05D 20   3NYK05D 20   6NYK3C 29    

Issuer

Bond type (covered bond: SDO/covered mortgage bond: SDRO/mortgage bond: RO)RO RO SDO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO RO

Series F F F F F F F F F F F

Capital centre

Rating (Moody's)

Rating (S&P)

Fixed/variable rate of interest (F/V)

Coupon - prevailing if variable interest rate 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 4.0% 6.0% 6.0% 4.0% 4.0% 4.0% 3.0% 6.0%
Interest rate cap - if capped variable interest rate

Interest rate fixing dates - if variable interest rate

Maturity year 2035 2035 2041 2038 2038 2038 2025 2028 2020 2020 2029

Denomination DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK

Callable / Non-callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable

Repayment profile
Annuity Annuity Annuity Annuity Annuity Interest-only 

hybrid

Annuity Annuity Annuity Annuity Annuity

Opening date (dd-mm-yyyy) 26-08-2002 25-04-2002 29-11-2007 12-05-2005 11-06-2007 11-06-2007 24-01-2003 17-05-2005 09-01-2003 30-01-2005 01-09-1996

Closing date - if closed (dd-mm-yyyy) 31-08-2005 31-08-2005 - 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-12-2007 31-08-2005 31-12-2007 31-08-2005 31-08-2005 31-08-1999

Latest closing date (dd-mm-yyyy) 31-08-2005 31-08-2005 31-08-2011 31-08-2008 31-08-2008 31-08-2008 31-08-2005 31-08-2008 31-08-2005 31-08-2005 31-08-1999

Last coupon date (dd-mm-yyyy) 01-10-2035 01-10-2035 01-10-2041 01-10-2038 01-10-2038 01-10-2038 01-10-2025 01-10-2028 01-10-2020 01-10-2020 01-10-2029

No. of annual coupon dates 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Coupon dates (dd-mm)

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10
Maturity 33 33 34 33 31 31 22 23 17 15 33

Bond 5%,2035 5%,2035 5%,2041 4%,2038 6%,2038 6%,2038 4%,2025 4%,2028 4%,2020 3%,2020 6%,2029  

List of bonds (continued) 

 No 42 43 23 24 25 27

ID code / ISIN DK0009761801 DK0009748899 DK0009770398 DK0009771016 DK0009771289 DK0009771529 DK0009769622

Short name 3NYK01D 18   4NYK 01A.12  F6NYKEH19    5CF6NYKEA18  6CF6NYKEA31  6CF6NYKEDA41 F3NYKEH41    

Issuer NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    NYKREDIT    

Bond type (covered bond: SDO/covered mortgage bond: SDRO/mortgage bond: RO)RO RO SDO SDO SDO SDO

Series F F 21E 21E 21E 21E

Capital centre

Rating (Moody's)

Rating (S&P)

Fixed/variable rate of interest (F/V)
Coupon - prevailing if variable interest rate 3.0% 4.0% 1.7277% 1.9288% 1.8781% 2.2837%

Interest rate cap - if capped variable interest rate - 5.0% 6.0% 6.0%

Interest rate fixing dates - if variable interest rate 1/1, 1/7 1/1, 1/7 1/1, 1/7 1/1, 1/7 1/1, 1/4, 1/7, 1/10

Maturity year 2018 2012 2019 2018 2031 2041

Denomination DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK DKK

Callable / Non-callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable Callable

Repayment profile

Annuity Annuity Interest-only 

hybrid

Annuity Annuity Interest-only 

hybrid

Interest-only 

Opening date (dd-mm-yyyy) 12-05-2005 03-05-1999 29-11-2007 23-11-2007 23-11-2007 23-11-2007 09-11-2007

Closing date - if closed (dd-mm-yyyy) 31-12-2007 31-08-2002 - - - -

Latest closing date (dd-mm-yyyy) 31-08-2008 31-08-2002 31-10-2018 31-10-2017 31-08-2011 31-08-2011 31-07-2041

Last coupon date (dd-mm-yyyy) 01-10-2018 01-10-2012 01-01-2019 01-01-2018 01-10-2031 01-10-2041 01-10-2041

No. of annual coupon dates 4 4 4 4 4 4

Coupon dates (dd-mm)

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10

01/01, 01/04, 

01/07, 01/10
Maturity 13 13 12 11 24 34

Bond 3%,2018 4%,2012 1.73%, 2019 1.93%, 2018 1.88%, 2031 2.28%,2041 1.57%,2041 
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Appendix B: Variance-covariance matrix 
 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 23 24 25 26

2 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,

3 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

4 0,001 0,000 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,004 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,005 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,004 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

5 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,004 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

6 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 -0,001 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

7 0,001 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,004 0,001 0,006 0,000 0,002 0,005 0,000 0,005 0,000 0,001 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,004 0,002 0,002 0,003 0,003 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

8 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,008 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,002 -0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,004 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,002 -0,001 0,

9 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,006 0,002 0,012 0,000 0,002 0,006 0,000 0,008 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,002 0,002 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

10 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

11 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,002 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,003 0,002 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

12 0,001 0,001 0,004 0,002 0,001 0,005 0,002 0,006 0,000 0,002 0,007 0,000 0,006 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,005 0,003 0,003 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

13 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

14 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,002 0,005 0,002 0,008 0,000 0,002 0,006 0,000 0,008 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,002 0,002 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

15 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,004 0,

16 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

17 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,006 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

18 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

19 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

20 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

21 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

22 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

29 0,002 0,000 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,004 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,006 0,006 0,005 0,006 0,005 0,006 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,

30 0,002 0,001 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,004 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,006 0,006 0,005 0,006 0,005 0,007 0,004 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,

31 0,002 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,004 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,006 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

32 0,002 0,000 0,004 0,001 0,002 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,004 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,006 0,006 0,005 0,006 0,005 0,006 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,

33 0,001 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,003 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,005 0,008 0,005 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,002 0,000 0,

34 0,002 0,000 0,005 0,001 0,001 0,004 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,005 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,006 0,007 0,006 0,006 0,005 0,008 0,005 0,005 0,006 0,006 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,

35 0,001 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

36 0,001 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,005 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

37 0,001 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,004 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,005 0,004 0,006 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,005 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,001 -0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

38 0,001 0,000 0,004 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,004 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,005 0,004 0,006 0,004 0,004 0,005 0,005 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

39 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,004 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,004 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,

40 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,002 -0,001 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

41 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,

42 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,

43 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

23 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

24 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,003 0,002 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,000 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,001 0,001 0,

25 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,003 0,000 0,

26 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,004 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,004 0,

27 0,001 0,000 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,003 0,002 0,003 0,000 0,002 0,003 0,000 0,003 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,002 0,002 0,002 0,003 0,002 0,001 0,001 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,002 0,001 0,000 0,

28 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 -0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,001 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,

VarCovar Matrix Yearly
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Appendix C: Portfolio allocation 
 

Bullets+      

NC Annuities

Bullets + 

All 

Annuities

All Bonds 

excl. Bond 20

Return 4,77% 4,77% 4,78% 5,29%

VAR 0,00% 0% 0,00% 0,00%

STDEV 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,31%

Sharpe 393 423 484 12

Duration 7,1 7,1 7,1 5,9

Convexity 69,8 69,8 70,1 57,1

Decomposition

      Bullets -0,06% -0,26% 5,92%

      NC Annuities 100% 100,38% 98,14%

      Annuities 0,02% -4,12%

      Floaters -0,14% 0,06%

W W W W W

2 20 100% 2 0,02% 2 0,02% 2 -0,01% 2 -1,76%

3 21 0% 3 -0,01% 3 -0,02% 3 -0,02% 3 0,33%

4 22 0% 4 -0,02% 4 -0,03% 4 -0,02% 4 3,93%

5 5 -0,01% 5 -0,01% 5 0,00% 5 -0,48%

6 6 0,02% 6 0,03% 6 0,04% 6 0,87%

7 7 -0,02% 7 -0,03% 7 -0,01% 7 -3,18%

8 8 -0,02% 8 -0,03% 8 -0,02% 8 -0,35%

9 9 0,01% 9 0,00% 9 0,00% 9 2,21%

10 10 -0,01% 10 -0,01% 10 -0,05% 10 -0,77%

11 11 0,00% 11 0,00% 11 0,01% 11 0,59%

12 12 0,05% 12 0,03% 12 0,00% 12 0,47%

13 13 -0,01% 13 -0,03% 13 0,01% 13 -2,88%

14 14 -0,03% 14 -0,01% 14 0,01% 14 0,67%

15 15 -0,01% 15 -0,02% 15 -0,01% 15 0,55%

16 16 0,02% 16 0,01% 16 -0,01% 16 -0,59%

17 17 -0,02% 17 -0,02% 17 -0,03% 17 -0,47%

18 18 0,00% 18 -0,01% 18 -0,09% 18 5,08%

19 19 -0,02% 19 -0,02% 19 -0,05% 19 1,71%

20 100% 20 100,05% 20 100,16% 21 79,66%

21 -0,06% 21 0,03% 21 0,12% 22 18,47%

22 0,07% 22 0,04% 22 0,10% 29 3,51%

29 -0,11% 29 -0,08% 30 -5,05%

30 0,12% 30 0,11% 31 0,89%

31 0,00% 31 0,03% 32 -3,64%

32 -0,02% 32 -0,06% 33 -0,26%

33 0,01% 33 0,01% 34 -0,33%

34 0,06% 34 0,04% 35 -2,16%

35 -0,07% 35 -0,08% 36 5,36%

36 -0,04% 36 0,00% 37 0,35%

37 -0,01% 37 -0,01% 38 -0,39%

38 0,06% 38 0,04% 39 1,39%

39 0,00% 39 0,01% 40 1,05%

40 0,03% 40 0,04% 42 -1,17%

42 -0,02% 42 -0,03% 43 -0,28%

43 0,01% 43 0,00% 23 -3,64%

23 -0,03% 24 0,24%

SUM 100% 24 0,01% 25 1,40%

25 -0,01% 27 -0,66%

27 -0,02% 28 -0,68%

28 -0,09%

#VALUE!

#VALUE!

SUM 100% SUM 100% SUM 100,00% SUM 100,00%

All Bonds

NC 

Annuities

Portfolio Allocation incl. Non-Callable Annuities: Result Summary
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Bullets+Annuities

Return 3,49% 3,37% 5,48% 2,41% 3,68% 6,57% 3,61%

VAR 0,01% 0,00% 0,06% 0,06% 0,00% 0,06% 0,00%

STDEV 0,73% 0,60% 2,40% 2,49% 0,64% 2,49% 0,55%

Sharpe 2,77 3,14 1,66 0,37 3,46 2,04 3,89

Duration 2,34 2,17 5,32 0 2,29 9,35 2,41

Convexity 18,73 17,07 12,25 0 3,13 97,62 12,01

Decomposition

     Bullets 100% 94% 88% 85%

     Annuities 6% 100% 12% 130% 11%

     Floaters 100% -30% 4%

W W W W W W W

2 0% 2 3,30% 29 -22,99% 23 31,31% 2 2,01% 29 -31,85% 2 4,40%

3 2% 3 2,60% 30 -17,02% 24 3,92% 3 0,05% 30 -20,76% 3 0,85%

4 -3% 4 -2,09% 31 6,16% 25 18,97% 4 -3,91% 31 10,91% 4 -2,69%

5 1% 5 -0,12% 32 -2,03% 27 11,86% 5 -1,17% 32 4,81% 5 -0,95%

6 1% 6 -0,85% 33 1,35% 28 33,94% 6 0,70% 33 12,41% 6 -0,90%

7 4% 7 5,17% 34 -39,69% 7 2,54% 34 -33,75% 7 3,35%

8 2% 8 2,43% 35 79,01% 8 3,59% 35 116,48% 8 3,99%

9 0% 9 -1,34% 36 23,17% 9 0,94% 36 12,19% 9 -0,11%

10 3% 10 7,26% 37 14,07% 10 6,08% 37 -0,97% 10 10,91%

11 0% 11 -1,18% 38 1,44% 11 3,49% 38 3,47% 11 0,65%

12 5% 12 5,67% 39 -6,19% 12 4,25% 39 -7,95% 12 3,53%

13 -1% 13 -3,58% 40 10,83% 13 -4,66% 40 8,88% 13 -5,76%

14 -5% 14 -6,25% 42 18,03% 14 -4,56% 42 23,41% 14 -4,84%

15 3% 15 2,86% 43 33,87% 15 2,73% 43 32,42% 15 2,75%

16 1% 16 3,04% 16 3,18% 23 1,79% 16 3,94%

17 1% 17 1,27% 17 -0,34% 24 -32,99% 17 0,02%

18 68% 18 59,00% 18 56,69% 25 16,68% 18 50,54%

19 18% 19 16,73% 19 16,41% 27 -18,87% 19 15,37%

23 6,73% 29 6,02% 28 3,71% 29 2,35%

24 -5,75% 30 -7,47% 30 -7,53%

25 -1,12% 31 -3,47% 31 -4,25%

27 1,97% 32 -3,84% 32 -1,07%

28 4,25% 33 -2,68% 33 -2,26%

34 -11,16% 34 -6,53%

35 9,58% 35 14,02%

36 8,48% 36 5,32%

37 5,37% 37 4,72%

38 5,83% 38 4,39%

39 -1,75% 39 -3,14%

40 -1,20% 40 -1,71%

42 -0,03% 42 0,55%

43 8,29% 43 6,24%

23 4,95%

24 -8,16%

25 0,87%

27 2,13%

28 4,03%

SUM 100,00% 100%SUM 100,00% SUM 100,00% SUM 100,00% 100% SUM 100,00%

Portfolio Allocaion exlc. NC Annuities: Summary Results
All BondsBullets Bullet + Call Annuities Floaters Annuities+Floaters
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MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference MCS HD Difference

Return 3,66% 3,49% 5% 5,78% 5,48% 5% 2,63% 2,41% 9% 4,46% 3,61% 24%

VAR 0,01% 0,01% 104% 0,03% 0,06% -42% 0,05% 0,06% -17% 0,01% 0,00% 187%

STDEV 1,04% 0,73% 43% 1,83% 2,40% -24% 2,27% 2,49% -9% 0,93% 0,55% 69%

Sharpe 2,09 2,77 -24% 2,35 1,66 41% 0,50 0,37 35% 3,22 3,89 -17%

Duration 2,79 2,34 19% 10,33 5,32 94% 0 0 5,48 2,41 127%
Convexity 20,74 18,73 11% 175,41 12,25 1332% 0 0 77,49 12,01 545%

Decomposition

     Bullets 100% 100% 58% 85% -31%

     Annuities 100% 100% 37% 11% 236%
     Floaters 100% 100% 6% 4% 67%

Z W Z W Z W Z W

2 12 6,04% 29 7 5,67% 23 6 25,15% 2 12 3,46%

3 9 4,71% 30 7 5,47% 24 4 16,53% 3 9 2,76%

4 6 3,23% 31 9 6,71% 25 4 19,20% 4 6 1,80%

5 8 4,14% 32 7 5,50% 27 3 13,65% 5 8 2,30%

6 4 2,22% 33 6 4,40% 28 6 25,47% 6 4 1,25%

7 7 3,39% 34 6 4,32% 7 7 2,04%

8 5 2,29% 35 13 10,20% 8 4 1,26%

9 3 1,47% 36 11 8,77% 9 3 0,96%

10 15 7,42% 37 8 5,84% 10 15 4,23%

11 8 4,03% 38 7 5,67% 11 8 2,36%

12 4 2,23% 39 9 6,68% 12 4 1,25%

13 20 10,18% 40 11 8,24% 13 21 6,06%

14 4 1,96% 42 15 11,82% 14 4 1,17%

15 7 3,55% 43 14 10,70% 15 7 2,11%

16 4 2,00% 16 4 1,15%

17 5 2,33% 17 5 1,35%

18 66 32,87% 18 66 19,23%

19 12 5,94% 19 12 3,57%

29 7 2,03%

30 7 2,13%

31 9 2,53%

32 7 2,03%

33 6 1,60%

34 5 1,54%

35 13 3,80%

36 11 3,31%

37 8 2,24%

38 7 2,12%

39 9 2,59%

40 11 3,12%

42 15 4,35%

43 14 3,94%

5 1,32%

4 1,13%

4 1,16%

3 0,73%

7 2,04%

SUM 201 100,00% 129 100% 22 100% 344 100%

Portfolio Optimization using Monte Carlo Simulations and Historical Data Approaches: Comparative Summary

Bullets Call Annuities Floaters All Bonds
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Appendix D: Binomial trees 
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Figure C. Three year Binomial Non-callable bond Tree 
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Figure D. Three year Binomial Callable bond Tree 
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Appendix E: VBA programming 

Variance-Covariance VBA function 
 
Function VarCovar(rng As Range) As Variant 

      Dim i As Integer 

      Dim j As Integer 

      Dim numCols As Integer 

      numCols = rng.Columns.Count 

      Dim matrix() As Double 

      ReDim matrix(numCols - 1, numCols - 1) 

         

      For i = 1 To numCols 

          For j = 1 To numCols 

             matrix(i - 1, j - 1) = 

Application.WorksheetFunction.Covar(rng.Columns(i), rng.Columns(j)) 

          Next j 

      Next i 

     VarCovar = matrix 

End Function 

 

 

Interest rate probability 
Sub Rrates() 
 
Dim Rows As Integer 
Dim collumns As Integer 
Dim Randomrates As Double 
Dim RandomNr As Double 
Dim Y As Double 
Dim Runs 
 
 
Dim row_n As Integer 
Dim col_n As Integer 
Dim Suma As Double 
Dim Initial As Double 
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Dim Change As Double 
Dim mean As Double 
Dim Sigma As Double 
 
row_n = 113 
col_n = 2 
 
Initial = Worksheets("Results").Cells(row_n, col_n) 
Change = Worksheets("Results").Cells(row_n + 11, col_n) 
mean = Worksheets("Results").Cells(row_n + 3, col_n) 
Sigma = Worksheets("Results").Cells(row_n + 4, col_n) 
Suma = Initial + Change 
Runs = Worksheets("Results").Cells(row_n + 9, col_n) 
 
 
For Rows = 1 To Runs 
 
    For collumns = 1 To 1 
     
        Randomize 
        Y = Rnd() 
        RandomNr = mean + Sigma * Application.NormInv(Rnd, 0, 1) 
        Worksheets("Rnumbers").Cells(Rows + 2, collumns + 2) = RandomNr 
        Randomrates = Exp(mean + Sigma * RandomNr) - 1 
        Worksheets("Rrates").Cells(Rows + 2, collumns + 2) = Randomrates 
         
            If Change > 0 And Randomrates >= Initial + Change Then 
                state = 1 
            ElseIf Change < 0 And Randomrates <= Initial + Change Then 
                sate = 1 
            Else 
                state = 0 
         
            End If 
            Worksheets("Simul").Cells(Rows + 2, collumns + 2) = state 
    Next collumns 
Next Rows 
       
End Sub 
 

Duration and Convexity 
 
Function dduration(N, couponRate, XIRR, Alfa) 
 
    Price = 1 / (1 + XIRR) ^ N 
    dduration = N / (1 + XIRR) ^ N 
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    For Index = 1 To N 
        Price = couponRate / (1 + XIRR) ^ Index + Price 
    Next Index 
     
    For Index = 1 To N 
        dduration = couponRate * Index / (1 + XIRR) ^ Index + dduration 
    Next Index 
     
    dduration = dduration / Price + Alfa - 1 
     
End Function 
 
 
Function ConvexityUneven(N, couponRate, XIRR, Alfa) 
    Price = 1 / (1 + XIRR) ^ N 
     
        For Index = 1 To N 
            Price = couponRate / (1 + XIRR) ^ Index + Price 
        Next Index 
 
    For Index = 1 To N 
        If Index < N Then 
            Convex = couponRate * Index * (Index + 1) / (1 + XIRR) ^ Index + 
Convex 
        Else 
            Convex = (couponRate + 1) * Index * (Index + 1) / (1 + XIRR) ^ Index + 
Convex 
        End If 
         
         Convex = Convex 
          
    Next Index 
     
    ConvexityUneven = Convex / Price + Alfa - 1 
    
 
End Function 
 

Binomial lattice VBA code 
 
This function calculates binomial interest rate grids based on zero coupon 
interest rates (n), a volatility parameter (sigma), and the assumptions made that 
are mentioned in the “Calculation part “Yield for annuities”. 
 
Option Base 1 
 
Function rate Grid (n, sigma) 
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(n is a row vector of zero coupon rates and sigma is a volatility parameter). 
 
Dim nrOfPeriods 
nrOfPeriods = n.Columns.Count 
(The size of the output is determined by the number of columns in "n"). 
 
Dim grid 
ReDim grid(nrOfPeriods, nrOfPeriods) 
(The grid holding the interest rates are defined. The first interest rate is identical 

to the first zero coupon rate grid (1, 1) = n(1, 1) ) 
 
Dim t 
For t = 2 To nrOfPeriods 
     
    Dim lowGuess, highGuess, newGuess, zeroCouponPriceGrid, 
zeroCouponPrice 
    lowGuess = 0.00001 
    highGuess = 1 
    Do While (highGuess - lowGuess) > 0.00001 
     
        newGuess = (highGuess + lowGuess) / 2 
        
        grid = extGrid(grid, newGuess, sigma, t) 
        (Update the grid with rates according to newGuess) 
         
        zeroCouponPriceGrid = gridPrice(grid, t) 
        (Calculate the zero-coupon price using grid) 
 
        zeroCouponPrice = 1 / (1 + n(t)) ^ t 
        (Calculate the "real" zero-coupon price) 
 
        If zeroCouponPriceGrid > zeroCouponPrice Then 
            lowGuess = newGuess  
        Else 
            highGuess = newGuess 
        End If 
    Loop 
 
Next t 
rateGrid = grid 
End Function 
 
The following function adds interest rates to the t'th column of the grid, based on 
newGuess and sigma. 
 
Function extGrid (grid, newGuess, sigma, t) 
 
Dim i 
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For i = t To 1 Step -1 
    grid (i, t) = newGuess * Exp(2 * (t - i) * sigma) 
Next i 
 
extGrid = grid 
 
End Function 
 
The following function calculates the price of a zero coupon with maturity = t 
using "grid" 
 
Function gridPrice(grid, t) 
 
Dim priceGrid 
ReDim priceGrid(t, t) 
 
These are the prices one period before maturity: 

 
Dim r    
(r is the row counter) 
For r = 1 To t 
    priceGrid(r, t) = 1 / (1 + grid(r, t)) 
Next r 
 
These are the prices for the rest period 

 

Dim c   
(c is the column counter) 
For c = t - 1 To 1 Step -1 
    For r = 1 To c 
        priceGrid(r, c) = 0.5 * (priceGrid(r, c + 1) + priceGrid(r + 1, c + 1)) / (1 + 
grid(r, c)) 
    Next r 
Next c 
 
gridPrice = priceGrid(1, 1) 
 
End Function 
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Appendix F: Interest rate Binomial tree 

calculations 
The binomial interest rate tree is a recombining tree, meaning that for each new 

period, one has to set up a new zero coupon price grid and calibrate the level 

using the Solver. Below, we describe in steps how to create a three period 

interest rate binomial tree. 

 

Step1. Determine three year spot rate i.e. 1Y, 2Y and 3Y Danish zero coupon 

government bonds. 

Step2. Determine interest rate volatility  

Step3. Create one year binomial interest rate tree as shown in the picture below 

 

 

Step4. Determine value for ru 

Step5. Use 1Y sport rate for  rd. 

Step6. Find a new rd value using Solver since formulas are interrelated, Solver 

will automatically adjust the rest of the two values, ru and r. 

Step7. Add a new one year zero coupon grid and the binomial interest rate tree 

should look like it is shown below in the picture. 

du rer σ2=  

rd - Solver 

0                   1                                                       

Figure A. One year Binomial Interest Rate Tree 

r 
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Step8. Copy three previous values  from one binomial interest rate tree. 

Step9. Determine value for r2u and rud . 

Step10. Use 2Y sport rate for  r2d . 

Step11. Calibrate r2d value using Solver where, again, new r2u, rud values will be 

found by Solver. 

Step12. Add a new one year zero coupon grid to the two year binomial interest 

rate tree. The new binomial interest rate tree should look like it is shown below 

in the picture. 

 

r 

du rer σ2=  

rd - Solver 

ddud rer σ2=  

r2d - Solver 

0                   1                   2                   

Figure A. Two year Binomial Interest Rate Tree 

udu
rer

σ22 =  
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Appendix G: Volatility prediction methods 
Equally weighted moving average (Historical volatility). 

 

Step1. We calculated 1Y Danish zero coupon government bond daily return by 

applying the following formula: ( )1/ln −= ttt RIRIR .  

Step2. We calculated the average R  of daily return tr .  

Step3. We calculated the daily excess return for the whole period 06-01-1998 – 

30-06-2009 by applying the following formula: RRr tt −= . 

Step4. Square the excess returns 2

tr . 

Step5. We calculated the historical volatility given by: 
( )

∑
=

− −
=

n

i

it
t

n

rr

1

2σ̂ . n is a 

chosen period from which we want to calculate the average of the squared 

returns. It is simply the average of, for instance,  the 42 2

tr  values.  We 

calculated historical volatility for 4 periods when n= 42 business days (2 

months),  n=21 business days (1 months), n= 10 business days (2 weeks) and n=5 

business days (1 week).   

Step6. We transform the 2

tr  average values into yearly figures: SQRT(Number of 

yearly business days * historical volatility). 

Step7. The last cell of historical volatility 
( )

∑
=

− −
=

n

i

it
t

n

rr

1

2σ̂  column is the value 

of interest rate 

 volatility estimate for the coming period. 

Step8. Calculated RMSE for each period: ( )∑
=

−=
T

t

ttr
T

RMSE
1

222 ˆ
1

σ  

 

Exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) 

 

Equally weighted moving average method put equal weight on all observations 

within the       sample, in other words the weight for all observations was 1/n. 

This method, Exponentially weighted moving average gives most weight to the 
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latest observations and less to the older ones. The individual weights on the 

observations are (1-λ)λ0, (1-λ)λ1, (1-λ)λ2 etc. since ( ) 2

1

1

12 1ˆ
−

∞

=

−∑−= t

i

i

t rλλσ .  It is 

quite easy to calculate EWMA in excel since after some algebraic manipulations 

( ) 2

1

2

1

2 ˆ1ˆ
−− +−= ttt r σλλσ .  

   Step1. We used squared excess returns 2

tr  from the “Equally weighted moving 

average” method. 

   Step2. We guessed yearly standard deviation to be 10% and for the first period 

EWMA estimate we got 058168,3262/1,0ˆ 22

1 −== Eσ . The initial yearly 

standard deviation guess was taken from Equally weighted moving average 

method for 2 month period. 

   Step3. We assumed λ to be equal to 0,94 since JPMorgan has determined 

λ=0,94. Their opinion is based on their experience on many different financial 

calculations. 

   Step4. We calculate daily EWMA ( ) 2

1

2

1

2 ˆ1ˆ
−− +−= ttt r σλλσ  and the last cell of 

this column value is the interest rate volatility estimate for the coming period. 

    Step5. We transform daily ( ) 2

1

2

1

2 ˆ1ˆ
−− +−= ttt r σλλσ  results in to yearly by 

calculating the following: SQRT(Number of yearly business days * daily 

EWMA). 

   Step6. Calculated RMSE for each period: ( )∑
=

−=
T

t

ttr
T

RMSE
1

222 ˆ
1

σ  

   Step7.  We used Solver to find the value of λ that minimizes the RMSE hoping 

to improve our       interest rate volatility estimate. 

   

GARCH (1,1) 

When we apply GARCH (1,1) model i.e. generalized ARCH model, we assume 

that all weights are without any pattern. We used GARCH and not ARCH model, 

because ARCH model has parameter estimation problem. In our case the 

parameters are α weights for observations. ARCH model could be used if one 

does not have a lot of parameters to estimate. GARCH(1,1) model is much more 

powerful than ARCH and it only requires two estimates α and β, if we have 
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GARCH(1,1) model and three estimates α, β and ω, if we have GARCH(1,1) 

with a constant model. ω= γ.V, where V is the long level of volatility and γ is just 

a parameter as α and β.  

Step1. We used squared excess returns 2

tr  from the “Equally weighted moving 

average” method. 

Step2. We applied the same yearly standard deviation guess 

058168,3262/1,0ˆ 22

1 −== Eσ  as we applied in EWMA method.  

Step3. We calculated the average squared return i.e. the long run level volatility 

V for the entire sample. 

Step4. Calculate RMSE ( )∑
=

−=
T

t

ttr
T

RMSE
1

222 ˆ
1

σ  

Step3. We calculated the GARCH81,1) estimates  2

11

2

11

2 ˆˆ
−− ++= ttt rV σβαγσ  with 

α=0,06 and  β=0,94 and γ = 1 - α + β. The last cell of this column value is the 

interest rate volatility estimate for the coming period. 

      Step5. We used solve to minimizing RMSE by imposing a restriction γ + α + 

β=1. 

 

 

r 

du rer σ2=  

rd - Solver 

udu rer σ22 =  

ddud rer σ2=  

r2d - Solver 

 r3d - Solver 

0                   1                   2                   3                  

Figure A. Three year Binomial Interest Rate Tree 

udu rer 223 σ=  

duud
rer

222 σ=  

dudu
rer

322 σ=  
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Step13. Copy three previous values from two year binomial interest rate tree. 

Step14. Determine value for r3u, r2ud and ru2d . 

Step15. Use 3Y sport rate for  r3d . 

Step16. Calibrate r3d value using Solver where, again, new r3u, r2ud and ru2d  

values will be found by Solver. 

Step13. By now we have a full three year interest rate grid. As you notice 

already, in order to expand the three year interest rate grid to a more period grid 

one should repeat the same step again.   
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Appendix H Sensitivity analysis: results  
The optimal portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 2,41

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 12,01

Not Restricted Duration 2,310322 2,296225 2,485917 2,603206 2,6785188 2,6772701 2,6735621 2,6689731 2,6649442 2,6608783 2,6552419 2,6494796 2,6439161 2,6383313 2,6320557 2,6252281 2,6184682 2,6119228

Not Restricted Convexity 6,118981 4,944414 13,78892 20,2169 24,42582 24,524905 24,545773 24,538529 24,550094 24,559721 24,526401 24,476757 24,440273 24,402947 24,344064 24,268555 24,195092 24,128543

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,58% -1,15% -1,86% -2,60% -3,35% -4,02% -4,68% -5,34% -6,00% -6,65% -7,30% -7,95% -8,59% -9,23% -9,87% -10,50% -11,13% -11,75%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,00% 0,01% 0,04% 0,10% 0,19% 0,28% 0,38% 0,49% 0,62% 0,77% 0,93% 1,10% 1,29% 1,49% 1,71% 1,94% 2,19% 2,44%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -0,58% -1,14% -1,83% -2,50% -3,16% -3,74% -4,30% -4,85% -5,37% -5,88% -6,37% -6,85% -7,30% -7,74% -8,16% -8,56% -8,94% -9,31%

Initial Restricted Duration 2,41

Initial Restricted Convexity 21,37

Restrictded Duration 2,405909 2,40093 2,413965 2,41514 2,4160117 2,4094617 2,4026485 2,3957599 2,3889047 2,3820359 2,3750234 2,3679915 2,3610047 2,3540153 2,3469958 2,3399378 2,3329384 2,3259802

Restrictded Convexity 21,29414 21,21094 21,9851 22,25375 22,510099 22,365925 22,214144 22,06077 21,909272 21,758165 21,603359 21,448818 21,296477 21,144932 20,993318 20,841325 20,692031 20,544821

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,60% -1,20% -1,81% -2,42% -3,02% -3,61% -4,20% -4,79% -5,38% -5,96% -6,53% -7,10% -7,67% -8,24% -8,80% -9,36% -9,91% -10,47%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,03% 0,06% 0,11% 0,18% 0,25% 0,34% 0,44% 0,55% 0,68% 0,82% 0,97% 1,12% 1,30% 1,48% 1,67% 1,87% 2,08%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -0,59% -1,17% -1,75% -2,30% -2,84% -3,36% -3,86% -4,35% -4,82% -5,28% -5,71% -6,14% -6,55% -6,94% -7,33% -7,69% -8,05% -8,39%  

 

Non-callable bullet portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 2,34

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 18,73

Not Restricted Duration 2,337566 2,334112 2,330419 2,326811 2,3231825 2,3195324 2,3158595 2,3121661 2,3084512 2,3047143 2,3006537 2,297177 2,2933792 2,289559 2,2857166 2,2818576 2,2779757 2,2740745

Not Restricted Convexity 18,68874 18,64734 18,60303 18,55981 18,516353 18,472665 18,428728 18,38457 18,340179 18,295549 18,2484 18,205604 18,160321 18,114795 18,069029 18,023091 17,976905 17,930515

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,58% -1,17% -1,75% -2,33% -2,90% -3,48% -4,05% -4,62% -5,19% -5,76% -6,33% -6,89% -7,45% -8,01% -8,57% -9,13% -9,68% -10,23%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,02% 0,05% 0,09% 0,14% 0,21% 0,28% 0,37% 0,46% 0,57% 0,69% 0,82% 0,96% 1,11% 1,27% 1,44% 1,62% 1,82%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -0,58% -1,14% -1,70% -2,23% -2,76% -3,27% -3,77% -4,26% -4,73% -5,19% -5,64% -6,07% -6,49% -6,90% -7,30% -7,69% -8,06% -8,42%

Initial Restricted Duration 2,39

Initial Restricted Convexity 19,53

Restrictded Duration 2,386613 2,382829 2,379023 2,375192 2,3713373 2,3674597 2,3635578 2,3596335 2,3556858 2,3517149 2,3477211 2,3437036 2,3396662 2,3356052 2,33152 2,3274165 2,3232882 2,3191392

Restrictded Convexity 19,4831 19,43745 19,39155 19,34537 19,298943 19,25226 19,205309 19,158116 19,110667 19,062965 19,015013 18,966805 18,918385 18,869708 18,820767 18,771634 18,722233 18,672609

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,60% -1,19% -1,78% -2,38% -2,96% -3,55% -4,14% -4,72% -5,30% -5,88% -6,46% -7,03% -7,60% -8,17% -8,74% -9,31% -9,87% -10,44%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,02% 0,05% 0,10% 0,15% 0,22% 0,29% 0,38% 0,48% 0,60% 0,72% 0,85% 1,00% 1,16% 1,32% 1,50% 1,69% 1,89%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -0,59% -1,17% -1,73% -2,28% -2,81% -3,33% -3,84% -4,34% -4,82% -5,28% -5,74% -6,18% -6,60% -7,02% -7,42% -7,81% -8,18% -8,55%  
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Callable annuity portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 5,32

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 12,25

Not Restricted Duration 6,042506 5,800076 6,647352 6,577359 6,9277519 6,9044775 6,868669 6,8308645 6,797372 6,7617766 6,7201045 6,6778761 6,6379511 6,5981009 6,5546888 6,5103551 6,4676315 6,4256471

Not Restricted Convexity 41,83617 32,23275 74,02067 71,64783 91,950031 91,559059 90,772415 89,928102 89,225333 88,457868 87,504149 86,538337 85,64925 84,76655 83,77641 82,764561 81,805441 80,872253

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -1,51% -2,90% -4,99% -6,58% -8,66% -10,36% -12,02% -13,66% -15,29% -16,90% -18,48% -20,03% -21,57% -23,09% -24,58% -26,04% -27,49% -28,92%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,04% 0,21% 0,36% 0,72% 1,03% 1,39% 1,80% 2,26% 2,76% 3,31% 3,89% 4,52% 5,19% 5,89% 6,62% 7,39% 8,19%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -1,50% -2,86% -4,78% -6,22% -7,94% -9,33% -10,63% -11,86% -13,04% -14,14% -15,17% -16,14% -17,05% -17,90% -18,69% -19,42% -20,10% -20,73%

Initial Restricted Duration 6,34

Initial Restricted Convexity 82,78

Restrictded Duration 6,322418 6,294518 6,513622 6,570563 6,6235973 6,5752164 6,5234857 6,4709541 6,4191286 6,3673586 6,3138602 6,2603465 6,2076549 6,155176 6,1025404 6,0495632 5,9976479 5,946517

Restrictded Convexity 82,27668 81,62551 92,72077 96,89492 100,90313 99,42786 97,851208 96,255258 94,687719 93,128181 91,520588 89,919338 88,350422 86,795099 85,241638 83,684922 82,168001 80,68198

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -1,58% -3,15% -4,89% -6,57% -8,28% -9,86% -11,42% -12,94% -14,44% -15,92% -17,36% -18,78% -20,17% -21,54% -22,88% -24,20% -25,49% -26,76%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,03% 0,10% 0,26% 0,48% 0,79% 1,12% 1,50% 1,93% 2,40% 2,91% 3,46% 4,05% 4,67% 5,32% 5,99% 6,69% 7,42% 8,17%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -1,55% -3,05% -4,62% -6,09% -7,49% -8,74% -9,92% -11,02% -12,05% -13,01% -13,90% -14,73% -15,51% -16,23% -16,89% -17,50% -18,07% -18,59%  

 

Bullet+Callables portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 2,29

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 3,13

Not Restricted Duration 2,109138 2,133663 2,340566 2,532504 2,6140264 2,620277 2,6244271 2,6275443 2,6308722 2,6341105 2,6358565 2,6374237 2,6389083 2,6402814 2,6409079 2,64093 2,6406779 2,6405405

Not Restricted Convexity -6,74169 -6,50894 2,850008 13,07729 17,411014 17,780413 18,08245 18,350483 18,62529 18,895356 19,126998 19,333845 19,547033 19,755439 19,939502 20,10444 20,259692 20,417944

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,53% -1,07% -1,76% -2,53% -3,27% -3,93% -4,59% -5,26% -5,92% -6,59% -7,25% -7,91% -8,58% -9,24% -9,90% -10,56% -11,22% -11,88%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,00% -0,01% 0,01% 0,07% 0,14% 0,20% 0,28% 0,37% 0,47% 0,59% 0,72% 0,87% 1,03% 1,21% 1,40% 1,61% 1,83% 2,07%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -0,53% -1,07% -1,75% -2,47% -3,13% -3,73% -4,32% -4,89% -5,45% -5,99% -6,53% -7,04% -7,54% -8,03% -8,50% -8,96% -9,39% -9,82%

Initial Restricted Duration 2,61

Initial Restricted Convexity 23,43

Restrictded Duration 2,601343 2,595771 2,611926 2,613781 2,6152734 2,6078178 2,6000476 2,5921892 2,5843738 2,5765447 2,568545 2,5605247 2,552561 2,544597 2,5365994 2,5285577 2,5205895 2,5126734

Restrictded Convexity 23,35135 23,2562 24,19505 24,52429 24,838723 24,670165 24,492464 24,312872 24,135571 23,958772 23,77754 23,596658 23,418453 23,241239 23,063971 22,886272 22,711857 22,539981

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,65% -1,30% -1,96% -2,61% -3,27% -3,91% -4,55% -5,18% -5,81% -6,44% -7,06% -7,68% -8,30% -8,91% -9,51% -10,11% -10,71% -11,31%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,03% 0,07% 0,12% 0,19% 0,28% 0,38% 0,49% 0,61% 0,75% 0,90% 1,06% 1,24% 1,42% 1,62% 1,83% 2,05% 2,28%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -0,64% -1,27% -1,89% -2,49% -3,08% -3,63% -4,18% -4,70% -5,20% -5,69% -6,16% -6,62% -7,06% -7,48% -7,89% -8,28% -8,66% -9,02%  
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Bullets+Floaters portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 2,17

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 17,07

Not Restricted Duration 2,169645 2,166849 2,1632 2,159946 2,1566738 2,1533821 2,1500698 2,1467391 2,1433892 2,1400192 2,1364246 2,1332225 2,1297981 2,1263532 2,1228885 2,1194089 2,1159087 2,1123913

Not Restricted Convexity 17,02891 16,99541 16,95142 16,91234 16,873056 16,833558 16,793834 16,753911 16,713779 16,673429 16,631316 16,592111 16,551174 16,510016 16,468639 16,427111 16,385357 16,343421

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,54% -1,08% -1,62% -2,16% -2,70% -3,23% -3,76% -4,29% -4,82% -5,35% -5,88% -6,40% -6,92% -7,44% -7,96% -8,48% -8,99% -9,51%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,02% 0,05% 0,08% 0,13% 0,19% 0,26% 0,34% 0,42% 0,52% 0,63% 0,75% 0,87% 1,01% 1,16% 1,31% 1,48% 1,65%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -0,54% -1,06% -1,57% -2,08% -2,56% -3,04% -3,51% -3,96% -4,40% -4,83% -5,25% -5,65% -6,05% -6,43% -6,80% -7,16% -7,51% -7,85%

Initial Restricted Duration 2,17

Initial Restricted Convexity 17,07

Restrictded Duration 2,19094 2,187519 2,184078 2,180614 2,1771292 2,1736236 2,170096 2,1665482 2,1629793 2,1593894 2,1557789 2,152147 2,1484972 2,144826 2,141133 2,1374235 2,1336917 2,1299411

Restrictded Convexity 17,73716 17,69596 17,65454 17,61286 17,570953 17,528821 17,486448 17,443856 17,401035 17,357985 17,314711 17,271206 17,22751 17,183582 17,139417 17,09508 17,0505 17,00572

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,55% -1,09% -1,64% -2,18% -2,72% -3,26% -3,80% -4,33% -4,87% -5,40% -5,93% -6,46% -6,98% -7,51% -8,03% -8,55% -9,07% -9,58%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,02% 0,05% 0,09% 0,14% 0,20% 0,27% 0,35% 0,44% 0,54% 0,65% 0,78% 0,91% 1,05% 1,21% 1,37% 1,54% 1,72%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -0,54% -1,07% -1,59% -2,09% -2,58% -3,06% -3,53% -3,98% -4,43% -4,86% -5,27% -5,68% -6,07% -6,45% -6,82% -7,18% -7,53% -7,86%

Change Not Restricted Duration 0,00 -0,01 -0,01 -0,01 -0,02 -0,02 -0,02 -0,03 -0,03 -0,03 -0,04 -0,04 -0,04 -0,05 -0,05 -0,05 -0,06 -0,06

Change Not Restricted Convexity -0,04 -0,07 -0,12 -0,16 -0,19 -0,23 -0,27 -0,31 -0,35 -0,39 -0,44 -0,48 -0,52 -0,56 -0,60 -0,64 -0,68 -0,72

Change Restricted Duration 0,02 0,01 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 -0,01 -0,01 -0,01 -0,02 -0,02 -0,02 -0,03 -0,03 -0,04 -0,04 -0,04

Change Restricted Convexity 0,67 0,63 0,59 0,55 0,50 0,46 0,42 0,38 0,33 0,29 0,25 0,20 0,16 0,12 0,07 0,03 -0,02 -0,06  

 

Callables+Floaters portfolio sensitivity 

0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75% 2,00% 2,25% 2,50% 2,75% 3,00% 3,25% 3,50% 3,75% 4,00% 4,25% 4,50%

Initial Not Restricted Duration 9,35

Initial Not Restricted Convexity 97,62

Not Restricted Duration 10,28909 9,946251 10,997 10,81038 11,183517 11,087953 10,976521 10,863258 10,755517 10,645263 10,527643 10,41028 10,296336 10,183225 10,066506 9,9493842 9,8354799 9,723493

Not Restricted Convexity 139,1449 126,8039 180,1719 173,1917 196,33375 193,4886 190,14908 186,76657 183,57117 180,30865 176,83042 173,3759 170,04156 166,7484 163,35726 159,97205 156,70006 153,49969

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to D -2,57% -4,97% -8,25% -10,81% -13,98% -16,63% -19,21% -21,73% -24,20% -26,61% -28,95% -31,23% -33,46% -35,64% -37,75% -39,80% -41,80% -43,76%

% Change in Not Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,04% 0,16% 0,51% 0,87% 1,53% 2,18% 2,91% 3,74% 4,65% 5,63% 6,69% 7,80% 8,98% 10,21% 11,49% 12,80% 14,15% 15,54%

% Change in Not Restricted due to both:D+C -2,53% -4,81% -7,74% -9,94% -12,45% -14,46% -16,30% -17,99% -19,55% -20,98% -22,26% -23,43% -24,48% -25,43% -26,26% -27,00% -27,65% -28,21%

Initial Restricted Duration 3,05

Initial Restricted Convexity 39,07

Restrictded Duration 3,051164 3,037109 3,02282 3,00833 2,993711 2,9791447 2,9643698 2,9495073 2,9346405 2,9198796 2,9049785 2,8901091 2,8752598 2,8604354 2,8457041 2,8308947 2,8162471 2,8016732

Restrictded Convexity 39,34924 38,97071 38,58723 38,19978 37,810277 37,424294 37,033761 36,642618 36,253237 35,869299 35,482497 35,098827 34,717935 34,339751 33,966362 33,592518 33,225607 32,862937

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to D -0,76% -1,52% -2,27% -3,01% -3,74% -4,47% -5,19% -5,90% -6,60% -7,30% -7,99% -8,67% -9,34% -10,01% -10,67% -11,32% -11,97% -12,61%

% Change in Restricted Portf Value due to C 0,01% 0,05% 0,11% 0,19% 0,30% 0,42% 0,57% 0,73% 0,92% 1,12% 1,34% 1,58% 1,83% 2,10% 2,39% 2,69% 3,00% 3,33%

% Change in Restricted  due to both:D+C -0,75% -1,47% -2,16% -2,82% -3,45% -4,05% -4,62% -5,17% -5,69% -6,18% -6,65% -7,09% -7,51% -7,91% -8,28% -8,64% -8,97% -9,28%  
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